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The intent of this document is to review the results of the Hanford Site computer-user 
survey conducted in November 1999 and provide information about the importance of 
the computer on the productiwty of the Hanford staff and to compare current use to 
past history and to recommend unprovements and actions needed. 

Survey Findings 

Increased Dependency on the Computer 

The survey shows that the amount of time that workers use their personal computer 
(PC) has increased slightly since 1997, with 95% using their computers two or more 
hours per day. Most employees’ work activities are assisted by the computer. 
Responses from 83% of the users indicate that their work would be negatively impacted 
if they were unable to use their PCs for more than 4 hours. Similarly, only 25% of the 
users can withstand a network outage lasting 4 to 8 hours or longer without severe 
impact to their productivity. 

Users are very satisfied with the amount oftime the network is available; however, 
when there is an outage, it has a huge impact on their productivity. 

S o h a r e  Jmportance 

- The s o h a r e  that is used the most is Email, PopFon, Word, Calendar, and the Intranet 
The data correlate directly to the applications that are the most important to the users. 
One surprise was that “accessing another application or software” was rated very high 
(sixth highest). This indicates just how diverse the user population base really is. It 
sends a message that even an application such as computer-aided design (CAD), which 
was rated the highest in importance by only 9% of the users, should not be thought of 
as an unused package but rather as a specialized computerized tool essential to the 
productivity of a designer/dra&man’s job. Look-up, the “telephone number and name” 
reference tool on the Intranet, should be investigated for potential improvements, 
because several users mentioned the need to improve it or the need to integrate it with 
the PopFon. Just accessing the h e t  is time consuming for some users, and the 
PopFon is quicker. 

The Time Information System (TIS) was complained about as not being available more 
at the end of the day. Fluor Hanford will correct this by increasing the availabilw of 
TIS until 6:OO p.m. on normal work days. 

Reliance on Customer Technical Support 

Customer Technical Support (CTS), the computer helpdesk, is accessed by 99% of the 
users some of the time when they have problems. Some users would like to see CTS 
staff have improved specific software expertise and skills. (Note: Technical training 
for the CTS staff was eliminated in fiscal year (FY) 1999 during the Indirect Cost 
Reduction exercises. This training has been reinitiated for FY 2000.) Although some 
users complained about CTS’s response time for answering calls, the majority ofthe 
users selected acceptable queue times that were within or beyond the actual CTS queue 
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times. For example, in the survey, 7% of the users selected “Less than one minute” as 
an acceptable wait time, while in October, 56% of the calls were actually answered in 
1 minute or less. 

Computer Adequacy 

Regarding computer adequacy, 5.3% of the users do not have a PC that meets the 
minimum standards. Seve.nty-two percent of the users felt that their PCs were adequate. 
A 4-year PC refresh cycle is a reasonable target according to leading industry 
consulting firms. It is critical to maintain a PC refresh policy because so many people 
use the PC the majority of their day, that having a tool that is slow or locks up 
continually may be costing the Site in productivity losses. 

Records Information Management Changes 

In the Records Information Management (RIM) area, the hctionality of the 
applications generally met users’ needs; 56% agreed with this statement and just 13% 
disagreed. Users saw the Records Management Information System @MIS) as 
needing faster and more tolerant search capabilities. Site Forms was mentioned by 
numerous users as needing impravements. Several projects are currently under way to 
upgrade these systems or evaluate alternatives. 

Co,mputer Security 

Computer security survey questions revealed that 97% of the users understand that the 
government has the right to monitor and record employees’ activities on the computer. 
It was found that 5 1 % of the users do not use a password-protected screen saver. 
Using one is not mandated by policy; however, it is a good business practice, and a 
communication campaign will be conducted to promote increased use. 

Future Computing Needs 

Users indicated a need for the following items in the future. 

Digital imaging and scanning; 

Full featured traming delivered to their desktop; 

The ability to log into the network from off Site (which is currently available); 

Classroom training and manuals; and 

Some form of training to aid the transition when new Site standard software is 
implemented. 

Es-2 
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Responses that were repeated by several users throughout the survey included the 
suggestion to reevaluate Wordperfect versus Word or to add Wordperfect as a dual 
Site standard. 

Additionally, most users indicated through their comments that they wait for Site 
standard software standards and policy to be handed down to them, many indicating 
thattheywmtto be “legal” or m complianoe. This feeling WBS evident, for example, 
with users who said that they need a more robust graphics package. Such users don’t 
appear to be performing an analysis to select another package for themselves. Rather, 
they use the existing standard package(s) that are not fully meeting their needs and are 
waiting for direction. 

Conclusions/Actions 
The survey respondents made several suggestions or indicated various needs. 
Recurring items are addressed below, along with any follow-on actions that are planned 
to address them. 

computer smaity 

Pro tdon  Technology Hanford wdl draft an article for the Hanford Reach descnblng 
methods to mvoke password-protected screen savers slnce they are not bemg used to 
the extent suggested Instructions to create a desktop short-cut icon to activate the 
screensaver also will be mcluded 

- 

AutoCAD 

A few users suggested that AutoCAD should be distributed via stand-alone copies, not 
networked. The decision to use network metering for AutoCAD was based on the 
substantial cost savings for network licensing. 

Customer Technical Support 

The funding has been provided in the FY 2000 budget for software-specific 
training for CTS consultants. This will address the comments from survey 
respondents regarding a need for increased software-specific skills. 

Improved CTS response times was identified by some users as a need; however, 
the majority of users experience faster response times than what was indicated as 
acceptable queue times from survey respondents. 

An action plan will be created to improve the usability of Hanford Local Area 
Network (IUAN) User’s Help (HUH), since survey responses indicated it is not 
used frequently. - 
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Records Information Management 

The survey responses reinforced the value of projects in process or in the planning 
stages, Projects that coincide with needs identified by the survey are: 

A project to implement a search engine, capable of searching multiple 
applications, is under way for FY 2000. 

A recommendation regarding electronic signatures is expected, as a result of an 
evaluation of RIM processes that is planned for completion in N 2000. 

Electronic distribution of correspondence is presentlytaking place; expansion to 
other document types is planned for the FY 2000 or FY 2001 time frame. 

A recommendation regarding an electronic document management system is 
expected, as a result of an evaluation of RIM processes that is planned for 
completion in FY 2000. This system could include document creation, review, 
approval, distribution, and storage. 

Electronic review is included in the workflow assessment project now being 
performed by Lockheed M a r h  Services, Inc. (LMSI) and CH2M HILL 
Hanford Group, Inc. Electronic review also is related to the electronic signature 
and electronic document management system issues and will be examined as part 
of the projects associated with them. 

A project proposal addressing Internet access to publicly cleared Administrative 
Records and Public Information Repository records has been submitted to Fluor 
Hanford for review. Increased Intranet access to RIM information is an ongoing 
process and is included in both existing and planned projects. 

Version control is already a part of those RIM applications where it is 
appropriate, and its use is expected to be expanded, as a result of the evaluation 
of RIM processes that is planned for completion in N 2000. 

There were eight responses dealing with the locator and being able to access 
procedures. RIM will examine the user interface and locator engine to determine 
if the efficiency of these can be improved. 

A project proposal addressing full-text retrieval and addressing comments about 
Optical Character Recognition is planned for FY 2001. 

Network Administration 

The Fluor Hanford Chief Information Office has funded a project to upgrade the 
remote-access server (RAS) system. In addition to addressing the security of the 
system, the project will improve the ease of use of the system, as a result of the 
feedback from the survey respondents. 

LMSI is currently working on a projed to deliver security and service-related 
information to HLAN users as part ofthe standard HLAN logon. This 
information will include Software Distribution Update information so that users 
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will have better information on what updates are available. It also will contain 
user information such as technical tips. The need for more training was 
mentioned frequently by survey respondents and proposed by at least one person 
as being in the form of technical tips. 

A recommendation will be provided to the Fluor Hanford Chief Information 
Office to provide a PC disk backup service for HLAN users, as requested. 

To address user input regarding lengthy boat-up times, an evaluation of the hoot- 
up logon process will be conducted, in conjunction with the Windows 2000 
project. 

Technical Tips 

Feedback from users included suggestions and complaints in various areas. The 
following items will be addressed via the new “technical tips” that will be implemented 
by LMSI (see Network Administration, bullet 2). 

Communicate where to get training and how to obtain printed manuals, such as 
using a P-Card. 

Communicate the practice and use of shared drives; these drives have improved 
productivity, and not all work groups are aware ofthem. 

Communicate how, via RAS, to access HNF PROS from off Site. 

Communicate how to connect to a network printer 

Communicate how to get emergency help on non-prime time hours. 

- 
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Purpose 

The Fluor Hanford Chief Information Office. requested that a computer-user s u m y  be 
conducted to determine the user’s dependence on the computer and its importance to 
their ability to accomplish their work. Daily use trends and future needs of Hanford 
Site personal computer (PC) users was also to be defined. A primary objective was to 
use the data to determine how budgets should be focused toward providing those 
services that are truly needed by the users. 

Scope 

The scape of this document covers the summarized data from the computer-user survey 
that was sent to the Fluor Hanfordteam (Project Hanford), the U.S. Department of 
Energy, Richland Operations Office (RL), and the US. Department of Energy, Office 
of River Protection (OW) and lncludes survey data from the Project Hanford 
enterprise companies. Telephone- and pager-use data are included. 

Team Members 

Protection Technology Hanford’s Computer Secunty group; US West; and the 
Lockheed Martin Services, Inc. (LMSI) Customer Technical Support (CTS), Records 
Information Management (RIM), and Engineering and Technology departments 

- contributed to this project. 

Data Collection Methods 

Computer-User Survey 

A computer-user survey was created as the primarytool for collecting user profile 
information. The survey was distributed to a randomly selected sample of all Project 
Hanford companies, RL, O W ,  Lockheed Maxtin Hanford Company, and Project 
Hanford enterprise companies, which included 2,020 Hanford Local Area Network 
WAN) users of the 6,792-user-base population. Survey responses were required 
f r m  60 1 users to obtain a confidence level of 99%, with an error tolerance level of 
plus or minus 5%. In actuality, 785 returned surveys were used for the analysis. The 
survey was distributed and returned during the first week of November 1999. 

The survey focused on the following major areas: current use of software, network 
availability and services, future computing needs, external Internet use, computer 
security awareness, CTS (helpdesk), and RIM. The 39-question survey instrument is 
provided in Appendix C. Ten were open-ended write-in questions, which provided 
valuable insight to the users’ needs. The entire listing of the write-in responses is 
contained in Appendix D. 

Introduction 
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System Management Server 

Microsoft’s System Management Server provided the means to collect data regarding 
hardware configurations and the operating systems in use. 

Metered S o h a r e  Library 

An electronic software libraly meters software use by the number of individual user 
accesses. This metering approach saves considerable expense. The metering is 
conducted electronically, so that those who actually use the software count toward the 
number of software licenses purchased. Information regarding the current level of use 
of metered software is given in the following section, “Computer Use and Dependency 
on the Computer.” 

Pagers and Telephones 

The LMSI Radio Maintenance group administers the pagers for the Hanford Site. This 
group provided current and historical data on the number of pagers in use and the 
number of pages sent. US West supplied the telephone data. The pager and telephone 
data are included in Appendix A. 
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Demographics 

Survey Question 1: Select the category that best describes your 
classification. 

The primary purpose of this question was to enable analysis of the survey responses by 
job category. Seventy-five percent of the survey respondents were exempt, which also 
was the case for the 1997 survey results. 

Survey Question 2: Select the company that you are budged to below. 

The breakout shows that there was good representation and a proportionate sample of 
all the companies targeted: Project Hanford, major subcontractors, enterprise 
companies, RL, and O W .  

Computer Importance and 
Dependency on the Computer 

x 

Survey Question 3: I typically use my computer this number of hours per 
day. (Indicate your actual computer usage, not just how 
many hours you have it turned on.) 

This question shows similar use, slightly increased, compared to the 1997 survey. The 
comparison showed that fewer people use their computer “Under 2 hours per day” with 
5% selecting this choice this year, compared to 8% in 1997. The data also show an 
increase in the number of users selecting “Use more than 8 hours per day” from 4% in 
1997 to 9% this year. Extrapolating this to the larger population represented, it means 
that about 590 ofthe 6,297 users represented are using their computer “all day long.” 
About 95% ofthe users selected a category indicating use of between 2 and 8 hours per 
day versus 92% in 1997. 

Table 1. Computer Use. 

Computer 
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Comparing this against the demographics, 6.5% of the users were craft, operators, or 
labor and support-sewice workers; this means that even some of the traditionally 
noncomputer-oriented workers are using the computer more than 2 hours a day (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1. User Demographics. 

5% 13% 
Administrative/Clerical 

!E Craft 
E Engineer 
!E Labor 
E ManagemenVSupervision 
!E Operator 
!E Other Exempt Profession 

Scientist 
Technician 

1% 

Survey Question 4: Ifyou had no uccess to a computer (PC), what impact 
would it have on yourproductivity? (Assume that you 
cannot off-load your work to someone with a PC) 

The following table compares the results ofthe 1999 and 1997 surveys 

Tabte 2. Productivity Loss without 
Personal Computer Use. 
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Users indicated more of a decrease in productivity this year, compared to the 1997 
survey, except for the “100% decrease’’ category. One possible reason for the change 
in the 100% category may have been the underlying negative tone of the 1997 survey. 
It implied that PCs were going to be taken away, which may have urged more people to 
select the 100% decrease category. The responses to the following question show just 
how dependant users are on their computers. 

Survey Question 5: Ifyou noied a decrease in productivity on theprevious 
question, pleare explain why. 

Responses were received from 660 users. One user’s comment summarizes most of the 
input: “. ..all my work flows through the computer.. . ”. Many others commented on 
the efficiency and productivity that the PC has provided to them. Some examples of the 
responses are paraphrased below. 

. 

. 

. 
I 

. 

. 

. 

. 

_. . 

The need to communicate with offsite personnel, and working in the paperless 
system makes it impossible to work now without a computer. 

I have found that the effect of computers extends beyond productivity, enabling 
me to do thiigs 1 was unable to do previously. 

Computer systems offer near-instant access to telephone numbers, financial data, 
technical and schedule status, messaging, and software tools to format thoughts 
and ideas. 

My job processes and tasks all have been transformed to computer-based 
functions over the years; to take away my PC now would make my job 
impossible - or at least would require more people to do what I am doing. 

Requisitions come to procurement electronically. Purchase orders are issued 
electronically. Getting all of the data to procure, inspect, and receive is done 
electronically. 

I use previous letters as “boilerplates.” Having to rewrite everything from 
scratch would take more time. 

It’s tough to use AutoCAD without a computer. Word processing is a must for 
my job. Work package preparation would suffer as well, because the Job 
Control System (JCS) would no longer be available. 

Email alleviates the frustration of “telephone tag.” 

Scheduling meetings is much simpler 

I can obtain information from U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) orders, 
standards, and Occupational Safely and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA) on the 
Internet. 

Required reading is on the Internet 

Computer 
Use and 

Dependency 
on the 
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I would have to scan every page of a hard-copy document instead of using the 
“find function. 

I don’t have h a r d q y  procedures anymore. 

Electronic review and approval of documents saves time. 

Finding the critical path on a 40-year 1,000-task program schedule would be 
impossible by hand. 

Obtaining mformation such as who is qualified to have a controlled-entry-access 
badge would be harder. 

I do a lot of spreadsheets and use them to roll up data to a higher level. Without 
a computer, I would have to use an adding machine and recalculate every time 
something changed. 

It is how you communicate with the rest of the world. All tasks are directly tied 
to the PC. 

It appears that even some of the craft, operator, and technicians’ jobs have been 
affected and have become dependant on the PC; for example: 

“Before doing Herbicide applications, I have to send out pre-notes to all building 
administrators to be posted.” 

“I am a storekeeper and I work in a warehouse. Computers are one of our main 
twls to help us perform our work.” 

“Lack of communications to and from the operations crew/staff would be almost 
stopped. Access to procedures would be prohibited. Nightly shift instruction 
distribution to all operators in a timely manner would be eliminated.’’ 

Survey Question 6: How long can you go without using your computer on 
an average day before it has a negative impact to your 
work? 

The purpose of this question was to determine how many hours, in an average day, the 
user can function without a PC. Twenty-seven percent indicated “Less than 1 hour”, 
35% selected “1 to 2 hours” and 21% selected “2 to 4 hours”. Therefore, only 16% of 
the people can be without the use of a PC for more than 4 hours without a negative 
impact to their work. This is an increase over 1997 data, when 1 1  % indicated they 
could be without a PC for more than 4 hours. 
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Computer Use 
Less than 1 hour 

1 to 2 hours 
2 to 4 hours 
4 to 6 hours 

1997 Results 1999 Renults 
37% 27% 
31% 35% 
16% 21% 
5% X% 

6 to 8 hours 4% 4% 
More than a day 2% 2% 

Don’t know Not a choice in 1997 2% 

~ 

Less than 15 minutes 5 %o 

15 minutes to 1 hour 18% Less than 1 hour 27% 
1 to 2 hours 3 0% 1 to 2 hours 35% 
2 to 4 hours 22% 2 to 4 hours 21% 
4 to 8 hours 12% 4 to 6 hours 8% 

6 to 8 hours 4% 
- More than one day 9% More than one day 2% 

3 yo Don’t know 2% 
Being down is no 

nnuact 

Comparing this question to question 17: “Network outages severely affect my 
productivity if outages last.. . ” provided similar results with only 24% of the users 
indicating that they could withstand a network outage of 4 to 8 hours or more. 
Responses to the two questions are given in the table below. Using this data, severe 
cost impacts to the Site can be estimated using the following hypothetical analysis. 
Based on an estimate of $75.00 per hour burdened rate, if 1,000 users are down for one 
hour it could cost the site $75,000, or an outage of four hours could cost $300,000 in 
lost productivity. 

Table 4. Network Outage Impacts 
(1 997 and 1999 Comparison). 

1 SurveyQuestionlT 1 Responses I SurveyQuest io~6~ 1 Responses 

I 

“Survey Question 17: Nehvork outages (not being able to connect with other users via 
Email, Calendar, etc.) severely (negatively) affect my productivity floutages last. 
Survey Question 6: How long can you be without your computer on an average day before 

it has a negative impact to your work? 

b 

Software and Application Use and 
Importance 

Survey Questions 7 though 9 compare the use of several computer software 
applications. To standardize the evaluation, the responses were grouped into two 
sections. In one section, the first two categories (indicating the least use) were added 
together; originally they were, “Don’t know what this software is or never use” and 
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“Rarely use or use less than weekly.” This new grouping is displayed on the following 
chart. The other section contained the remainder of the categories, which were for 
using the applications for several hours per day, up to daily or weekly. 

Software applications such as AutoCAD, with a dedicated user base that relies heavily 
on this tool, indicated that 89% use it rarely or never. However, this means that about 
1 1 % of the users use it weekly or daily. This may sound small but this set of users 
would be considerably impacted if they did not have the automated drafting tool. 
Therefore, software with low use does not mean that the software should be considered 
unimportant or not be supported; it simply means that others should be supported with 
greater emphasis. The chart below summarues the findings. Individual software use 
details are given in Table 7. Appendix B contains the use charts for the 27 software 
packages listed in Table 5. 

Table 5. SoftwarelApplication Use. 

“Combined scores of all categones between “Use weekly” through “Use more than 
8 hours per day.” 
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- 
S o h a r e  and application use correlated directly to importance to the user 
(Question 14). Email, Word, PopFon, Calendar, and Hanford Information (Hanford 
Home Page on the Internet) were the five packages with the highest use. The following 
chart (Fig. 2) indicates the importance ofthese applications to users. 

Figure 2. Importance of Software. 
(Survey Question No. 14) 

6 k M n i n p ~ i s ~ ~ s s t s g o r y d i ~ ~ m s s e i s o b d r m ~ ~ .  - 
Metered Software Use 

Metered Excel software was highly used (electronic software libraly) before 
Desktop 98 was implemented. At that time, approximately 7,000 uses were logged per 
week. After Desktop 98 was implemented, metering was not required for software use. 

Project 4.0 and Desktop 98 averaged about 400 uses a week in 1997,1998, and 1999. 
In August 1999, Desktop 98 became the predominant software used. 

Wordperfect use remained high, with 12,000 to 13,000 accesses per week in 1997; it 
steadily dropped to about 2,000 accesses per week after Desktop 98 was implemented. 
Current use remains at that level. 

Printer Use 

Survey Question 10: Are you prinaa~?ly using a stand-alone printer? 

Sixty-five percent said that they were using a stand-alone printer. Only 1 %were 
unsure of what they were using. Users indicated that caution should be exercised 
regarding concludmg that dramatic reductions in the number of stand-alone printers 
would save money. One user wrote: "I need a separate printer. Working with network 
printers slow(s) down my productivity rate especially when I have to go half a building 
in order to pick up my work. When others are printing frequently or voluminously my 
productive rate declines substantially." 

- 
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Survey Question 11: Do you have access to a network or sharedprinter? 

Seventy-three percent of the respondents answered that they & have access to a 
network pnnter, only 7% were unsure if they had access to a network p h r  
Therefore, an adhtional education effort about network pnnter availabihty may be 
prudent 

Survey Question 12: Do you feel your computer is adequate for your job 
requirements f i t  enough, large enough hard drive, 
good monitor)? 

Most of the survey responses (72%), said yedadequate However, 25% said no 
A need to refresh 25% of the PC population is not alarnung, some authontm consider 
a refresh &e of 25% a year to be about nght The fouowag question analyzes what 
the computer madequacies are 

Survey Question 13: Ifyou answered no to the question, above, about your 
computer adequacy, please specgy whai would help you 
with your work requirements. 

According to actual data from the System Management Server, which is shown in 
Table 6,4% ofthe users are still using 486-based machines which meet Desktop 98 
specifications, however, another 1.3% have machines that are 486 or less which do not 
meet this specification. From the survey write-in reqmmes to this question, 72 people 
said that they need a faster machine or a general upgrade. Fifty-seven people indicated 
that they need a bigger monitor, and 34 people said that they need more memory. 
Nineteen people indicated that their computer locks up or crashes a lot. One of the 
comments dealt with Web-based and graphic applications. External Internet use is 
higher than it used to be and is growing. According to this survey, 8 3 % ~ ~ ~  k 
sometimes, compared to 74% in 1997. This may continue to push hardware needs 
upward. 

Table 6. Machine Size and Confiauration. 
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Figure 3. Desktop Operating System Mix. 
0% 

0 NT Workstation (Version 361) 
rn NT Workstation (Version 4.0) 

Windows 95a 
m Windows 95b 

Windows 98 
rn Windows for Work Groups 

40% 

Data as of 10/26/99 
36% 

Indudes Project Hanford Management Contract, Enterpnse Companies. 
U S Department of Energy, Hanford Endronmental Health Foundation, Informatics, and 
Miscellaneous 

Some of the more interesting comments follow and may be paraphrased. 

I.regular1y manipulate database files between 50 and 70 megabytes in size. 
Processing times can range from 20 minutes to an hour. A faster, multitasking 
machine would be nice, but I don’t know if it would be worth the expense. 

I could use a 20-inch monitor for spreadsheets. A stand-alone printer would 
increase productivity by eliminating the problem of being bumped off of the 
shared printer and having to reboot. 

I need a larger hard drive and memory for risk-analysis modeling; need a larger 
monitor. 

As my applications get larger and the data being analyzed grow, the computer 
slows down and I spend significant time waiting. 

I need a faster computer (I have a 166) and a larger monitor. The slow computer 
and poor screen performance especially affect AutoCAD and Automated lob 
Hazards Analysis (AJHA). 

My workscope is graphic and web based; I need a faster machine and a larger 
hard drive. 

It seems like the faster our computers become, the more they are loaded up with 
programs such as System Management Server (SMS), so as we update they 
really don’t get any faster. 
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Survey Question 14: The network provides several services. Please rate the 
importance to you of each of the services below. Use a 
scale of 1 - 5, with 1 being the least important and 5 
being most important. You may assign the same rating 
to more than one of the items. 

The highest ranked service was Email, with 80% ofthe users rating it a “5.” These 
results were expected, and they correlate with question number seven, which indicated 
that 99% of the users used Email at least a few minutes daily. In analyzing this 
question, both the mean or average score and the mode rating selected most often (users 
rating the choices with a “5”) were used to determine the services the most important to 
the users. 

The second highest ranking was word processing, which was given a “5” by 58% ofthe 
users. PopFon was right behind it with 41% ofthe users giving it a “5.” However, 
Look-up was given a “5” by only 9% of the users. The three next highest rated 
applications were the Hanford Internet, Calendar, and “Accessmg another application 
or software.” The fact that “Accessing another application or soha re”  was rated so 
high is an indicator of how diverse the user base really is. Shared files and 
spreadsheets were rated the next highest. Even applications such as Project 
Scheduling, which was rated a “5” by only 4% of the users, is probably critical to the 
productivity of those users. Table 7 shows the complete results of the users selections 
(see Appendix B for charts). 
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1 I. Email 

.- 

5.0 

Table 7. Software U S ~  
1 I 

2. Word 

SofhvuelApplication 

~ 

4.5 

Average 
(Me& 
Score 

4 33 

7. TIS 3.0 

5.  W o r d  I d o h f o r d  Home Page I 3.3 
6. MSExcel I 

8. Pager 3.0 
9. SiteFoms 
IO. Look-up 
11. Calendar Tasks 

2.8 
2.6 
3 5  

12. WordPetfect 
13. MS PowerPoint 
14. MSAccess 

2.4 
2.3 
7 7  

2 45 

15. ProcInfo 1.8 
1 56 

30 
60 

17. HAND1 1.7 
18. PeopleSoft 

~ ~~ 

1.6 

20. MS Project 
2 1. Core1 Draw 
22. Primavera PI3 

Computer 
Use and 

Dependency 
on the 

Computer 
(cont) 

1.5 
1.3 
1 3  

1 74 

23. Visio 1.2 

25. Front Page 1.1 
26. Micrographics/Micrographx 

~ 

1 .o 
1 95 
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Survey Question 15: How satiijied are you with the availability (time 
available between unplanned outages) of Email and 
other network @L.AA!l services? Use the scale 1 - 5; 
with 1 being very dissatisjied and 5 being very satisjied 

Vinety-eight percent of the users answered with a “3” or better, indicating very high 
jatisfaction with network availability. Only 16 users rated the network availability as a 

or a ‘‘2,” 

Survey Question 16: Ifyou answered a ‘‘1”or “2” (&satisfied) on the 
question above, please explain why. 

Because most of the respondents were happy with network availabilrty, there were only 
24 explanations of dissatisfaction. Of the 24, four people mentioned Time Information 
System (TIS) not being available at the end of the day or on off-hours. Some of these 
mmments and others are paraphrased below. 

When unplanned outages do occur, they are longer than I would expect them to 
be. 

Since I am required to fill out TIS at the end of the day (which I do after 
4:OO pm.), it would be a lot easier for me if TIS were “unavailable” sometime 
after 4:30 p.m. I cannot remember the next day how much time to put down for 
which charge codes the day before. 

About a month ago, we were notified that the HLAN would be down all day 
Friday and Saturday. The email was sent about 3:OO p.m. on Thursday. I am a 
half-time hourly employee and had already left for the day and did not find out 
the HLAN would be down until I showed up for work. Since I am unable to 
accomplish anything without access to a shared drive, I had to take time off 
because I could not work. I could have adjusted my time so that I and my 
projects would not have lost time, had I been given some warning as to the 
outage. For such a lengthy outage, users should have been notifed much krther 
ahead of the actual occurrence. 

The services provided in Passport have been unsatisfactory because of excessive 
response times or because I have to reboot to get any response. Suggestions to 
avoid using Outlook while using Passport are not acceptable. 

It seems that when the HLAN goes down when we are on back shift, nothing gets 
done. We are here 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, and we need to have our 
computers working. We have gone a whole weekend without any assistance 
whatsoever. 

Survey Question 17: Network outages (not being able to connect with other 
users via Email, Calendar, etc) severely (negatively) 
affect my productivity if outages last: 

See Survey Question 6, where the responses to these two questions are compared. 
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Survey Question 18: What services doyou need that are currently not being 

There were 137 suggestions, several of which indicated that users are not able to 
discern between local PC hardware limitations and network limitations. Several 
comments were received about graphics and drawing packages. Summarized, they said 
that “the site needs a high-end graphics program standard.” Some users suggested 
Core1 Draw or Micrographics. Visio was mentioned more than once as something that 
users needed. 

The suggestions that occurred the most often are shown below. The number of times 
the suggestion occurred is shown in parentheses. 

provided on the HLAN? 

Change back to WordPerfect or to a better word processing software (13) 

Put software training, Hanford General-Employee Training (HGET), etc., on the 
network (1 0) , 

Provide a quicker Internet and faster downloads (6) 

Provide more videoconferencing (4), 

Provide Netmeeting or similar (3). __ 
The following suggestions also are worth reviewing. A few may not be network 
specific but occur repeatedly throughout the survey: 

. 
.- . 

Archiving General Delivery messages 

Authoring software 

Updated organization charts 

Provide national codes and standards 

Jetform is not friendly and Records Management Information System @MIS) is 
not efficient 

Provide a hard-drive back-up service 

Provide Web publishing tools 

Provide a shared area on the Internet where large files could be placed for 
downloading by other sites, available longer that 24 hours 

Provide easier cataloging and sharinglaccessing of working group files 

Link the computer property number to the user for sharing files and printing to 
their local printer. 

Future 
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Survey Question 19: If you could improve one HLANservice, what would it 
be and how wouldyou improve it? 

I’his question received a lot of response from the survey respondents, about 350 
suggestions. Several individual applications were mentioned as needing improvement, 
and overall performance issues were mentioned. The items most often mentioned are 
listed below (some paraphrased), and related suggestions are provided, with the 
Frequency ofthe suggestion in parentheses. . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
0 

Improve Site Forms (21). Many people mentioned that Word templates should 
be used instead. 

Internet access is slow or unavailable (17). Improve the navigation, lengthen the 
online time before timeouts, correct out-of-date information, create logical paths 
to DOE orders. 

Improve Passport (16). Make it more user friendly, reduce lock-ups, allow 
password changes at anytime. 

Provide faster CTS response (15). More knowledgeable staff and more ofthem 
are needed. 

Improve HLAN speed (12). Improve performancdreliability (8). Reduce 
service outages, upgrade the servers to have hot spares, and increase the 
bandwidth. 

Make both WordPerfect and Word both the Site standard or at least both 
available (1 1). Users should have a voice. We can’t get a good backup from 
Word. “. . . WordPerfect is much more a real word processor. I have often 
wondered how we could make Word a standard when it does not support SGML 
. . . the Federal system makes SGML a requirement.” 

Make the remote-access server (RAS) easier and faster (1 1). 

Improve TIS (10). Donottake it down until after 4:30 p.m., providethe ability 
for a user to save frequently used codes and the ability to save partial 
dayshours. ‘TIS is not available usually between 4:OO - 4~30.  It would be nice 
if you could add partial times for the day and save it. When you . . . attempt to 
add a time throughout the day, if it isn’t on line it will cancel out what you 
entered throughout the day.” 

Improve training (10). Publish on-line, helpful hints more often. “Make people 
aware of how HLAN works. Show people that by opening a circuit breaker it 
may take down HLAN to several users. Expand HUH.” “Training tips and 
techniques . . . maybe a short weekly ndice to increase awareness of the tools.. . ” 

Improve Insight (10). It’s slow and hard to use 

Improve the response time for field hardware-maintenance technicians (8) 
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Improve HNF procedures (8). The locator is slow; we need better access to 
documents. 

The Internet look and navigabilrty is more confusing than before (7). 

Improve Look-up and/or integrate with PopFon (5 ) .  Put a Look-up icon on my 
desktop to reduce Internet steps. The PopFon needs the name of the supervisor 
and secretary or clerk. Make PcpFon windows based (allow cut and paste into 
other applications). “Pop-Phone would be one app that I would improve.. . 
allow listings for multiple office phone numbers, allow updates by other people 
not just the representatives.” Update more regularly. 

Improve RMIS (7). Searches take too long. 

We need a faster boot-up process (7). Make virus updates less intrusive 
(reboots). Note: As of February 2000, virus updates have been made less 
intrusive. 

Outlook email: Increase the storage limitations (6), allow bigger file attachments 
(3), allow emails to be taggdcopiedlsent directly to a folder, allow printing of 
emails without the distribution list. 

Outlook Calendar: (6) Create a faster process to acceptlrespond to meetinps. 
Improve reliability and user friendliness. Provide the @on to disallow double 
booking(2). 

JCS (6): “Deal with the Passpodwork management - JCS issue.” ‘‘I would 
implement electronic work flow processes, integrated with forms and an 
electronic document management system, to improve the quality and efficiency 
of many . . . Hanford work processes.” 

Provide a Word program for job packages that can be accessed by all areas of 
the Hanford Site to eliminate duplication of effort. Many jobs are r e d m  daily 
that could be accessed and used Site wide to save time and a lot of money 

Provide more support people, provide incentives to keep highly qualified staff, 
hire better qualified staff (3). These items did not target a specific service area. 

Provide notification of available software upgrades (3), such as Acrobat, 

Provide an integrated pager system that is faster and windows based (3). 

The following applications were indicated as needing improvement: Engineering 
Document Management System (EDMS), AJHA, Employee Job Task Analysis 
(EJTA), Solid Waste Engineering Analysis (SWEA), Solid Waste Information 
and Tracking System (SWITS), Hanford Document Tracking System W T S ) ,  
AutoCAD, Access ControVEntry System (ACES), Hanford Data Integrator 
(HANDI), and Occurrmce Reporting and Processing System (ORF’S) access. -. 

Many users said services are good; one user wrote: “I have no recommendations. It is 
the best I have ever experienced.” 
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Training at your desktop, interactively via the network 
displaying text, animated graphics, full motion video, all with 
audio 
RAS (accessing your work computer files from an off-site 
location) 

Training at your desktop, interactively via the network which 
displays only text and static graphics 

Web publishing tools 
Audio input or output on your PC (voice recognition, etc.) 
Wireless network (wireless buildings and meeting rooms, 
able to connect to the network) 

Digital imaging and scanning 

Video teleconferencing (or Net Meeting) 
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69% 

59% 

49% 

47% 

31% 
27% 
26% 

20% 

Survey Question 20: Please select any of the following which you may need 
to use for your work in the future. 

Numerous users selected training at the desktop, RAS’ing in from off Site, and d i m 1  
imaging and scanning. The tabulation of responses is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8. Future Computing Needs. 

Users selecting Selection Options - Users could select more 
than one category 

Survey Question 21: Please list other computing based items that you may 

Respondents emphasized the selections that they made in the previous question by 
repeating their desires to have improved RAS’ing in (3), more digital imaging and 
scanning (3), and more HLAN and desktop computer-based training, including HGET 
at their workstation (6). Two users wrote about training: “The Intranet should provide 
CBTs for all of the software we have available, anytune software is changed the CBTs 
should parallel.” ‘Would like to see more training on various software provided via 
computer work station since it is very difficult to obtain approval from the company to 
pay for computer software courses at Protrain, CBC, WSU, etc. We also don’t get any 
instruction books.. . and although the HELP menus are better than they used to be, they 
still lack many of the answers I’ve needed.” Other suggestions follow with the 
frequency ofthe suggestion shown in parentheses. 

need in the future. 

Several users mentioned the need for a better graphics package. Some 
mentioned it for designing web pages (4), others said, “A good draw program; 
Paint doesn’t cut it” (2) and more mentioned Core1 Draw (2). 

Provide archival (4) and large-capacity compact disks, read and readwrite or 
digital video disks. 

Provide digital or electronic signature (4). 
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- 
Provide scientific programs (3). See user comment # 158 under this question in 
Appendix D, Page D-84. 

Wordperfect was mentioned again as an additional site standard (3). Response 
#I37 in Appendix D, Page D-83 is worth reading. 

Two users mentioned an improved financial system. Another user wrote, 
“electronic invoicing between FDH and subcontractors, electronic ordering direct 
between FDH and suppliers, electronic payment between FDH and suppliers, 
increased electronic communication tools between FDH and the external supplier 
community, faster transmission of data.” 

Voice recognition and audio, “audio will be very important,” was mentioned 

A few additional noteworthy comments follow. 

“Items that support interactive uses. Keeping up with what is going on in the 
industry is going to play a big part with retaining and attracting the right 
resource.. . ” 

“Access to site wide data base that would make available the hazards in a 
facility to emergency personnel.” 

“1 think we should control access to web publishing tools for 2 reasons 
1) Standards should be enforced and 2) Web pages are like miniature 
applications and should be operated as such.” 

- 

.- 
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br 9% - 15% - 18% 

18% 

22% 

26x 

2?% 

SIX 

Survey Question 22: How o f l n  do you use the external Internet (WWW- 
World Wide Web) at work? 

Inkmet use has grown steadily in recent years. The 1997 Computer User Survey 
indicated that 74% of Hanford Site employees used the web "Less than weekly" or 
more frequently. This year's survey indicated that 83% used the web "A few times a 
month" or more frequently. Users indicated that the Internet is pad of their tool set but 
not their primary tool; use of "A few times a week was 26% and "Usually daily, but 
less than 15 minutes per use" was 16%. The succeeding question (#23) revealed what 
employees use the Internet for. Multiple selections of categories were allowed. Figure 
4 shows the users' selections. 

Rmmrmh 

TtchnlCll and rl.ntlfic smS1.I 

Vendor and pmductlon InBnnstlon 

6.3% 

57% 

62% 

Survey Question 24: Please list other areas accessed via the external 
Internet. 

Many people repeated the items that were available in question #23. For example, 
users who indicated they accessed technical societies and government sites also listed 
them in this question. Examples include: OSHA, Washington Industrial Safety and 
Health Administration (WISHA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA), National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOM), Defense 
Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB), &nerican Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME), International Standards Organization (ISO), SQIG, Electric Power Research 
Institute @PlU), Association of Records Managers and Administrators (ARMA), U.S. 
Government Printing Office (GPO), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), American Water Works Association 
(AWWA), National Science Foundation (NSF), and several others. 
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The following are other areas accessed via the external Internet, with the frequency in 
parentheses. 

Weather was the most frequent choice (13). One user wrote: “Sometimes 
weather conditions, which could affect equipment or travel to and from worksite. 
The 12 hour shihrs  are on the road about 4:30 AM and after dark in the PM. 
Snow, fog and ice have and will affect the ventilation systems we operate as well 
as response times.” 

Several mentioned safety information, lessons learned (6). One user wrote: 
“Department of Energy Lessons Learned Federal Law.” A couple listed 
maintenancdsafety information from vendors (2). Others accessed the Material 
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) from vendors’ (4). 

Telephone directory/addresses for U.S. Department of Energy Headquarters 
(HQ) and company headquarters-specific information was used (4). 

Software driver updates were mentioned (2) 

Corporate 401K and retirement plans also were mentioned (2). 

A few other interesting items were mentioned: “I use Yahoo.finance to convert 
Canadian dollars to US dollars., . ,” communication with professional colleagues, and 
communication with law enforcement sites or other fire departments. 

-. 

Survey Question 25: If the external Internei is dmdunavailable, how long 
before it begins to have a negative impact on your 
productivity? 

Users selected “More than one day” 41% of the time; another 30% of the users selected 
“Being down has no impact.” These data are in line with the information obtained in 
question #22. For comparison purposes, 78% said they use the internal h e t  weekly 
or more often. Table 9 compares the answers to this question to question #22, “How 
often do you use the external Internet at work?” 
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Users 
Indicated 

Survey Question 25b 
(Impact if Internet is 

Down) 

Users 
Indicated 

1% 
17% 
22% 
26% 

16% Lessthan 15 mutes 3% 

15 minutes to 1 hour a day 

2 to 4 hours a day 
4 to 6 hours a day 

1 to 2 hours a day 

More than 6 hours a day 

13% I5 minutes to 1 hour 3% 
4% 1 to 2 hours a day 5 % 
1% 2 to 4 hours a day 7% 

0.1% 4 to 8 hours a day 11% 
0% More than one day 41% 

I 
at work? 
Survey Question 25: If external Internet is down/unavailable, how long before negative 

impact on your productivily? 

b 

1 Beingdownhasnoimpact I 30% I 
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Survey Question 26: Select the option that best describes whetheryou use, 

Unfoortunately, over 5 1% ofthe users do not use a password-protected screen saver. 
Only 3% did not know what a password-protected screen saver was. The remaining 
46% do use a password-protected screen saver. However, only 27% have it activate in 
the suggested time frame, which is within 5 minutes or less of inactivity. Note, 
however, that some users suggested having the ability to “click an icon” to activate 
their screen saver whenever desired, but do not know how to set-up this feature on their 
workstation. 

or don ’t use, a password-protected screen saver. 

Survey Question 27: Are you aware that the government has the right to 
monitor and record your work on your computer? 

Almost every user is aware of this; 97% answered yes to this question. Only 1.5% said 
no and 1.4% were not sure. It is likely that the new splash screen, just before logging 
on to the network, has heightened user awareness of this. 

Computer 
Security 
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Survey Question 28: When you call Customer Technical Support (He& 
Desk) what is the mavimum queue time (waiting before 
someone answers) that is acceptable to you? 

The users’ threshold for acceptable queue times was higher than expected. Only 7% 
selected “Less than one minute.” Actual queue times for November 1999 averaged 1 
minute and 21 seconds. In addition, 54% ofthe calls were answered in 1 minute or 
less, 72% were answered in 2 minutes or less, 95% were answered in 5 minutes or less, 
and 5% of the calls were answered in over 5 minutes. Queue time is clocked beginning 
when the user selects a menu option. Some users mentioned that they would like the 
menu to be faster. See the Table 10 and Figure 5 for complete results. 

Table I O .  Customer Technical Support Queue Times. 

5 to10 minutes 8% 5% 5% 
Over 10 minutes 3% I LeSSthanl% I Less than 1% 

Figure 5. Customer Technical Support Customers’ 
Maximum Acceptable Queue Times. 

(Survey Question No. 28) 

9%, 3% 7% 

0 Less than 1 minute 
W 1 to 2 minutes 
W 2 to 3 minutes 
W 3 to 4 minutes 

4 to 5 minutes 
W 5 to 10 minutes 
W over 10 minutes 
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Survey Question 29: When you have aproblem, whatpercentage of the time 
do you use each of the following resources. Percentages 
should add to 100%. 

Call Customer Technical Support (CTS on 376-1234) 

Try to use the Help screens or Microsoft Office Assistant 

Use the on-line help called IUAN User’s Help (HUH) (on the Hanford Home 
Page) 

Use an internal computer guru or expert 

Contact the vendor 

Ignore the problem 

Use another means. 

Nearly all HLAN users, 99%, call CTS some of the time when they have a problem. 
Note: Users could select any percentage between 0 and 100% in 1% increments. 
Forty-seven percent indicated that they call CTS 40% to 100% of the time when they 
have a problem. The remaining 32% call CTS 39% of the time or less when they have 
a problem. 

Most of the people, 68%, selected “Try to use Help screens or Microsoft Assistant,” 
when trying to solve their problems. The remaining 31% never use these features. 

HUH, located on the Hanford Home Page, is rarely used. A striking 58% never use 
HUH. Of those who do use it, they usually use it 5% or 10% of the time. This 
situation is listed in the recommendation section ofthis document. 

Concerning using an internal guru to solve their problems, 30% said that they never use 
them. Another 24% use them less than 20% of the time. Only 3% said that they use 
them 80% of the time or more when they have a problem. 

Users virtually never call the vendor when having a problem; 92% selected this o@on 
0% of the time. The same was true regarding the selection, “Ignore the Problem,” 
where over 84% indicated that they never do this. Similarly, 73% of the users indicated 
0% use for “Use some other means” to solve their problems. 

The Table 11 summarizes the data of how users solve their problems. 

Customer 
Technical 

(Help Desk) 
(con0 

support 
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Resource Choice 

Call CTS 
Internal guru 
Help screens 

HUH 
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Use Indicated Other Mode (Use Indicated 
Than 0% Most Often) 

99% 50% 
70% 10% 
69% 10% 
42% 10% 4 

Use another means 
Ignore problem 
Contact vendor 

27% 10% 
16% 10% 
8% 10% 

Survey Question 30: How often do you haveproblems with your sofrware/ 
applications or your computer that result in your using 
one or more of the types of support listed in theprevious 
question. Include any malfunction or problem that you 
solve yourself or seek help on. 

Never or very rarely 
Aboutonceaweek 
About 2 to 4 times a week 
About 5 to 10 times a week 
More than 10 times a week. 

Accordmg to the survey, about half of the users, 49%, say that they never or very 
rarely have a problem. Another 38% only have problems about once a week. The 
remaining 13% have problems between 2-4,5-IO or more than 10 times a week. CTS 
management believes that a “problem” is defined by the users as something more 
adverse than the typical calls that CTS predominantly receives, because 49% seemed 
low to them compared to the 9,000 plus calls that CTS normally receives within a 
month. 

S’urvey Question 31: What additional services would you like to see 
incorporated into Customer Technical Support (Help 
Desk)? 

Other; see next question. 

Input your own hardware trouble tickets (PC repairs or moves, etc.) 
Obtain status on your own trouble tickets 

Ihrty-seven percent of the users did not answer this question. A majority of the 
respondents, 79%, indicated that they would like to be able to obtain their own status 
m their trouble tickets; 43% indicated that they would like to be able to input their own 
iardware trouble tickets. Users were allowed to select more then one option. 
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Survey Question 32: Please list other services you feel would be helpful if 
they were added to the Help Desk. 

This was an open-ended or write-in question. Twenty people wrote compliments about 
CTS service. A majority ofthe remaining 160 commmt.s/suggestions contained two 
primarythemes: quicker response time (12 people) and more specific software 
expertise versus general problem-solving skills (7 people). One interesting observation 
is that some users believe that CTS is the HLAN, as shown by their using the terms 
synonymously throughout the write-in responses in the survey. 

Other suggestions made more than once are as follows (number of times suggested is in 
parentheses). 

Provide the ability to status tickets via the network (4). 

Provide more availability to software programs or utilities such as Norton Utility 
and updated drivers (4). 

Provide the ability to leave a telephone message or input a telephone number (3). 

Provide the same consultant or field technician when the problem is of a 
continuing or intermident nature (3). 

Provide procurement assistance (2). - 
Provide access to software manuals (2). 

Some complaints were listed in addition to the quicker response time issue. 

Printer problems/maintenance has been slow. 
My problems are never the type that can be answered by simple HUH 

For example, one user wrote, “I have continued problems accessing the network.” Yet, 
more and more of our key information @rocedures, etc.) rely on access. I have a least 
a 50% lockup rate if I try to read more than one page of a procedure. The “help” calls 
haven’t’ helped (e.g., they just tell me to reboot). A question that arose is whether or 
not CTS is permitted to explain to users that their PC is inadequate. CTS management 
says that they do explain; however, the questions about the frequency of lock-ups may 
n d  be asked of the users when they call in, and therefore the diagnosis and 
recommendation may not be made. CTS management has discussed this with the 
telephone and field consultants so that the recommendation will be made as 
appropriate. 

Additional details can be found in the complete listing in Appendix D, beginning on 
page D-92. 

Customer 
Technical 

(Help Desk) 
(cont) 
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40% 42% 4% 4% 2% I50 2*&136 

40% 43% 7.5% 6% 3% 250 3?&204 

31% 33% 11% 14% 11% 

22% 32% 14% 19% 14% 2,670 47Y~3,192 

Survey Question 33: Are you currently accessing any of the following 
Records and Information Management applications? 
Using the scale below, indicate how frequently you 
access these applications. 

RMIS and Viewprint are the most heavily used RIM systems, followed by the Project 
Hanford Management System (PHMS). RIM analyzed and validated the data by 
comparison to the number of users who have access to these systems (note the shaded 
boxes). For example, EDMS and Hanford Document Control System (HDCS) daily 
use figures probably reflect the engineers and designers who use the applications daily. 
The EDMS has 150 users, with 2% ofthe surveyed base using it daily. Calculating 
2% ofthe 6,792 user base sampled in the survey yields 136 users. Thus, the response 
to EDMS of 2% uses it daily means that most of the 150 users of EDMS use it daily. 
RMlS and RMIS Viewprint use would vary, depending on the individual use; therefore, 
monthly, weekly, and daily use were compared. 

The responses regarding PHMS and Visual Image Digital Object Network (VIDON) 
could lead to an erroneous conclusion about their use. The general user does not 
recognize the PHMS by that name. This application contains the Hanford policies and 
procedures and is more often referred to as Docs Online or the HNF-PROS. The 
response to question 38 shows that 86% ofthe respondents do, in fact, access 
information on policies and procedures monthly or more frequently. VIDON is a very 
specialized application presently serving a small population of users on an as-needed 
basis. The 2% of the respondents who use it monthly equates to 136 users, which 
correlates closely to the estimated number of users. Table 12 shows the detailed results 
of this survey question. 

System 
YIDoN~Vuuallmage 
Di&l Objed N e t w d  

ViewPrint-RMlSViewa 

Table 12. Access of Records Information 
Manaaement ADDlications. 

65% 33% 2% 0% 0% -100 2Y-136 

24% 25% 15% 2% 16% 4,960 S1%=3,556 
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Functionality Selection 

Full-text search caDabilitv 

In response to Survey Question 34: Do the functionality of these applications currently 
meet your needs, 56% said yes, 13% said no, 12% said not sure, and 19% said not 
applicable. RIM management has several projects in process to address h o w  issues. 
Many are listed after the table below question 35. 

Users Selecting this 
Option 

58% 

Survey Question 35: Ifyou did not w w e r  yes to theprevious question, 
what functionality can be added to make it easier f a  
you to use this information? Select all that you could 
use. 

Table 13 shows how often users selectedthe given options. 

Electronic signature 
Electronic document management system 
Electronic distribution 
Electronic review 

.- 

33% 
28% 
28% 
27% 

Lmelligent/optical character recognnion (ICR-OCR) 27% 

Version control 
I 26% Intemet/Intranet access to areas systems from previous 

ouestion I 
17% 

Annotation 

RIM has several projects under way, as well as evaluations to determine paths forward. 
Several of these address the user needs indicated in this question. 

17% 

. 

. 

. 

. 
- 

A project proposal addressing full-text retrieval and comments about optical 
character recognition (OCR) will be presented to Fluor Hanford this year for 
funding in fiscal year (FY) 2001. 

A project to implement a search engine, capable of searching multiple 
applications, is under way for FY 2000. 

A recommendation regarding electronic signatures is expected, as a result of an 
evaluation of RIM processes that is planned for completion in FY 2000. 

Electronic distribution of correspondence is presently taking place; expansion to 
other document types, such as engineering documents, is planned for the 
FY 2000 - 2001 time frame. 

Records 
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A recommendation regarding an electronic document management system is 
expected, as a result of an evaluation of RIM processes that is planned for 
completion in FY 2000. This system could include document creation, review, 
approval, distribution, and storage. 

Version control is already a part of those RIM applications where it is 
appropriate, and its use is expected to be expanded, as a result ofthe evaluation 
of RIM processes that is planned for completion in FY 2000. 

Electronic review is included in the workflow assessment project now being 
performed by LMSI and CH2M HILL Hanford Group, Inc. Electronic review 
also is related to the electronic signature and electronic document management 
system issues and will be examined as part ofthe projects associated with them. 

A project proposal addressing Internet access to publicly cleared Administrative 
Records and Public Information Repository records has been submitted to Fluor 
Hanford for review. Increased Intranet access to RIM information is an ongoing 
process and is included in both existing and planned projects. 

The ability to annotate presently exists but is limited to RIM personnel for 
reasons of records managemdintegrity of records. 

Survey Question 36: Please list other capabilities not listed above. 

Users primarily mentioned RMIS in the response to this question; however, there are 
four similar questions, 18, 19, 38, and 39, that also contain RMIS comments. In 
analyzing the responses from all five of these questions, RMIS suggestions included 
improving speed (13), improvingthe search engine (8), difliculty of use (9, full-text 
search/retrieval(3), standardized indexing (Z), and multitasking (2). For the complete 
listing of suggestions, see Appendix D for each question. 

Actions are presently under way to provide both faster and improved searching 
capabilities that will affect not only RMIS, but also a number of other RIM 
applications. Regarding this, the Fluor Hanford Chief Information Office provided 
RIM with FY 1999/2000 funding to purchase two high-end file servers and software 
upgrades for the RIM applications and a search-engine software product that will be 
capable of searching the bulk of the applications. The h ighad  file servers should 
substantially increase the speed of RMIS searches, and the search engine should 
provide a significant improvement to present search methods. 

Full-text search and retrieval is dependant on being able to accept native files into 
RMIS. The native file capability (electronic files, not scanned images) presently exists 
in RMIS and is being used in selected, controlled instances, but wider reaching 
procedures dealing with submission of a variety of native files need to be developed. 
Such procedures will be a natural outcome of an electronic workflow process and 
acceptance of electronic records. Plans are already in place to have an outside 
consultant advise Fluor Hanford and RIM on electronic workflow. Also, a RIM 
project has been authorized to develop an electronic records implementation plan. 
Additionally, as mentioned above, a project proposal addressing full-text retrieval is 
planned for FY 200 1. 
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- RIM personnel use standardized indexing practices; however, comments show that this 
information needs to be made available to users. The difficulty-of-use comments seem 
to be related to training needs. Most of the RMIS users have received the required 
training associated with being granted access to the application. Viewprint users could 
benefit from training for items such as not having to reset zooming on every page. 
Training classes for RMIS or Viewprint can be obtained by sending an Email to 
“ W I S  System Administrator. Many ofthis type of comments will be addressed in 
new periodic “technical tips” to be issued by LMSI. See the Executive Summary 
section ofthis document for additional details. 

Another RIM application that was addressed in the responses to questions 18, 19,21, 
and 39 was Site Forms. In analyzing the responses from all four ofthese questions, the 
corn&, with the number of occurrences in parentheses, pertained to the following: 
dificulty of use (13), training (3), stability (Z), expandable text (2), replace with Word 
(2), and ability to link to databases (1). This application is in the process of being 
upgraded to a new version, which should resolve the expandable text, stability, and 
database linking issues. Replacing JetForm with Word is not a viable option from a 
“forms control” point of view. By design, JetForm is a graphics package capable of 
producing very sophisticated forms, beyond what Word can do. Training is provided 
by Site Forms Administration (Send Email to “Forms Admin - Hanford Site) to any 
person or group requesting it. Also, the Site Forms guidance on HUH is quite 
complete. As to the comment that the user interface is not very “friendly,” RIM will 
conduct an internal assessment of the interface issues and either resolve them or, if 
additional funding is required, provide a recommendation to Fluor Hanford for the 
course of action to be followed. 

Survey Question 37: mat kinds of information do you currently access 
from your computer? Using the scale below, indicate 
the frequency with which you access the following types 
of information. This is not in reference to the 
previously mentioned systemdapplications. 

User responses to this question are shown in Table 14. 

Correspondence and policies and procedures were indicated as the most heavily used. 
Work Packages and design documents were the next heaviest indicated. 

Records 
Information 

Management 
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Table 14. Type of Information Accessed 
(Records Information Management). 

Administrative Record Documents 
(TPA Information) 

Work Packages (JCS) ] 19% ] 55% 1 7% 1 9% 1 10% 
KEY: 1 - Don’t know what this is, 2 -Never or rarely use, 3 - Use Monthly, 
4 - Use Weekly, 5 - Use Daily. 

Survey Question 38: Please list other kin& of information not fisted above 
that you would like to accessfrom your computer. 

After eliminating the responses of “No Comment,” there were 62 suggestions in a wide 
variety. Of those that were mentioned more than once, access to organization charts 
was the most requested. Information on training courses and on-line computer training 
also was mentioned a few times. Some suggestions appear to demonstrate a lack of 
information on what is available. For example, Hanford reference documents and 
supporting documents were listed. A complete listing is found in Appendix D, 
beginning on page D-103. 
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Survey Question 39: This concludes the survey. Please list any general 
comments you have regarding desktop computing 
services. 

This question received 159 comments, of which 47 were compliments about the quality 
of service that CTS and the HLAN provide. The remaining 112 responses varied a 
great deal with only a few having the same suggestion, which are indicated below. The 
item with the most complaints (13) involved the use of Word instead of Wordperfect. 
Users suggested changing back to Wordperfect or having dual site standards. 
Additional comments follow with the frequency in parentheses. 

. 

. 

. 
- . 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
I 

Slow network and/or slow computers, including the indication a computer 
upgrade was needed (7). Lockups were mentioned again here. 

Long wait times to talk with CTS (6). Several users said it was great to have the 
service and that the service was very good and appreciated, they just wish the 
wait was shorter. Other users (5) mentioned that additional software expertise 
was needed in CTS; Word, Excel, and NT were mentioned specifically. 

The question on the use of password-protected screen savers drew some 
attention; some people have machine lockups or the screen saver does not stay 
set and must be reset daily (5 ) .  Some users desire the ability to “click an icon” 
to activate their screen saver whenever desired. 

Field maintenance hardware repair time was mentioned again (4) 

Provide more training on new s o h a r e ,  formal/informal, via desktop (4) 

Insight was mentioned again as hard to use (report titles not evident) and causes 
machine lock-ups (3). 

More attention should be paid to ergonomics immediately after a machine is 
installed, and machines should have the option of a split keyboard, an ergonomic 
mouse, etc. 

Replace JCS (2). 

Personal printers should be used more not less (2) 

Provide more access to printed manuals (2). 

Voice activated systems should be planned for and used. (2) 

Internet should be limited to only “need to have” individuals to prevent abuse. 

AutoCAD should not be metered or network based. 

Concluding 
User 

Comments 
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1994 
I995 
1996 

Appendix A 
Pager and Telephone Data 

706,948 
843,638 

1,014,153 

Pager Data 
Pager use has been fairly level in the years 1996 through 1998, with just over 1 million pages sent 
every year. The data show a slight downward trend, however, beginning in 1998. It is believed that 
the number of pages has decreased because of the increased use of cellular phones. 

1997 
1998 
1999 

1,053,463 
1,024,280 

902,468 

Distribution 
Project Hanford Management Contract 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Other 
Total 

... 

April 1997 November 1999 
2,986 4,634 

413 429 
1,95 1 1,155 
5,350 6,2 18 

Distribution of Pagers 

The number of pagers, however, has grown from 5,350 in 1997, to 6,218 pagers as ofNovember 1, 
1999. These pagers are for local use. An additional 427 pagers come from Kelly Pagers, which 
provide regional and statewide coverage. The number of pagers distributed has increased, and it is 
felt that this may be because of the increased safeguards and security emphasis. 

National Pagers 

The biggest user of national pagers is the U S .  Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office; 
33 of the 47 national pagers currently are assigned to them. The next biggest user is Fluor Hanford 
with 6 assigned to them. 
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Telephone Data 

I Hanford Telephone System Equipment Counts by Company. 

All Other includes: Bechtel Hanford, Inc., Fluor Federal Services, General Services Adminirtratm. Hanford Environmental Health 
Foundation, Internal Revenue Service. Lockheed Martin Services, Inc.. Pacific Northwcrt National Laboratory, Site (crash alarms, etc.), 
US West Direct, Waste Management Technical Services, CALTEC. COGEMA Engineering Corporation, District Court, Federal Aviation 
Administration, General Services Administration Fleet Maintenance. Stone and Weber Endneenne. Corporation, Post Ofice, Washinnton 
State University Tri-Cities. 

DOE = U.S. DepanmentolEnergy. 
PHMC = Project Hanford Management Cantractor. 

Hanford Telephone System Listing of Dialing Access for an Organization. 

All Other includes: Bechtel Hanford, Inc., Fluor Federal Services, General Services Administration, Manford Environmental Health 
Foundation, Internal Revenue Service, Lockheed Martin Services, Inc , Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Site (crash alarms, etc.), 
US West Direct, Waste Management Technical Services, CALTEC, COGEMA Engineering Corporation. District Court, Federal Aviation 
Administration, General Services Administration Fleet Maintenance, Stone and Weber Engineering Corporation, Post Offce, Washington 
State University Tri-Cities. 

DOE 
PHMC = Project Hanford Management Contractor 

= U.S Department of Energy. 

Hanford Telephone System Listing of Line Counts for an Organization. 

Specials are the special circuils that are on Site (E, ring downs, alarms, crash alarms). 

All Other includes: Bechtel Hanford, Inc., Fluor Federal Serviccs, General Services Administration, Hanford Environmental Health 
Foundation, Internal Revenue Service. Lockheed Martin Services, Inc., Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. Site (crash alarms, etc.), 
US West Direcl, Waste Management Technical Services, CALTEC, COGEMA Engineering Corporation, District Court. Federal Aviation 
Administration, General Services Administration Fleet Maintenance, Stone and Weber Engineering Corporation. Post Offce. Washington 
State University Tri-Cities 

DOE = U.S Department ofEnergy. 
PHMC = Project Hanford Management Contractor 
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Appendix C 
November 1999 Survey Questions 

OVERVIEW: 
Click the “Next” button to begin the survey. Thank you for your input! 

SECTION 1 : USAGE PROFILE 

NOTE: 
The following questions will provide FDH and DOE information about your computer usage and how 
important your computer is to your work. 

Q1: Select the category that best describes your classification: 

Scale: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
I. 
8. 
9. ._ 

Multiple Choice (Single Response) 
AdministrativeiClerical (secretary, staff assistant, clerk, etc.) 
Craft (pipe fitters, carpenters, etc.) 
Engineer (chemical, electrical, software, mechanical, etc.) 
Labor and support services worker (fire fighter, vehicle driver, guard, etc.) 
Management (supervisor through executive) 
Operator (NPO’s, equipment operator, etc.) 
Other exempt professional (budget analyst, buyer, etc.) 
Scientist (chemist, physicist, etc.) 
Technician (health physics technician, etc.) 

Q2: Select the company that you are badged to below. If necessary, use the scroll bar to see all the 
choices. 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Single Response) 
1. Fluor Daniel Hanford (FDH) 
2. Department of Energy (U) 
3. Department of Energy (ORP) 
4. Lockheed Martin Hanford or River Protection Project (LMHC) 
5 .  Waste Management Hanford Company (WMH) 
6. B & W Hanford Company (BWHC) 
7. Numatec Hanford Company (”C) 
8. Protection Technology Hanford (PTH) 
9. DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, Inc. (DYN) 
IO. Waste Management Northwest (WMNW) 
I I, Fluor Daniel Northwest (FDNW) 
12. Lockheed Martin Services (LMSI) 
13. COGEMA 
14. Other 
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Q3: I typically use my computer this number of hours per day. (Indicate your actual computer 
usage, not just how many hours you have it turned on.) 

Scale: Ordinal 
I .  Less than 2 hours 
2. 2 - 4  hours 
3. 4 - 6 hours 
4. 6 -  8 hours 
5. More than 8 hours per day 

NOTE: 
Click “Next” to continue, when there is no scroll bar on the right. 

Q4: If you had no access to a computer (PC), what impact would it have on your productivity? 
(Assume that you cannot off-load your work to someone with a PC.) 

Scale: Ordinal 
I .  No impact 
2. 10% decrease in productivity 
3 .  20% decrease in productivity 
4. 30% decrease in productivity 
5. 40% decrease in productivity 
6. 50% decrease in productivity 
7. 60% decrease in productivity 
8. 70% decrease in productivity 
9. 80% decrease in productivity 
IO.  90% decrease in productivity 
11. 100% decrease in productivity 
12. Don’t know 
13. It would make me more productive not to have a PC. 

Q5: If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

Scale: Open Ended -Write-in 

How long can you go without using your computer on an average day before it has a negative 
impact to your work? 

Scale: Ordinal 

Q6: 

1 .  Less than 1 hour 
2. 1 - 2  hours 
3 .  2 - 4  hours 
4. 4 - 6  hours 
5 .  6 - 8  hours 
6. More than one day 
7. Don’t know 
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SECTION 2: SOFTWARE USAGE 

NOTE: 
The following questions will provide FDH and DOE with a user profile of which software is used 
most often. Depending on your computer screens graphic resolution settings, you may need to use the 
scroll bar on the right to see the complete question. 

Q7: 

.- 

Using the scale below, describe the closest estimate of how much you use the software or 
applications listed below. 

1 - Don’t know what this software is or never use it 
2 - Rarely use or use less than weekly 
3 - Use weekly 
4 - Use a few minutes up to 2 hours per day 
5 - Use 2 - 4 hours per day 
6 - Use 4 - 6 hours per day 
7 - Use 6 - 8 hours per day 
8 - Use more than 8 hours per day 

-. 

Scale: Stapel 
Don’t know what this is [ I  2 3 4 5 6 7 81 Use more than 8 hours a day 
1 .  Outlook Calendar 
2. Outlook Email 
3. Outlook Calendar Tasks 
4. Microsoft Word 
5. Wordperfect 
6. Microsoft Access 
7. Microsoft Excel 
8. Microsoft PowerPoint 
9. Core1 Draw 
10. Visio 

Q8: Using the scale below, describe the closest estimate of how much you use the software or 
applications listed below. 

1 - Don’t know what this software is or never use 
2 - Rarely use or use less than weekly 
3 - Use weekly 
4 - Use a few minutes up to 2 hours per day 
5 - Use 2 - 4 hours per day 
6 - Use 4 - 6 hours per day 
7 - Use 6 - 8 hours per day 
8 - Use more than 8 hours per day 

Scale: Stapel 
Don’t know what this is [ I  2 3 4 5 6 7 81 Use more than 8 hours day 
1 .  Hanford Information (on the Intranet, the internal Hanford Home Page) 
2. Hanford Pop-Phone 
3. Hanford Pager 
4. Site Forms 
5. HAND1 (Hanford Data Integrator) 
6. TIS (Time Information System -Time Card Reporting) 
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7. Passport 
8. Peoplesoft 
9. ProcInfo 
10. Look-up (Now on the Intranet, the internal Hanford Home Page) 

Q9: Using the scale below, describe the closest estimate of how much you use the software or 
applications listed below. 

1 -Don’t know what this software is or never use 
2 - Rarely use or use less than weekly 
3 - Use weekly 
4 - Use a few minutes up to 2 hours per day 
5 - Use 2 - 4 hours per day 
6 - Use 4 - 6 hours per day 
7 - Use 6 - 8 hours per day 
8 - Use more than 8 hours per day 

Scale: Stapel 
Don’t know what this is [ I  2 3 4 5 6 7 81 Use more than 8 hours a day 
1. Microsoft Project 
2. PrimaverdP3 
3 .  Primavera Sure Trak 
4. AutoCAD 
5 .  Micrographics/Micrographx 
6 .  Microsoft FrontPage 
7. HotMetal Pro 

QlO: Are you primarily using a stand-alone printer? 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Single Response) 
1. Yes 
2 .  No 
3. Not Sure 

Q11: Do you have access to a network or shared printer? 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Single Response) 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Not Sure 

Q12: Do you feel your computer is adequate for your job requirements (fast enough, large enough 
hard drive, good monitor)? 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Single Response) 
1 .  Yes 
2 .  No 
3. Not Sure 
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I 

413: If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

SECTION 3:  HLAN 

NOTE: 
The following questions refer to the HLAN (Hanford Local Area Network). The HLAN, or network, 
is the vehicle providing services that connect you to other users such as Outlook Email, Outlook 
Calendar, sharedhetwork printers, shared file access, applications on the network such as TIS, Site 
Forms, and access to the Hanford Intranet and the external Internet. 

Q14: The network provides several services. Please rate the IMPORTANCE to you of each of the 
services below. Use a scale of I - 5, with 1 being least important and 5 being most important. 
You may assign the same rating to more than one of the items. 

Scale: Stapel 
Least Important [ 1 2 3 4 51 Most important 
I ,  Electronic Mail (Outlook Email, Internet Email) 
2.  Calendar (Le,, Outlook Calendar) 
3. Word processor (Word, Wordperfect, etc.) 
4. Spreadsheet (Excel, Lotus 1-2-3, etc.) 
5. Database programs (Access, FoxPro, etc.) 
6. Pop-phone 
7. Look-up (Now on the Intranet, internal Hanford Home Page) 
8. Presentation graphics (MS PowerPoint, Harvard Graphics, Visio, etc.) 
9. CAD/CAM (AutoCAD, Intergraph) 
IO. Project scheduling (Primavera, MS Project, etc.) 
1 1 .  Shared files (files on shared areas of servers) 
12. Sharedhetwork printer 
13. Accessing another application or software (TIS, Passport, ACES, SWITS, etc.) 
14. External Internet (World Wide Web) 
15. Hanford Intranet (e.g., Hanford Home Page) 

Ql5: How satisfied are you with the availability (time available between unplanned outages) of 
Email and other network (HLAN) services? Use the scale 1 - 5; with 1 being very dissatisfied 
and 5 being very satisfied. 

Scale: Horizontal Numerical 
Very Dissatisfied [ I  2 3 4 51 Very Satisfied 

Q16: If you answered a “1” or “2” (dissatisfied) on the question above, please explain why: 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

417: Network outages (not being able to connect with other users via Email, Calendar, etc.) severely 
(negatively) affect my productivity if outages last: 

Scale: Ordinal 
1.  Less than I5 minutes 
2. 15 minutes to 1 hour 
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3 .  1 - 2 hours 
4. 2 - 4  hours 
5. 4 -  8 hours 
6. More than one day 
7. Being down is no impact 

SECTION 4: FUTURE COMPUTING NEEDS 

NOTE: 
The following questions will help FDH in planning for your future computing requirements. They 
refer to the HLAN (Hanford Local Area Network). The HLAN, or network, is the vehicle providing 
services that connect you to other users such as Outlook Email, Outlook Calendar, sharedhetwork 
printers, shared file access, applications on the network such as TIS, Site Forms, and access to the 
Hanford Intranet and the external Internet. 

QI 8: What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

Q19: If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

Q20: Please select any of the following which you may need to use for your work in the future. If  
you don't see the selections you need, you may list them in response to the next question. 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Multiple Response) 
1. Web publishing tools 
2 .  Digital imaging and scanning 
3. Video teleconferencing (or Net Meeting) 
4. RAS (accessing your work computer files from an off-site location) 
5. Audio input or output on your PC (voice recognition, etc.) 
6 .  Wireless network (wireless buildings and meeting rooms, able to connect to the 

network) 
7. Training at your desktop, interactively via the network which displays only text and 

static graphics 
8. Training at your desktop, interactively via the network displaying text, animated 

graphics, full motion video, all with audio 

Q21: Please list other computing based items that you may need in the future: 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

SECTION 5: EXTERNAL INTERNET 

NOTE. 
This section refers to the external Internet or World Wide Web (WWW) 
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Q22: How often do you use the external Internet (WWW - World Wide Web) at work? 

Scale: Ordinal 
1, Don’t know what this is 
2. Never to a few times a year 
3. A few times a month 
4. A few times a week 
5. Usually daily, hut less than 15 minutes per use 
6. 15 minutes to 1 hour a day 
7 .  1 - 2 hours a day 
8. 2 - 4 hours a day 
9. 4 - 6 hours a day 
10. More than 6 hours a day 

Q23: If you use the external Internet, what do you use it for? Select all that apply. If what you use it 
for is not listed below, leave this blank; you can write it in on the next question. 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Multiple Response) 
I .  Vendor and product information 
2. Technical and scientific articles 
3. Job postings 
4. Travel information 
5. Research 
6. Communicating with other government sites or DOE-HQ 
7 .  Accessing DOE-HQ applications such as ORPS 
8. Accessing other Internet applications (Not DOE-HQ) 
9. Communicating with Hanford contractors or vendors not on the 
10. On-line training 
1 1 .  Purchasing goods or services via the web 

Q24: Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

LL I 

Q25: If the external Internet is down/unavailable, how long before it begins to have a negative impact 
on your productivity? 

Scale: 
I .  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Ordinal 
Less than 15 minutes 
15 minutes to 1 hour 
1 - 2 hours 
2 - 4 hours 
4 - 8 hours 
More than one day 
Being down has no impact 

SECTION 6: COMPUTER SECURITY 

NOTE: 
As an employee at the Hanford Site, you are accountable for the activities you perform while using a 
government computer. You are responsible for using the computer and associated resources only for 
official government business at all times. You are also accountable for the proper storage of files, 

- 
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their retrievability, their protection, and the protection of other computer resources, from unauthorized 
use or access. 

Q26: Select the option that best describes whether you use, or don’t use, a password-protected screen 
saver: 

Scale: Ordinal 
1. I’m not sure what this is 
2. I do not use a password-protected screen saver 
3. My password-protected screen saver activates automatically after 1 minute or less of 

inactivity 
4. My password-protected screen saver activates automatically after 1 minute to 5 minutes 

of inactivity 
5. My password-protected screen saver activates automatically after 6 to IO minutes of 

inactivity 
6. My password-protected screen saver activates automatically after more than 6 minutes 

of inactivity 
7. I’m not sure when it activates 

427: Are you aware that the government has the right to monitor and record your work on your 
computer? If necessary, scroll down to see the complete question. 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Single Response) 
1.  Yes 
2. No 
3. Not Sure 

SECTION 7: CUSTOMER TECHNICAL SUPPORT (Help Desk or CTS on 376-1234) 

NOTE: 
The following questions refer to Customer Technical Support (Help Desk or Hot Line support on 
376- 1234). 

Q28: When you call Customer Technical Support (Help Desk) what is the maximum queue time 
(waiting before someone answers) that is acceptable to you? 

Scale: Ordinal 
1. Less than one minute 
2. I - 2 minutes 
3. 2 - 3 minutes 
4. 3 - 4 minutes 
5. 4 - 5 minutes 
6. 5 - IO minutes 
7. Over IO minutes 

Q29: When you have a problem, what percen’tage of the time do you use each of the following 
resources. PERCENTAGES SHOULD ADD TO 100%. If necessary, scroll down to see all 
the choices. 

Scale: Fixed Sum = 100 
I .  Call Customer Technical Support (CTS on 376-1234) 
2. Try to use the Help screens or Microsoft Office Assistant 
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3. Use the on-line help called HUH (on the Hanford Home Page) 
4. Use an internal computer guru or expert 
5 .  Contact the vendor 
6. Ignore the problem 
7. Use another means 

Q30: How often do you have problems with your software/applications or your computer that result 
in your using one or more of the types of support listed in the previous question. Include any 
malfunction or problem that you solve yourself or seek help on. 

Scale: Ordinal 
I ,  Never or very rarely 
2. About once a week 
3. About 2 - 4 times a week 
4. About 5 - I O  times a week 
5. More than IO times a week 

Q3 I : What additional services would you like to see incorporated into Customer Technical Support 
(Help Desk)? If your preferences are not listed here, use the scroll bar, if needed, to skip to the 
next question below. 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Multiple Response) 
I. Input your own hardware trouble tickets (PC repairs or moves, etc.) 
2. Obtain status on your own trouble tickets 
3. Other; see next question 

_- 

Q32: Please list other services you feel would be helpful if they were added to the Help Desk: 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

SECTION 8 :  Document ControVRecords Management, or Information Management 

NOTE: 
The last section deals with Document ControlRecords Management or information management and 
the ability of the users of databases or systems to access needed information in a timely, easy manner. 
Information management refers to managing work activities related to the planning, creation, 
collection, organization, use, accessibility, dissemination, storage, protection and disposition of 
information no matter what the medium (electronic or hard copy). 

433: Are you currently accessing any of the following Records and Information Management 
applications? Using the scale below, indicate how frequently you access these applications. If 
necessary, scroll down to see all your choices. 

I - Don’t know what this is 
2 -Never or rarely use 
3 -Use monthly 
4 - Use weekly 
5 - Use daily 

Scale: Stapel 
Don’t know what this is [ 1 2 3 4 51 Use Daily 
I .  EDMS - Engineering Drawing Management System 
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2 .  HDCS - Hanford Document Control System 
3. PHMS - Project Hanford Management System 
4. RMlS - Records Management Information System 
5. VIDON - Visual Image Digital Object Network 
6. Viewprint - RMIS viewer 

Q34: Do the functionality of these applications currently meet your needs? 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Single Response) 
I. Yes 
2 .  No 
3. Not sure 
4. Not applicable 

Q35: If you did not answer yes to the previous question, what functionality can be added to make it 
easier for you to use this information? Select all that you could u5e. 

Scale: Multiple Choice (Multiple Response) 
I .  Annotation 
2. Electronic distribution 
3.  Electronic review 
4. Electronic signature 
5. Version control 
6. Search engine 
7.  Full text search capability 
8. Electronic document management system 
9. Internetllntranet access to areas systems from previous question 
IO. IntelligentlOptical Character Recognition (ICR-OCR) 

Q36: Please list other capabilities not listed above. 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

Q37: What kinds of information do you currently access from your computer? Using the scale 
below, indicate the frequency with which you access the following types of information. This 
is not in reference to the previously mentioned systems/applications. 

1 -Don’t know what this is 
2 -Never or rarely use 
3 -Use monthly 
4 - Use weekly 
5 -Use daily 

Scale: Stapel 
Don’t know what this is [I 2 3 4 51 Use Daily 
1. Correspondence (letters or memos, not Email) 
2 .  Design Documents (drawings, ECNs, Specification, etc.) 
3.  Graphics (clip art, paint brush, etc.) 
4. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) Information 
5. Photographs 
6. Policies and Procedures 
7. Survey Reports, etc. 
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8. Radiological Documents 
9 .  Newspaper Articles 
10. Administrative Record Documents (TPA Information) 
1 I .  Work Packages (JCS) 

Q38: Please list other kinds of information not listed above that you would like to access from your 
computer. 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

439:  This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

Scale: Open Ended - Write-in 

NOTE: 
Please click the “Complete” button when done. Thank you for your input! 
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Survey Question: 

5. 

- 
If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

1. because most of my work is on the computer 

2. All my work is either computer generated or eleamnically stored on a computer. I do web page dcsign 

3. I work with the PHMS. which is virtually full electronic 

4. Everytlung h m  I do is somehow related to the computer. I could still answer the phone and file but without 
access to the computer I couldn't schedule. I would have ugly looking files (or else I'd have to type everything 
and I don't have a typcWriter). My job would go backward in time to the 1960's. Most unattractive. 

5. All of our reports and documents are on the computers. The HNF-Pro's and electronic forms are used on a daily 
basis. We also have ACES, TIS, and RWP's. 

6. Much of current work depends on PC use (e-mail, Oflice software, etc.) and can no longer be substituted for with 
manual operations. Then are no longer enough secretaries to do all of the work that would be required. 

7. Need computer database for my work. 

8. I'm a software engineer. without a computer I would have nothing to do. 

9. would take more time to receive and transmit information 

10. Because my job is using the computer to create schedules. reports, graphs, check numbers in " D I .  etc. 

11. Much of what I do is based on written documents. 1 also keep up with cumnt research and regdation changes 

12. Create system training manuals using Microsoft Word 
13. I program computers on computers. 

14. The programs and internet 

IS. I prepare Radiological Work Permits and maintain the status of those documents. In order to provide a quality 
document I recieve transmittals of "other" documents i.e.; work plans, AJHA forms, RAD meen forms and a 
plethora of documentation to support the preparation o f R W s  for the F'FP. Also Required Reading is also a 
responsibility that is maintained on this computer 

16. I depend on the computer for telephone numbers, email comspondcna. Word proQssing for Investigation and 
administrative reports. and database tracking of concerns. 

17. I work with the €LAN servers and if1 can not get to them I cannot do my job at all. 
18. The developement of training material depenb on the llse of a computer 

19. Most of my work is done on the PC. 

20. lack of communications to and from the operations crew/staff would be almost stopped. Acccss to pmadum 

via various internet vnb sights. 

help with preparing estimates (I'm an estimator) 

would be prohibited. Nightly shift instruction distribution to all operators in a timely maner would be 
eliminated. 

Interfaces), these functions can not be completed without a PC. 

runbythe confuser. 

from other groups onsite. If1 had no access to a computer, I would have to use other equipment i.e., 
wwriters, adding machines; I would describe it as a step back to 25 years ago when 1 used a typewriter and 
the cut-and-paste methods of preparing documents. 

24. The computer is used to compile, write, document and etc. my ITA. In addition, m r d  of and files are big part 

21. The majority of my job is programming PLC's (Programmable Logic Controllers) and HMI's (Human Machine 

22. all of the p d u r t s ,  forms. and data base is hooked to the intranet and my pc. The whole system is set up to be 

23. I use the computer to prepare documents, spreadsheets, reply to e-mail, schedule meetings, request information 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

27. Multiple data base programs, electronic 6les that would be difficult to maintain manually. 

28. i write work packages for Craffspersons to accomplish work. this process utilizes a number of Merent 
programs to complete a package including mis, word perfect 5.1, jcs, insight, word. 

29. Much of my work involves writing, an iterative process with inputs from others on teams 
30. I remite and write maintenance procedures. 

3 1. There are certain aspects of my job that REQUIRE data input. Before other tasks can be completed this data 
must be completed. Spread sheets are an extremely useful twl  for me, a good portion of my time is spent using 
these various spreadsheets. I’m also resposible for undemanding a number of HNF PROS. 

32. I depend on my computer quite a bit because I fill out forms on the computer that arc n a e s n y  to bring training 
into the training facility where I work. I also use my computer for database usage and other programs that help 
support my coworkers. 

33. I would have to write out all training information or researrh information without electronic means. 

34. I use my computer for a variety of reasons. It is used for recording notes from meetings and as a form dmntact 
with people. I use the spreadsheets to organize and implemate ideas and use Word to write p r d u r e s .  I use 
SWITS to track chemical and rad waste for WMH. and the Internet to research processes. I also use AutoCAD 
to create drawings for various projects. In the future. I plan to use PowerPoint for doing presentations when 
possible. 

35. My computer is crucial to my work. As a Job Control System (“JCS”) clerk, I use my computer to transcribe 
data into the JCS Automated Data Program (“ADP”), run reports. and track work packages through the system. 
The use ofcc:Mail. phone directory, and Microsoff Word arc vital to my work also. 

wrining data base, all for the hanford site. 
36. access to fire maintenance data base access, hgct authdcatorhtining. fire system data base. fire alarm report 

37. Most of my duties involve retrieval or input of information in databases, applications, e-mail, ctf. 

38. Need computer for writing SQR‘s, testing, inquiring data in support of the cumnt FDH payroll system. 
39, Its tough to use acad without a computer. Word processing is a must for my job. Work package preperation 

40. My productivity depends on PC usage (software development) 

41. Unable to access data bases,communication networks, procedure ~cccss etc. to be able to solve problems and 

42. Could not pull up procedures, could not do TIS, Could not have inner Office comunacation 

43, all procedures 
with no procedures. 

44, I conduct most of my work on the computer. If I’m doing tasks that do not q u i r e  my PC. I still check for 
messages, look up phone numbers and reference material periodically. 

45. I have the responsibility to maintain procedures for several organizations. 
46. requisitions come to procurement electronically. Purchase orders are issued electronically. Getting all ofthe 

would d e r  as well since JCS would no longer be available. 

perform my work in a timely and comct manner 

on a computer drive. We are not allowed to have printed copies. the facility will shut down 

data to procure, inspect and receive in done electronically. We could pmcess tittle or no work without the 
computer 

47. 90 percent of the time is computer query or input use 
48. Much of the work I am responsible for qu i res  mmputers to access tank waste information databases, computer 

codes & models, procedures, and other electronic media to complete assigned tasks. The inability to access 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

these computer resources would d t  in at least a 50% reduction in productivity because all calculations would 
have to be performed manually. Furthermore. the ability to archive data, perform computations. and issue 
reportr would be greatly impacted. 

49. Much ofthe work that I do on the computer involves producing documents, sending messages. etc. This would 
be signitkmtly impacted without a computer. While there might be a decreay in the number of documents 
produced by making it more difficult to produce them, most would still be required. Other methods are not as 
convenient and would take longer. 

50. Using AUTOCAJJ on someone else's computer would tie it up for hours. 
51. e-mail me-ss8ges have become the primary method of communicaton for so many folks at Hanford. They rely 

52. Most of my correspondence. procedures to review, meeting notices, and job assignments come to me via e-mail, 
53. I am a sofhvarc engineer and manage sofhvarc projects - without a computer, I would be unable to perform my 

54. I use my computer for everything ... I am a power user of applications. 
55. All my work is on computer or telephone 
56. Data entry onto spread sheets Fmcedure Writing and Review Project coordination via e:mail 
57. I n d  my PC for sending and receiving e:mail, writing p r o c e d q ,  memos, engineering change notices and 

other documents. 
58. Verifying personnel qualifications initially. if no pc, never would be able to verify and would greaUy reduce 

productivity knowing if personnel arc trained to be within areas. Also v e w n g  R W s ,  continous use 
procedure and pmxdures are the most recent version. Hate to lose my job not knowing most up to date 

on the receiver to respond similarly. 

job. 

-. 

papemork. 
59. Communication Uuu E-mail and the calendar 
60. I am a designer and therefore use AutoCAD and other programs to do my job. My oftice is almost completely 

61. Most ofthe work I do is on the PC, typing letters. answering e-mail. preparing presentations, or looking up 

62. The computer contains essential documents and is d to control work paekages. 
63. It would mean that information would have to be @vcn inpcrson or over the phone to many people and would 

64. Huge decrease in communication. coordination. and access to data 
65. I Write several documents on my computer, as well as. keeping track of them. Also. I use the internet to find 

66. Severe communication coordination and approval of material procurement 
67. In order to do the majority of my work, I have to look up things on the computer, enter the data, tun repom. and 

68. I am a Sofhvare Engineer. All of the tools I n d  to do wjob arc on my computer. 

69. I complete part of my job by using Hanford based programs (RMIS, EITA etc). 
70. Loss of comunication; loss of access to procedures (PHMC and Plant specific); loss of access to forms needed to 

do my job; loss of word prooessing capability; inability to retrieve and use documents already electronically 
generated; inability to access work control process (JCS) which includes component databases; inability to 
perform AWA; inability to access pasport system for review and aprovals; inability to access insight and the 
spare pans system; inability to use phone listings; inability to access the internet for vendor product 
information. 

papCrlCSS. 

information using other programs. 

take much more time than it takes with e-mail now. 

information. I would have to spend more time writing my documents and trying to find information. 

check my E mail. 

- 

71. 1 administrate a site computer program. If1 donY have a computer. 1 have nothing ot do. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

72. Team communication, d i ~ ~ t i o n ,  documentation and contract preparation 
73. I do all the budget and conyacf "&' for the Hnaford Fire Department. Dining this manually would gwally 

74. As a training scheduler for Wcst Ana, I have (3) databases which I need to a- during cach day. I would not 

75. With the way communication is I couldn't keep up with meetings and messages. I use the computer for most of 

76. I use my computer to do correspondence. input various doucmcnts, rarim documents do timecards, do travel. 

77. I use the computer f0.r records and files on the day to day tasks in HR also as a resource from our Homepage and 

78. Must have my computer to schedule meetings. edit reports, type letters, etc.. 

79. all information systems are PC based 

80. I use a pc to complete about 90% of the work I do. 
81. Almost all information is transmitted through the network (files, e-mails, meeting requests, etc). Using or 

increase the time. 

be able to perform my job without a computer. 

my design work (Autocad) and all memo's. If everyone lost there computers the hpaet on me would be less. 

to keep track of my bosses life, send emails. etc. 

the intemet 

working on only paper copies of documents would loose time and require additionnal p e ~ n n e l  to retypc marks 
ups or band ~ t t e n  notes 

by e-mail, tracking issues. etc 
82. My job involves extensive use of the PC, mainly for reviewing and approving work packap. communicating 

83. i am in pmjeu controls. i use my computer for almost evetyttung i produa - rhedules/monthly/wst/etc. 
84. access to hlan programs, eg; Overtime Management system for crafts. Outlook messaging for training, Payroll 

Tis system for crafts. Word for word processing letters and comspondemr. It would be a big impact at work 
and at home. 

85. Being in the secr*arial field, most of my work is using the mmputer. 
86. would have to use calculator for rcpCtitive calculations; would have to use secrnary to type reports; many other 

87. I use Acccss and spreadsheets to compile data and produce rcporis. 

88. there are many programs that we use to verify that our data is c o m a  and administer many different radcon 

89. Could not adequately address Software Quality Assurance and Configuration Management as defined within 

reasons 

programs. ( ot lists , airsample program, etc. 

DOE Orders, PHMC HanPro proCesses/F'mcedures, OSSP ProcessesProcedures, Production Readiness Review 
Board PrWesSmmcedurn. System Engineering Control Board Proces~roccduns, Anomaly Resolution. etc... 

requirements documents would not be available for use. Another method would have to be developed to 
generate the same productivity. 

91. I am manufacturing multiple documents daily for training activities. I am constanlly accessing documents for 
information impcting my training activities-such as reviewing procedures. I often use e-mail to communicate 
at WMH-wide level and pmcess these e-mails. I need to access internet for information sources and siteforms. 

90. The "eflicient" collection of data, the correspondence with others, generating ofdocummts, and the 

92. my job depends on being able to use a pc. 
93. Most of my calculations are done using spreadsheets and specialized sofhvare. Without these, eveqthing would 

be done by hand, using pencil, paper, and calculator. The cost in time would be immense. 
94. All input and output is via computer " E  mail. I would be relegated back to the days of sending paper memos 

out requesting documents. waiting for the documents, and sending comments out via paper memos. 
95. maintaining logs for DCN's , FRR's. SDRs and submittals manually with the additional loss of time spent 

copying those logs would be disasterious. Not being able to notify engineers by Email to review DCNs. 
Drawings etc: would slow down work also. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

96. Most of my work is working/typing with Word/ExcelLPowerPoint and E/Mail... 
97. Could not review documents. plans procedures. etc. essential for work. c4mmunication would be more 

limited/ I can communicate better and faster via e-mail than by phone. I would not be able to perform real-time 
analysis of-. 

98. I would not be able to effectively review documents and Write reports without a pc. I would not receive the 
necesssry communication to function in my job without a pc. 

99. My work is programming. There is very little I can accomplish without a computer. Since my supervisor docs 
most ofthe planning for the project, my scope is almost entirely implementation. VBA coding and Access 97 
database design. 

100. All the information that I need to do my job is on the computer. 
101. Unable to adequatly document activities. Unable to BCCCGF guiding docummts. 
102. I work in computer maintenance. Our tickets system. mail, everything is through1 the System. 
103. My job tick- are generated through a program called Applix, the tickets arc put in my QUE, our shop is self 

104. Majority of mniunication and documentation is obtained via e-mail. All conpdct information, appmval. 

105. most work relates in 1 way or another to e-mail communication or internet documentation (regulatory issues) 
106. My job is to approve requisitions in PacspOn. print financial information from Passport work with format of 

direned using our daily job QUES for work assignments. 

documentation is in PassPolt. 

statements of work, issue a variety ofcomspondence dcaling with the status of task orders and to update status 
tracking sheets for each task order. 

107.1 use several spreadsheetp on a daily basis to prepare estimates and various reports 
108. The 90% decrease would ouw hecause ofthe loss of 1) the organid communication of e-mail, 2 )  the use of 

engineering e-forms such as ECWs. FCWs, MRF's, EDTs 3) the generation ofmonlhly reports, proccdurrs, 
work package resolutions, and changes, 4) the loss ofthe use of other time saving applications such as ATHq 
Allclear flowcharting, .Hanford Phone, internet searches. intranet employa information. TIS. 

which I do. 

it, I would have to use phones or the very slow site mail system. Additionally. a major connection to outside 
contacts would be impacted. 

research is by computer. 

customers is frequent and eleamnic format is most productive based on large numbers of files and information 
sent and reviewed by project. 

109. All working files. P3. Handi. Passport Insight are online and required for all scheduling and budget work, 

110. The computer is the single. largest resource for information ...both incoming and internally developed. Without 

1 1 1. All data is transmitted by computer. All correspondence is now done 011 the computer. IntcIllct - for 

112. Frequent communications with both onsite and OIY site customer organizations. Information for 

113. I do all the PeopleSol? updates, upgrades, Tax Updates. Fixes for HRIS 
114. AU letters, documents, etc that I work with are on the computer. All of my work is emailed to me on the 

computer, this saves paper. I use previous letters as "boilerplates" for new letters. Having to rewrite 
everytlung from scratch would take more time. 

115. Primarily my work consists of conducting Limited Scope Performance Tests. and Self-Assessment Surnys. I 
usually handwrite my notes and then transcribe them to my PC in a certain format. Then more information 
(classified) isadded in my groups', ClassiIied Lab facilities. to send to DOE-RL or for inclusion into my 
records. 

116. Computers arc required to interface with my customer and perform my work. 
117. Nearly all of my duties pertain to analysis and management of data that is only available on our network and 

my PC is the hest too1 available for maintaining, storing and analysing this data. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

118. My job is as a pmgrummer/systrm anaIysVdata analyst 
119. Nearly all communication is MW done by computer. To havc some people with a computer and some without 

would create a real pmblem. Also, technical writing takes much more time w/o word processing capabilities 
and calculations and drafting arc much faster w/ a computer. 

120. Aurss to necded data basc files would be limited. 
121. I support one manager, 8 pmject managers. 2 p m j a  controls leads and several miw. engineers 
122. I need 8coess to pmcedures and drawings and I prepare documents on my computer. 
123. I am a sofhvarc Enginar. A computer is maditory to dcvelop software for a computer 
124. I function as the chairman of the facility zero accident committee as well as other technical docs. NOTE: there 

125. Ibkm ofthe chemical tracking I do is with a p r o w  known as Chemical Identification and Control System 
arc four technicians on this work station! I I I I I I I 

(CICS). I also need to find MSDS and/or update the plants MSDSs W S ) .  It is quidrer and easier to obtain 
procedures that arc used from the computer than locating a golden rod copy. You also need to print out a 
current working copy when using a procedure in the field. Time cards arc performed via the computer. I also 
have to acces~ the new handi 2000 passport system for approval of new chemicals. retrieving information on 
chemicals. I currently have to track some identified waste items ria the computer. I also use the computer for 
reviewing. updating or creating new procedures. I use the computer for generating presentation items. When 
chcmicals are received I use the computer to obtain information about the product such as storage information 
or hazards. One way of doing this is via the internal FDH systems or another p r a t  source is the internet by 
going to that companies home page. The email aspects are, great in that it is another tool for communicating 
with other personnel, receiving information fiom the wmany, scheduling meetings and m n  sending stuff 
home so that I can finish a project at home without having to come out to work on the weekends. The 
computer system is valuable in that you can do much more quicker than having to do things manually. 

126.90 % of what I do is done on the computer. The List that tells me who is qualified to get a controlled entry 
badge as oposed to a needs an escort badge. I also use my computer to pull info that nads to be posted daily. 
along with the other mundain computer uses that are, required of my position. 

Autocad. Mathcad MSExcel, MSWord. SAPZOO0 and other engineering software. Lack ofuse of computer 
would fom me to use manual analytical methods which arc not time efficient and resulting in moTc 
conservative design. 

which can easily be changed electronically. 

127. I use computer for design and qualification of Structuns Systems and Components. This q u i r e  use of 

128. The capability to produce ECNs electronically saves time, word p-ng editing, and producing calculations 

129. working with files on the system would not be able to continue 
130. Would not have access to information -could not produce required documentation 
131. access to email. oracle database. internet 
132. Would have no immediate access to monthly financial plan and actual accounting data. In addition, no budget 

summary spreadsheets (EXCEL) or formal correspondence (WORD) could be employed. 
133. Much of what I do involves verifying progress. balancing resources, writing reports. answering questions and 

elecuonic approvals of technical documents. These processes and tasks have all been transformed to 
computer-based functions over the years by the company (whoever is in charge at the moment); to take away 
my PC now would make my job impossible - or at least required more people to do what I am doing. 

134. I develop work related documents and also have documents sent to me for review and approval. If1 didn't 
have my own computer, I could not access the information that I need in a timely manner. 

135. I manage my Assistant Manager's calendar, email. and all the other email that is muted through this Assistant 
Manager office that necds to be forwarded to the Assistant Manager's staff members. I also am responsible for 
any typing or Word-documents that the Assistant Manager wants done. 

136. I have to have a n a s s  to HNF-PROS and other documents on the Hanford Web. 
137. I rely on my computer as much as I do pencil and paper...don't have procedures hardd copy anymore. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

138. I must fiqucntly wmmunicatc with many PHMC. FDY and DOE personnel while executing the project. Most 
ofthe wntact is via e-mail, anached files. and intcrnct wmmunicationhformationg gathering. I would be 
6cverely hampered if I lost acass to a computer. 

139. My job perfonnana is baxd on data enuy, scheduling mating and answering c m l s  .... 
140. Currently. I nad acccss to a compurcr in order to change documents on Word, also most of the proculurcs I usc 

141. Everything I do is related to the Word, Outlook, Exal,  PowerpoinL cfc. 

142. M e-!nail 
143. My wmputer has an impacl on every aspccl of my work day. 

144. Budget Baseline and Integrated Scheduling is a continuous online &on quir ing  High End Compuung 
Equipment 

145. The wordprocessing function makes it easier to generate and recall letters, repom, and documents. Use of 
dalabases and sprcadshats help in analysis and in generation of reports. E-mail capability makcs 
wmmunicating and sendmg of doucments more efficient. Documents can be lrvieved from RMlS or a 
web-sits instead of maintaining an updated hard copy of the document. It is easier to stay currcnt engnar ing  
safety. and adminishativc requirements. It is also more eflicient to send a message to a pager rather than just 
leaving a telephone number to call. 

146. I am responsible for the F l a t  Management Billing ma. I usc thc wmputcr to bill other companies external 
to mine. 

147. In spreadshats all day and in and out of PassPon all day. 
148. A significant portion of my day is devoted to investigating. reporling and documenting occupational injuries 

am now located on HLAN 

and illnesscr. All of these activities have b a n  automated to m i ~ m i ~ e  the time qu i r cd  to perform the 
activities and maximize the quality of the finished product h of the automated capability would 
significantly increase the time spent performing each of the above activities and as a 
dccrcase by pmdudvily. 

149. Need to W papedmcmos. wmmunicatc wth customers. rcspond to company queries. gain Intcmct access 
for equipmenUpmdudinfomtion ctc.. wmplctc electronic forms for i w o n  reports. Safely Mating 
information ... 

150. Extensively use cmail to k a p  up on issus. Main soure of information regarding day-to-day acwmplishmmts 
and issues for resolution. Also a great asset in planning day (matings and tasks). 

I5 I .  Scheduling/cwrdinating meetings E-Mail communrcating mth othcr Managedemployecs Ibourscs- 
Procinfo. Inuanet. Adnuninrativc procedulrs. Work pmccdurcs.Lessons learned etc Tim& approval Budget 
information 

152. Everything 1 do is wmputer driven. I suppose I wuld usc a type writer. but that would increase thc work vope 
currently performed by me..l believe that is typical of most secrelanes. but especially someone who is 
Contracts and Procurement as I am 

out to all ~ C K S O M C ~  I n a d  to get it to. I wouldn'l be able to get procedures for my perso~el.  I wouldn't be able 
to get daily work innructions oul to all personnel Ihat 11 nads to be mformed It  would take longer for 
personnel to get information to me from down town about my ~CISOMC~. 

154. The only thing it impacts is PROC info. Which never operates cffccIivcly anyway1 
155. Information, documentation. leners etc is Uansmined wa the Pc. 
156. Almost all of the tasks that 1 perform arc on wmputcr based Sofiamrc and I wmmunicatc with my team via 

157. Almost everything I.do is wmputcr related. Even to usc the phone. I nad the Popup to look up the number. 

158. I would have to hand write rrpom. I would have to hand caclculate quantitative soluuons to fault trees 

sigdicantly 

153. I would not be able to get messages to other p e ~ ~ o ~ e l  as easy. I would not be able to get out my daily reports 

Outlook. 

In order to know about and be reminded about mating% I need the Calendar on Outlook to be on. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

Communications of information would be slower (no email, hardcopies sent through plant mail, etc.). No 
access to internet information. 

159. Most of the work I do involves tracking containers and projects . impacts to budgets and schedule, many of 
these with a daily or weckly report to management. I use Access. Project, and Excel extensively to accomplish 
the tracking and provide reporting. 

160. Every thing that I do involves using a PC. HANDI. Insight, Passport, Outlook. IPS, Excel Spreadsheets, Word 
files. Power Point, Jet Forms. IntranctAnternet, Look Up, ETC ... 

161. The project I work for has a web page and share area that I maintain. I am also In charge of the documents for 
the project and need to be able to access them at any time. I also maintain various log books. 

162. It would simply involve doing all tasks by hand and asking someone else to word or data process. The amount 
of time to research a matter as basic as what procedure requires a specific action would be much harder to 
figure out not to mention maintain configuration over 

163. I use the computer to make drawings of equipment to help keep this place running. 
164. All my work is done on my PC. when the system is down or I cannot logt on all my work comes to a halt, 
165. I use the PC to communicate, word processing. spreadsheets, and to organize my day to day work. With people 

166. Communications with management, peers and subordinates would take much longer. Preparation ofmitten 
spread all ove the site, its important to say in communication with them. 

documents would be much longer. Data validation from labcore would become a manual operation 

TIS easier now on computer 

tracking and scheduling of work. tasks. etc.. all on my computer! 

all communication is via email. 

PC would be limited and require additional interfaces. Checking of appointments and acccs~ to HLAN and 
pagers would be limited and cause delays in performance and communications. 

browsing, exchanging, and creation with prompt, on-the-spot replies with full documentation ofthe 
communication. 

2. When preparing documentatino or correspondence, prrparing it on the pc with text editing and spelling 
check availability makes the task faster and more accurate than pen and paper. 

3. Some things cannot be performed without a pc - Paupon usage for contract preparation and appmval is 
one example. Jetforms are far more convenient to use that hard copy forms, are more forgiving, and permit 
accurate documentation. 

4. Information research requires a pc for i n m e t  and internet access. 

requirements site, meeting schedules, email, facilities (14) procedure databases, passport, TIS. and other 
requirements searches. 

172. I use my pc to run my of6ce. 99% of everything I do is with the computer, from scheduling meetings, to 
storing files. 

173. My PC is used as a major communications tool. I have several messages a day that are basically required 
reading, review and approval of documents and pmceduns. My meetings are on outlook as well. If1 had to 
go contact everyone I had to get together for a meeting I would spend time on the phone or finding them. I use 
the computer to store files that I would have to hardcopy and file some where and then find them. I can 
communicate with several people at one time or pass on information quicker than I could if1 had to fax. or 
write a letter and send it. To go find a computer that wasn't in use to get what I was looking for at the time 

167. I do a lot ofcomspondence via e-mail ( a LOT), also a lot of reports and other work in Word, Exccl, etc. I do 

168. Work involves deveopment/maintenance of Databases. webpages s h a d  server areas, etc. inaddition almost 

169. Manual generation of documents. communications, and reports. Cost tracking and account access through the 

170. 1. Email is vastly more eflicient than letters (snailmail), telephone or personal visit. Email permits information 

171. No access to: SRID database, Internet access for DOE requirements (explorer), Department of Emlogy 
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.- 
Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

would caw a major impact on my work 

found in oftical form on the inhand and the internet 

performed on line and documents are exchanged elatronically. Without access to a computer. we'd be back to 
pen and paper and totransporting documents ria automobile, courier, plant mail, etc. 

174. Most ofthe work that I am performing demands access to m n t  requircmcnts and procedures that are only 

175. I communicate with customers and all of whom an s p r e a d  across the site. via email; editing is generally 

176. S i n e  my job calls for me to write and edit documents. I can only do this job via the computer. 
177. If we had no PC we would need a typewriter to communicate. write specs, plans. requirement documents. etc. 
178. I work in commitment control, so the majority of my job is done on the computer. 
179. W ofthe files and information I have to manipulate, and all of the personnel and scheduling I do are on 

180. Can not complete necessary paperwork to complete the tasks to the clients satisfaction. 
181. Reports and editing would have to be done using handwriting. Communication usually done via e-mail would 

network or intcmct files. 

have to be done by phone which usually leads to phone tag. Would not have ready access to documents 
needed to perform my job (documents for review) Scheduling of meetings would have to be done in writing. 
etc.. 

genemte information products or disseminate them, or coordinate their usc and implementation. 

others (web, email. or written documents created by word processors). I could not analyze data (spreadsheets 
and FORTRAN-based programs). I could not schedule and plan activities p3). 

182. As an administrative support employee, almost all of my responsibilities require computer usage either to 

183. My position is information based. Without the personal computer, I could not efficiency communicate with 

184. All my work is commputer-bascd and computer-related. 
185. Could not acccsb elecvOnic documents (would have to spend time uying to find hard copies), would have to 

scan every page of a hard copy document instead of using the word search ("Find") option available with most 
electronic documents. would have to process hard copy time cards, could not sendlroaive information 
electronically (would have to rely on phone and plantlLTS Mail), would have to give handwritten notes to 
secretary for rewing. 

186. Facility and Site procedures are maintained electronically Emails is the primary correspondance tool Schedule 
is maintained electronically Site Forms are maintained electronically (hard copies of the forms are not kept at 
facility) Obtaining information from DOE Orders and Standards IOSHtVand other references requires access to 
internet Job requires access to facility documents and databases maintained electronically Job requires 
generation of documentation electronically (ECNs, Procedures, USQ screenings. letters, etc.) 

these item by hand would be very time consuming 
187. I use multiple computer programs such as AutoCad, Image. Power Point to produce training material. Doing 

188. Most of the work I do is producing technical documents and permits for work to prosed. 

189. Loss of communications capability, loss of ability to pnparc project management deliwablts. 
190. My group does electronic reporting. That includes collecting data from Hanford facilities ria the intrane$ and 

191. Spreadsheet calculations, document preparation, data analysis would all have to be done by other means 

192. Access to procedures would limit my ability to review and update them. No access to E-mail would slow 

reporting a compilation to DOE-HQ via the Internet. 

(almost impossible). 

communications. The WRAP facility is very computerized. and having a PC available to troubleshoot problems 
is necessIIly. Site Forms. TIS. JCS, Pager. are Wordprocessing all programs that I use daily. 

193. As a software engineer, I rely on my computer to get my job done. 

194. - Lw of the ability to commpnicate effectively via e-mail - I  write my own letters and other correspondence on 
the PC and then e-mail to my secretary for formatting (doing by hand is unworkable for me). - I find 
developing presentations more efficient to do the work in Powerpoint myself - I use MS Project to manage 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

many of my major assignments-having direct acoess to this saves me time and resources 

E m 1  (Work Element Planning Sheets) 
195. Unlikc some engineers. I do a lot of my own Autocad. I also use Word (Comspondcnct and Calculations) and 

196. I Write d-ents and p d u r e s  on the computer. 
197. I would not be able to recieve Important information or t ransmit  information to keep the whecls turning in my 

198. The majority of our work is paper (training) for which wc have put the material on a shared drive. In addition I 
Program. 

work with several other facilities in o w  Project and their material is on several shared drives as well. Without 
the PC and MAN my work productivity would be limited to writing and typist support. The WEB makes my 
work more productive due to materials we develop for delivery over the WEB. 

199. Most of my busincss day requires that I exchange correspondence with organizations on the Hanford site, but 
also offsite. In those. exchanges, most of them have attached files that require data envy or review and 
comments. 

200. Everything is so computer based that whenever my computer is down for even a short while it causcs major 
impacts. The main pan of my job relies on the computer. 

201. Co-unications, as an operations management engineer. is a key to performing my job. Responding to 
questions, issuing dailey reports, looking up procedures, using data bases (excel) for trending etc., etc. 

202. I wouldn't be able to look up information to apply to my job. Also. I wouldn't be able to Write reports and 
proceduRs nearly as quickly if1 had to type them on a type writer. 

203. I work as a technical writer. Most all technical documents in my area of responsibility reside on the inaanet, 
shared areas, and servers in which I need a computer to access. 

204. computer systems offer near instant acccss to phone #s, financial data, technical scope status, schedule 
information, messaging, and sofhvarc tools to format thoughts and plans. 

205. Usc computer to communicate with others - the site. Need computer for financial, and procurement 
information. Use for all written work. Use computer to BCCCSS p d u n q  DOE directives, ctc. Use computer 
to research topics 

206. Could not access e-mail. site forms or the interlintmnct 
207. Would have to use plant mail to sendheceive information. Would have to hand right nprts, documents. etc. 

208. Email communications contribute greatly to productivity and providc a method to communicate when people 
(and most often have a s e c r e q  type them up). 

are not available by telephone or pager. The computer also greatly assists me in preparing rough 
documentsfpresentations to be completed by administrative personnel. 

209. All work orders and maint. records are dependent on the computer 

210. I do a lot of spreadsheets and use them to roll up data IO a higher level. Without a computer I would have to 

211. Job requires access to the Hanford Site Technical Database 
212. All of my work requires using a PC. 
213. Becaw it's a paperless society at the Hanford Site! 
214. All correspondence is conducted on the computer. Le., letters. forms (JSAs, orders. permits, WAFS, SFRS. 

usc an adding machine and recalculate everytime something changed. 

tables ), excel. Word, outlook. ALL OF MY WORK IS CONDUCTED ON MY PC. If I did not have the PC, 
the type of work I do either could not be perormed or it would take at least double the time to do it by another 
method. 

these are critical to our work. ie. Outlook, Excel. M S  Word, AutoCAD, Passport, Internet Explorer, E-forms, 
WinZip, Thumbs+. SHMS. GMS-2, GCS. DACS. Grams386. Easychrome 200. ctc. One ofthe deliverables to 
our customer is nearly real time Tank Farm Vapor analysis on 47 tanks. 

215. The applications and data system that I access frequently arc not duplicatcd in a manual system. Many of 
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.. Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

216. AacFs to PassPon, E-mail are essential 
217. Neither my scmtary or I would have to handle the papcr products. 

218. required access for manload schedules. JCS ~cocss is mandatory to my daily activities, EMail acccfs is need 

219. Communications would be merely impacted; could not write reports (other than manual) 
220. I usc the computer to access DOE Orders, HNF- PRO'S. NFPA Standards. recim and transmit large amounts 

of infonnatiom through e-mail, write. review and cdit reports and proadures. I usc internet access to research 
information on topics of interest for safety matings and reports. All thew: things could be accomplished using 
other methods, but the amount of time it would take would mean that some of my work not be done at all and 
some wouldn't be as complete. 

for communication purposes. 

221. Computer used extensively for writing. spread sheet analyses and extensive e-mail 
222. I do almost everything on my computer. I usc email. calendar, Passport, Word, etc. 
223. I f1  didn't have pc access most of what I do would need to be done on a rypewriter. this would really slow 

224.95% of my work has been done with computer. 
225. A large pari of my job involves computer modeling -can't be done without a computer. 
226. My job is information gathering, data review. report generation, database maintenance, and general tank 

productivity because changes would need to be madc by retyping instead of editing a saved document. 

- 
communications. ALI these activities funnel through the PC. As my organizatiodrole is now configured. a PC 
is essential. 

227. I could not change procedures on the drive 
228. I am q u i d  to read and respond to a large quantity ofe-mail, develop and present many senior management 

229. Couldn't run applications 
230. Work packages are prepared on the computer. This preparation includes a word proassor, access to the 

presentations, process and print many digital photos, and do extensive online research. 

inuanet for procedure references, AJHA access. and JCS access as a minimum. Thcrc are common mes used 
by the group stored on HLAN file servers. I receive and give information through email. Excel and Aarss 
ax used to organize and store information. 

status reports, PR reports, and pap11 input/pmcsssing/transnu 'nal. I keep the calendars of two managers, and 
assist 66 software enginecrdanalysts with their calendar events. 

electronic format only. 

perform my responsiblities would be gone. 

internal entities is by email. etc.. 

23 1. Because I origiMtdedit/send several different documents andor reports on a daily/wcckly basis, including 

232. Unable to communicate via email. Unable to access procedures and other forms and documentation that are 

233. All of the QA Surveillance activities include the use ofthe site electronic network, therrforc my ability to 

234. My job is based on providing functional support to many computer systems; communication with extemal and 

235. AU procedures. repom and correspondence is on the PC. 
236. I rely on a computer as a primary communication tool 
237. I am involved in the review of work packages and proadures which reference many other documents all 

238. All of my work is performed on a computer. 
239. Time, . . . Manual desigddrafting would take appmx 3 W o  longer. 
240. my work is designing and building information systems for site usc. 
241. Most PC activities are documentation of evaluations Word RoceJsln . g) and planning activities (Excel. Access, 

available on the computer. 

- 

eW 
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Survey Question: (cant) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

242. RMIS/MSDS Administrator for the PMHC, LMH, HEW. DOE, and Enterprise Companies. Need access to the 
computurer to search retrieve. and input MSDS into this database and retrieval programs. Rcvicw and approve 
all Catalog IDS within the PassPort Program for need of MSDS. Data-entry of MSDSs into PassPoR MSDS 
Module for all current inventory item. 

243. no aces, cannot look up proccdurcs 
244. My job control and files that I usc for work package6 anz all in the computer. All the procedures, drawings etc 

245. Nearly all my products and deliverables. involve the computer in same way whahcr in the planning or 

246. Most of my work is completed with the use of a computer 
247. I wouldn't be able to pull up my sample availability to tell me what analyses I need to run. I would not be able 

are. all in this contraption!! 

execution phases. 

to do my data entry, so the costumers would not know their analytical results.in which they would take their 
business elnvhere, and the facility would be shut down. 

back to the secretary for incorporation of comments, get back from secretary. proof again, send to reviewer, 
receive back from reviewer. evaluate the comments, send to secretary for incoporation of comments. etc. etc, 
etc. You should have the idea by now. 

249. PC is integral to virtually all my work; I communicate with HQ and site personnel via e-mail; I use Outlook to 
schedule meetings; I usc Microsoft word extensively to draft correspondence; I usc powerpoint and excel 
periodically, as the need arises; I usc the internet for infomafion queries; I use the i n m  to obtain site info; I 
use the phone diratoly and lookup; About the only time I am not using my PC is when I am required to sit in 
some meeting or another, and the value of THAT time is often questionable; 

248. I would have to hand write procedures. submit them to a secretary for type, get them back, proof them, send it 

250. AU information, forms. reports. formats, data, incoming and saved information is on the computer, 
251. AU of the systcm that I am requ id  to utilize arc computer based, such as JCS, AIHq producing ECN's 

utilizing AUTOCAD drawings, etc. Required reading of procedures is much quicker than time sharing hard 
copies. 

252. Functions, calculations. or decay computations that are currently performed electronically with sofhvare. would 
have to be performed "long hand." Communication with groups and organizations I support would be severly 
impacted. Tasks that require distribution such as collccting clcctronic forms, procedures. or muting reviews 
which takes seconds now. would take houn. Tasks which arc quick and cmcicnt such as time cards. e-mail. 
jet forms would be made slow and cumbersome. General communications efficiency would be redud 
considerably. 

253. My job includes tracking/stahlsing/reIeasing work via the JCS ADP system. 
254. I type many letters, memos etc and send them on email. 'I schedule and track my projects on my PC. I usc the 

Site Forms daily to request SEA clearances for visitors to PFF'. I keep my daily log on my PC. AU of my 
required reading is listed and available using my PC. 1 use the access to the JCS system available on my PC 
including electronic signature ability. 

255. use computer for data entry, every facet of my job 
256. The majority of my work is done with files located on a shared d n e h v o r k  drive. 
257. Nave no clerical support and need computer to communicate and prcpare my work. 
258. Just about eveqthing I do is connected to the use of a computer in some form. In addition to the word 

processing function for typing an assortment of reports and correspondence, maintaining logs and so forth; in 
my daily responsibilities I am continually using the Pager, the I n m e t  to look up information, checking travel 
per diem listingdinsmctions. the Pop Phone, SiteForms. Lookup, email, Outlook Calendar. RMIS. the list is 
endless. The computer is my most valuable working tool. 

259. I provide PC support. I usc my PC extensively for analysis of problems and walkthmughs 

260. I am tasked with documenting the Hanford Telecom & Network Systems. This is done using AutoCAD as the 
graphics engine to create accurate maps of the areas showing cable plaoement and logical diagrams for 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

troubleshooting and planning. We also track all changes to these drawings with M S  Aarss database software 
and digital images. All reports associated to the before mentioned tasks are created on the computer. I am 
vuy much dependent on the computer. 

serious trouble. 

rely on a computer. We also have total reliance on office automation tools. such as email, word processing, 
database management. project management. spreadsheet 

263. Lab analysis would have to be done by pencil and calculator, word processing on a typewriter, recalling stored 
data?????, e-mail communication is very importantl, I require access to shared, stored data via a network 

261. All of my work involves my computer. If it were gone and I had to Oy to do everything by hand, i would be in 

262. Everything I, and we as a team do is automated or partially automated. Most of my project management tasks 

drive@). 
264. Without a PC. it would rather difficult to access the technical data I needed for my work. 
265. I am a Software Enginar. and the use of my PC effects my entire job. 
266. a lot of my work is writinglediting procedures and updating files for the EOC, ifi couldn't do this, then a large 

portion of my job would not get done 
267. A lot of my work involves data collection and use of excell. Also I use the computer as a communication tool 

with my customers. co workers and subordinates. I do a lot of scheduling for interviews, meetings and team 
building sessions. Without access to the computer it would be very time consuming to call all the folks 
involved. 

of elestmnic documents for rcView and approval. Inability to access procurement data. worok control systems, 
reference material. It would mean the return to collection of hard copy data and the need to find cleerical 
support to manage it. 

can't do any software maintenance or programming job. 

.- 
268. Inability to communicate globally with sIaff spreaad out across Hanford. Inability to receive prompt delivery 

269. I am a softwarc engineer to mainmiddcvelope software ofvarious software systems. Without a computer. I 

270. Written communications cycle would take longer to complete. Plant mail is to slow. 
271. Everything I do depends on the having aarpp to a computer. 
272. I am a scheduler and I use my computer daily. without this access it would hinder my work 

273. Everything Manual: email word documents project plans spreadsheets access to information (siwweb) 

Storage of information -updating information 

impacted, written communications would be absolutely minimized. 

internet info, mgrs calendars. e-mail messages. etc. 

274. Auxss to procedures and other requirements documents would not exist, word proassing activities would be 

275. Computer is used 90% in my job for typing comspondence, looking up phone numbedaddresses. pmcedmx, 

276. Nad the information available. 
277. Most of my work requires a computer. BMS security ~cccss administration, forms, travel, uaining scheduling 

278. Development of software requires a computer 
279. AU tracking information I keep in databases would not be available. Could not retrieve documents fmm the 

280. Before doing any Herbicide applications, I have to send out Pre-Note's to all building BA's to be posted 

281. I am a WordProassor and almost all my work is done on a computer 
282. 900h of my workloa'd is databasdseheduling related. Must have ~cocss to TMX, PeopleSoft, Crystal Reports, 

283. Because almost everything I do is done on the computer 

etc. 

RMIS program. 

_"_ 

and wordprocessor to perform my job fundon. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

284. You've made it that way because everything is electronic now (e.g. mail. phone numbers, procedures, 
requirements documents. DOE Orders. this survey). Also. due to limited clerical suppoft, many of us exempts 
must now compose our own white papen and memos -both internal and external. The M S  Word templates are 
very helpful for us. 

285. Use Outlook as major means of ~ m m u n i c a t i ~ ~ .  Also nad computer to m s s  financial and project 
performance information. 

286. Lack of word proccssing would q u i r e  more writing and one additional full time secretary just for my work. 
Lack of spreadsheets would require a lot of manual calculator time. However. some other things would get 
better, e.g.. not having site forms would be an improvement in life (i.e.. templates in Word are OK, site forms, 
CspCciaUy when required, a ~ c  a pain). 

287. My wmputer is a means of communicating and looking at data. It would take me more time calling and 
tracking multiple people down than to just communicate via email & calendaring. Looking at hard copy data 
rather than on line would be extremely unproductive, as well as interactive updating of the information. 

288. My job is to develop technical manuals and procedures for usc in the plant. 
289. swcy rcporls and other documents would have to be done by han&, including calculations, looking up 

290. I'm a storekeeper and I work in a warehouse. Computers are one of our main tools to help us perform our 
procedures. etc. 

work. 

291. E-mailkccess to reparts'scheduling 
292. I am a procedun coordinator and a database administrator. Site prcccdurcs are fully computerized. With the 

detail and complexity qui rcd for regulatoxy compliance today I can't ye how wc wuld ever go back to a 
paper only system. If anything we nad to utilize thc power of our network morc efficiently. Thcsc question on 
this m e y  are shocking to me. 

293. I use my workstation for a lot of research and communications with OUT customers. I receive reports that must 
be edited or added to almost daily. Access to data both onsite and offsite has increased my job scope 
considerably 

294. Work would have to be accomplished with additional telephone call, letters. mcmoq meetings, etc. 
295. Without affcss to a computer, I would not be able to prWide daily schafuling pmducts necessary for plant 

296. I would not be able to use Auto CAD for Training Manual Development. I would have to keep paper hles of 
significantly i n d  volume. I would not haw access to JCS for Work Control. 

297. I use software programs extensively that allow me to do work much more efficiently than if one would have to 
do them with hand-labor calculations, spreadsheets, and programming. 

298. Rapid communication with personnel at other locations is essential. Information retrieval and passan (HR, 
training, safety, etc.) with staff would take four times as long. I author several recurring reports. Access to 
Word, Powerpoint. and Excel in a Windows environment greatly improves my ability to create. review, and 
distribute these documents. Employee time recording and approval would be cumbersome and 
timc-consuming without automation (TIS) 

299. It would be impossible to keep my boss' calendar current manage his and my elecvOnic mail. prepare 
correspondence and/or forms, daily input to TIS, order supplies. reconcile P Card Statements. My PC also cuts 
down on time spent on the telephone. 

do all this work by hand or on typewriter again would be going backwards. not forwards. 

flexibility for people.to annucr when they arc able or fra to do so. Otherwise it'll be telephone or fax - thus 
telephone tag. Ability to gct up to date info, status of projects. etc. would not be available. Having to depend 
on the contractor to respond and provide copies and info, etc. would take time. Information management 
would include having to find hard copies to work off of. 

operations. 

300. Most of my work is computer based using Word, Excel. Passport. Outlwk. Powerpoint or Access. To have to 

301. Contact with HQ and other field offices via email offers quick access to folks for information. It offcrs 
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-_ Survey Question: (cont) 

5 .  If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

302. I maintain training m r d s  for -25 people in my group; I che&mter,and upload all the analytical d t s  thM 

303. Keeping calendar current; Time card responsibilites: information sharing and tasking. 

304. The computer aids in the following work activies: - letter writing (provides the body ofthe letter to the 

lhese people produce. 

sccremy for formating and distribution) - report writing (various daily, weekly. monthly reports am written for 
company use, customer information, and project support) - research (use ofthe intranet and internet provides 
information for various site supported projcaS) - budget management (tracking of budget expendures and 
time BccNcd against projects) - project management (schedule development, tracking, and cost evaluation) 
Without the use of a computer a significant portion of this work material would be not be timely, accurate. or 
attainable. 

with the CVDF design team. and with DOE. MOR of the work is done electronically. I also dmf~ text, which 
is not a very pleasant thing to see on a standard typewriter. 

fax numbers, procedures. directives. etc. Wouldn't be able to do timecard. Wouldn't be able to answcr or send 
e-mail. 

307. All of my work is done in Word, Excel, Powerpoint, etc. I depend greatly on email communications, the RMIS 
data system. and internet sources of info. I can't imagine doing my job without my PC. My only time away 
from the PC is spent in meetings and in reading documents. 

305. A s  the CVDF Nuclear Safely Analysis Lead, I ensure the work is done for all the team members, I interface 

306. Wouldn't k able to typc letters, memos, site forms, neports. etc. Wouldn't be able to look up phone numbcrs, 

x~ 308. I use my computer for everything I do. Letters, calculations. analysis, etc. 
309. I do a lot of composing/writing. I mite interview questions and responses, make working d o n  agendas, keep 

notes from alignment sessions and disuibute them to attendees. I also track action items from the sessions. I 
schedule all interviews and alignment meetings on Outlook. I guess I would do less email and I would use the 
phone more if1 had no computer. I would also have to learn to do handwriting with a, what's it called again, 
pen and paper (ugh!). 

&eciently. 

things vs. e-mail. and relying on hard m i e s  of wufon. Word Fmcessing and Excel would k the meatest 

310. Mostly because e-mail would have to be replaced with snail mail and without a pc I couldn't even type that 

3 11. Would not have immediate access to e-mail, popfon. word processing programs, etc. We would k faxing more 

disaivantages. 
312. Would be unable to access Job Control System, Electronic procedures, Business Mgmt Syst (PassPort). word 

313. could not communicate with others or t is or share info 
314. The majority of my work is done on the computer. 

processing programs, e-mail, etc to satisfactorily function in my current project engineering role. 

315 ACCESS TO SITE APPLICATION INFORMATION WOULD BE LIMITED AND SINCE THE SITE 
REQUIRES YOU TO WORK IN THOSE APPLICATIONS. PASSPORT HNF-PROS. TIS. OUTLOOK 
w o h .  EXCEL. P-3. ETC. YOU COULD NOT DO YOUR JOB SCROOGE MADE BOB CRATCHE~T 
SUPPLY HIS OWN PENCILS. MANAGEMENT TO DAY KNOWS TO BE VIABLE IN TODAYS 
MAPXET NOT ONLY DID THEY DEClDE TO SUPPLY PENCILS (ABOUT 1950) TODAY THEY NEED 
TO CHOOSE THE CURRENT TECHNOLOGY HANFORD IS STILL 5 YEARS BEHIND AS THE 
CURRENT GENERATION OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT RUNS THE SIIOW. WHEN THE " T E N D O  
GENERATION MOVES INTO SENIOR MANAGEMENT WE WILL CHANGE A LITTLE FASTER 

3 16. Limitcd acccss to data and no ability to analyze the data. Letter and other wrinen material would have IO k 
hand written then type by sccreIary, eLc. Lacking e-mail communications would be seriously impecdcd. 

317. Maintenance tracking records would have to be on hard copy. Time keeping would mke longer, sending group 
mcssages/eslablishmg mcetings would be non-existent 

3 18. Loss of communications with seperated training organimtions. Access would k lost to uaining records, levon 
plans and procedures needed lo prepare and conduct training. 

319. The personal workstation is used by communications Io others. E:mail. calendar, and Word ~n critical to 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

performing tasks. 

320. pc is needed to puU procedure to complete mutinc work 

321. at least 1/2 of my work has becn loaded on a computer or in someway n a d r  thc input from a computer 
322. all the programs i need as a scheduler of training is on the computer. 

323. Need to perform calculations, check email, tis, log onto LABCORE (LIMS), check for current procedures, 
write procedures and changes, check CFRs, check company procedures. check employment oppormnities 

324. A majority ofintemavextCmal communications arc now ClcctroNc. 

325. I do a lot of document production and communication via computer. I am sure I could go back to using support 
typing and phone, but if1 did so in the present environment of computer users, my reletive productivity would 
fall compared to those around me, and including our clients. 

326. My work is almost 100% involved with Primavera P3. or with programs which interface with P3 like Excel or 
Access 

327. I do not use the machine that much only to do TIS and xad the E-mail 
328. Because I would receive memos instead of emails which would have to be copied and routed, calendar would 

be kept manually requiring phone calls to accept or reject mestins. setting up meetings would be more time 
consuming, I can type faster than I can write, time wasted redoing drafts, time consumed trying to get time 
cards prepared manually and transmitted in time to approve them, difficulty in maintaining hard copies of 
procedurrs, etc. 

329. Availability ofprocedures and documentation of work 
330. Many activities now use computer generated information (schedules, drawings, communication, ete.). 

33 1. Because I depend on outlook and senidng files to other people and typing up program plans, etc. 
332. I use word processing for creating statements of work, reports and comspondance. Draft doucments can be 

distributed via email for cfficccnt review and comment cycles. Without a computer. my documents would be 
hanuwritten, require typing and mailed to document reviewers. I use -1 spreadsheet to perform calculations 
and graph results. If8 computer WM not available, I would perform the calucation by hand, gmph the results 
my hand and require a draftperson to prepare professional quality graphs. 

dark ages of productivity. 

drawings, plan packages (JCS System), order parts. reqwst seMas (Site Forms), get and wnd mail, retrieve 
records (TUvfIS), etc. 

packages, other administrative rcsonsibilities. 

through e-mail with customer and support organizations. 

communication of issues received by my office. 

correctly the first time, requiring me to check and recheck. Not only is it faster for me to do these things 
myself, they are done right the firsf time. Also. I have found that the &ecl of computers extends beyond 
productivity, enabling me to do things I was unable to do previously. These comments are made entirely from 
the point of view of a manager, which I have been my entire career. 

339. I would be unable to.perform most of my work. (Le. Passport, P-Card, look up Phone Number Listings, Pager 
use (with message),.unable to communicate with others using email messages, all the software programs and 
forms needed to do work on the €antord project are on the computer.) 

additional timc would be required to complete the activities without computers. 

333. The alternate is to handwrite and give to a secretary or someone with a computer to type. I would return to the 

334. I couldn't do Autocad, access the internet for parts. Engineering Change Notices, phone directory, plot 

335. Unabcl to access neassary information via the internet to get materiaVpan specifications, maLC up job 

336. valuable to my job in that we operate with the use of procedures off of proc info. daily communication 

337. I would have very limited to no access to phone numbers. Morcovcr. e-mail comprises at least 50% ofthe 

338. Many things I do now were previously done by my secretary. They took longer to do and would not be done 

340. I am the Occurrence reporter for the Spent Nuclear Fuels Project and all of my reports are completed and 
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5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

transmitted electronically through the Ocnurcnce Reporting and Processing System Graphical User Intehce 
on the 1nteme.t. 

Writing projects. Without a computer it would take much more timc to complete. 

For example, access to forms for my daily work routine, completion of reports. staw of cost, time charges, 
procurement activities. These questions do not adequately reflect my job. Today I could go 2-4 hours without 
impact, when I am in the field. But when I need a computer I cannot wait, or others will be on standby. 

341. As a communication specialist much of my work is communicating via email and using the computer for 

342. It is an incorrect assumption that someone else could, or would assume my duties performed with a computer. 

343. All the work I do relates to computer work. 
344. My work requires on-line maintenance of access control files, preparation of documentation that is shared 

electronically and by hardcopy with others in my p u p ,  exchange of e-mail for documentation purposes and 
on-line reviews of DOE and technical guidance. None of this would be done without a c c w  to a computer. 

345. I use my computer for nearly evelything I do: scheduling meetings, sending and replying to e-mail messages, 
typing letters and engineering documents, editing, filling in site forms, completing EITAs. corresponding with 
my p u p  about administrative matters, providing input to various reports, etc. 

generate reports on the computer. 

would be bard to read. 

long hand, now I wouldn't be able to find some of my references without the PC. 

are done online. 

computer and the actual wriling of these procedures is done on a computer. Combining this with all ofthe 
reviews as part of the process and you lake up more that 75% of my day. 

351. Because I monitor and provide input for the welder data base. I also send reports out to vendors who have 
hired my services in reviewing their welding procedures and welder qualification data shcets. Also. I am the 
author and custodian for the FDNW welding manual which has all the welding p d m  on my computer 
incase changes are required at a moments notice. 

352. I use the computer exclusively for working in JCS. procedure witting in Word and Worrdperf#t Outlook to 
communicate with other p u p ,  etc. 

353. My current job assignment is to privide computer suppoR the Job Control System Automated Data &ssing 
System without computer access that would be impossible. 

354. Need ~ c c e b s  to controlled procedures and Hanford PROS 
355. Word document editing capability lost, lost access to pmcedures. lost access to RMIS documents, lost access to 

356. there are programs i use daily and information i require. 

357. I would be unable to amss electronic filedmrddprograms required for doing my job. 
358. I essentially do all my work on the PC. unless I am reading something that is hard copy instead of electronic 

359. Without the computer and HL.AN/WWW I would have a very hard time communicating as fast as I do now. 

346. I receive 40 to 50% of my requests for d c e  via e-mail from those employees I serve. I am required to 

347. The calculations that 1 routinely do would be time consuming on a calculator. The p r o c e d m  that I write 

348. Almost all the work I do no involves using the intranet andlor other functions available on PC's. Used to do it 

349. I am the primary administrator for a business tracking tool which is online. All activities and communications 

350. My primary task is the development of procedures which are referenced on data bases amssable to the 

.- 

web sites, lost electronic mail capability. lost meeting scheduling capability, etc.. 

(maybt less than 1 hour per week). 

Since my job requires that I communicate with various people all day. without the computer it would take me 
longer to do this and my efficiency would suffer. 

e-mail provides a barrier to managers to physically meet with and visit statf. however, so there would also be 
advantages to not having computer. 

- 

360. Would be a d e c k  if did not have hard copy tools for phone, procedures, word processing. In some ways, the 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

361. Just about cverytlung we do in contracts has been convmed to electronic information. Our procedurrs our on 
the W o r d  Intranet for example. Communications behvccn me and my staff are very dependent on the e:mail. 
Telephone numbers on on the HLAN. TIS is electronic. My calendar is electronic and all meetings are 
scheduled using Outreach. Composition of all letters, memos, contracts. etc. are done electronically using the 
soilware available on the PC. We are extremely dependent on the PC and its software suite to perfom our 
work. 

362. AU records, communication and reports would have to be done on hardcopy. 
363. Many of my work processes involve the use of computer models 
364. I use Autocad routinely to make sketches for ECNs. DCNs, reports. etc. Routinely use the internet to obtain 

product information from manufacturers. Routinely use e-mail to communicate with clients and colleagues. 
Use w o ~ I p ~ s s o r s  routinely to produce documents as above. Use e-mail for training (required reading) 

365. Although I don't like E-mail, it appears to be the only media by which some personnel communicate. I would 
thedore be unable to effectively communicate to thosc personnel who are afraid of the phone or face-to-face 

366. I use the computer as a word praxssor to mite training manuals, SRIDs. and other type documents. I also 
using it to write up problems via JCS. Outlook is used to keep in communication with others. especially since 
I work shifl work. I use Outlooks Journal for my TIS tracking. 

367. Unable to draw maps. Fire reports and log would have to be done by hand. 
368. e-mail, log activities, alarm repon writing, reviewing and word processing. File keeping. 

369. A significant amount of information is available only via wmputer. Examples include e-mail from FVH and 
RL, budget databases (PBSs. ADSs. IPL. etc.) and communications in general, such as road closures. 
shipments and the like. Also. computer used for reports (generate and receive). notification to statTofcvmts, 
training, work to be done e3 cefM. Therefore, lack ofa computer would result in deaeased productivity. 

370. I am a shifI worker. Much ofthe information I get is from e-mail. I keep notes on the computer. use it to 
calculate salary actions and tmck personal information. Having the internet available to research information . 
is helpful as well. 

procedures @rocedure compliance). 

access to these various programs would make it near impossible to perform the required tasks assigned to me. 

371. Need JCS for work control. TMX for training requirements and Intranet for access to company related 

372. I use a variety of programs Word processors, Data bases, Insight, etc.) on an as needed basis. Not having 

373. All forms arz done elecuOnically, to copy these fo rm and do it manually would be time consuming. 

374. slow down on update of procedures, obtaining e-forms used mryday, reduced communications with dayshiit 
personnel (I currently work a rotating shift) 

375. The majority ofthe responses to the ALARA Program customers arc electronic. I produce over 80 letters per 
year and reports on a monthly basis. Also produce poncrs and ALARA awareness literature. 

376. It would be very time consuming to assemble information into databases, spreadsheets and rcporcs without thc 
computer. I also use the computer to download vendor information on equipmentJwmponents used in designs. 
It would also be very inetficient to have someone else do the computer work followed by my checking and 
resubmitting for corrections again followed by rechecking; frequently spreadsheets and reprts go through quite 
a bit of development which also makes more etfcient for me to do most of these tasks myself. Computer also 
good means to communicate mcssages to others. 

377. Function requires use of various software provided through HLAN. 

378. I develop/maintain software 
379. I use several specii5c programs for data input and calculations ( S W S ,  SWEA, ea.). 
380. All my computer uso is for Hazardous Waste Shipments (waste designations, shipping papers, LDR's, shipping 

381. would not have access to procedures.msds, tis. ctc... 
lists, labpack reports, etc.) 
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'Survey Question: (cont) - 
5 .  If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

382. require HLAN to access phom numbcrs and organizations that employus work for. 
383. Need access to messuges and data entry forms available only through the pc, nced to communicate with o h  

384. I would spend more time manually looking up regulations and contacting people 
385. I am a s&mary. Pretty much everything I do is on the computer (Le. letters, spreadsheets, calendar. e-mail, 

386. majority of my work uscs autocad and wordperfect. doing my work by pencil is a big step backwards! 
387. A lot of business is done by e-mail. 

388. I have a lot oftraining that is done on my computer and administrative programs that I need to see on a daily 

389. A major pan ofthe job is communication via e-mail with other managers and directors. Also them are many 

390. My function as Seals and Forms Administrator for the W o r d  site requires that I produce reports. etc. I am 

frcqucntlyand tapidy 

etc.). 

basis 

electronic files on the computer I deal with daily. 

also the backup book keeping employee for Protection Technology in suppon of Aldis Riddell and Marjory 
Serier. This requires the ability to access a computer at will to accomplish the tasks at hand. 

391. Nearly all budget analyst functions require the use of a PC. 

392. I am dependent upon my computer because I am responsible for Corrective Action Management for our 
company. Without the computer, all work would have to be completed manually and needless to say, a manual 
data base is extremely time consuming to maintain. 

393. There would be reduced communication between regulatory agencies and the projects and well as internal 
communication reduction. Loss of ability to Iransmit data between individuals and schedule meetings in a 
timely manner. 

Require paper procedures be provided by other sourxs. Inability to search library or internet for technical 
information. 

395. I'm a software engineer. supporting my customer's computer systems and usage. Without my computer, I'm of 
virtually no help to my customm. 

3%. Information stored on computer -via shared area and Outlook are used on a daily basis. I have RAS 
capabilities and a lap top which 1 use at home. I don't have to haul tons of files around with me because I have 
access to them via the computer. 

394. Reduced communication capability @hone vs e:mail). Write documentation by hand to turn in to a sccmary. 

397. Because evctything I do for defieciency evaluations (besides holding a meeting) is donevia computer. 

398. The majority of the plans, procedures, and other documentation I use on a daily basis is in an electronic format. 
Additionally. I support the operation of the RL Emergency Operations Center which uses computer systems for 
the primary method of display of information and radiological dose calucations. 

399. I spend 100 %of my time working on my PC. Without it I could not accomplish any ofmy current work. 

400. slower comunication, less information out to the workers. 

401. For what little I do have to do on the computor. it would be very inconvenient to have to track one down that 

402. Business procwes depend on things such as email. and the use ofsprradshao, and text documents. These 

403. Need to perform calculations, drawings, specifications. email. 
404. Use of my computer is essential for me to get my work done. I create documents on the computer. Run 

405. I would not be able to prepare engineering documents. access to resources would be greatly Limited (rmis, 

somebody else wasn't using at the time. 

tools speed the gathering and assimilation of information that enables better business decisions. 

software for enginee,ring calculations. 

internet, shared areas), would not be able to use engineering wftwarc to prepare calculations. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

406. I am a work package planner. I develope work packages for projects (Vadose Zone. cathodic protection, 
W-151, e.) which means I am on the the computer most of the day. I use INSIGHT, RMIS, PROC INFO, 
INTERNET, etc. for research. 

407. E-mail is used extensively for passing on information to employees in scattered locations. Hard copies would 
not be as timely (at least one day delay) and calling individuals would be much more time consuming than 
preparing one message and sending to numerous individuals elauonically. E-mail dm allows them to pass 
the information in a timely manner when appropriate. Electronic access to system data allows me to call up the 
latest cost and progress data when needed. Electronic filing of information saves paper copies and file space 
as well as someones time to do the filing. Most producls I produce are prepared using speadsheets or word 
processing which allows for easier comedon. Redoing these documents to incorporate comments would 
increase preparation time. 

applicatons daily and that number will increase this year. 

documents. and using the computer to look referenced documents. 

executive level presentations based on maintaining this type of information. Without a computer. it would be 
virtually impossible to complete these mks in a timely manner. 

411. All ofthe documents that we deal with are eleclronic. It would all but stop OUT process to manually complete 
thc documents and send through the plant mail. 

412.1) All forms are on internet. 2) All proceedures are on internet. 3) All reports are printed on the computer. 4) 
Most correspondence is via outlook. 5 )  ACES is computer program. 

413. With a “paperless ofice” that has been in place for awhile, all of my correspondence is being received through 
RMIS. When responding to environmental compliance matters, Notice of Correction, Notice of Violation, 
Notice OfPenaIty, ctc. written rcponses are needed in a rapid manner. Going back to the good old days of 
writing it out and then typing on a typewritte make no sense. To keep up with the latest procedures on the 
PHMS. you need access to the W o r d  Intranet. Communications with customers, regulators, peers. ect is 
done by e-Mail and is vital to keep up with rapidly changing environmental issues. 

414. As a nehvork maintenance tech I would have NO way to troubleshoot network problems. Also all of my job 
asignments are done through a computer b a d  trouble ticket system. 

415. need a pc to complete job 
416. I operate my Office as an “Almost” paperless ofice (or at least as close to that as practical. We maintain 

408. I need the use ofa computer to successfully complete the activities I am being paid to do. 1 use 2 4 different 

409. Most of my work is done using the computer to change drawings, preparc ECNs pnpare engineering 

410. All my work revolves around the use of a PC. I track company deliverables, repott on them, and develop 

common Drives for the Controlled AB Documentation. I rely heavely on my calendar for scheduling and 
maintaining the interface meetings priorities. 

417. My work depends on using programs such as Excel & Access to track chemical inventory and waste and to 
prepare spreadsheets. In addition, I depcnd on word processing programs to access and work on procedum. 

418. For my job we arc required to complete and file all of our work. 
419. I use the PC for report writing and gathering information. 

420. First, all ofmy work files and acccss to documents are now on my computer. Access to support and &creme 
documents are readily available and cut down on time spent to access and review. Outlook provides a quick 
and easy path for company communication and a quick written record. 

Receipt and evaluation of data obtained from laboratory examinations is so much more efficient with a 
computer. Validation, correction and approval of test data can be performed very quickly, saving days or 
weeks in time spent. 

Without the wmpufer, work would regress to a method used years ago and would be much less &ecient. 

421. As a Web Developer/Webmaster. everything I do is done with a computer. 
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-. Survey Question: (cont) 

5 .  If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

422. I am a Sofhvarc Engineer. This m a n s  that I program computers and provide computer support to others. The 
computer is the primary tool of my job. 

423. The majority of my work is done using a PC e.g. using SWITS. Access databases, running queries, ctc. Since 
we am also responsible for tracking containers within our disposal facilities, not having access to a PC would 
have a severe impact. Additonally. if there is an emergency, it would be a safety impact to not have BOCCST to 
the data within the SwlTs database. 

technical rcvicws, composing business letters. etc.). Without the computer. I would bc much less efficient at 
producing and editing documents. I also use the computer to gather information and documentation (primarily 
RMIS and the intranet). Without the computers search capabilities. I would have to spend much more time 
looking for the necessary information. 

Virtually all work plans, reports. requests for services. ECN,s, EDTA etc. are prepared using a computer. In 
addition, most calculations are prepared using a computer (Mathcad or spread sheet). 

426. LQSS of ability to recieve and disseminate critical information quickly and e8iciently. Would spend much more 
time preparing and disseminating written comunications and spend much more time chasing people down 
primarily with telephone. 

424. I spend much of my time doing word processing (writing authorization basis amendments, documenting 

425. The majority of communications and record keeping (of communications) is associated with CC:Mail. 

427. I am a software engineer. My work product is software. 
428. The majority of my work is produced on a computer. The lack of a computer would require manual production 

or an oflload to clerical personnel. Both options are would greatly increase the time to complete the work. 
429. V i l y  all of my work involves computer uscage. I use Exal, Insight. HANDI, Intranet, etc. resources daily. 

430. Technical writer. N a d  wordpmssing, graphics, c-mail. data bases. electrOnic distribution ofrevicws. 
431. As a Industrial Safety Engineer, I rely on the calendar, email and internet ~cocss as an integral function of my 

432. N d e d  for various forms. Oms. tables. letters. sending electronic meps~pc8, DTS repolts, procedures, phone 

433. Because I do reports and spreadsheets that require Word 97 and E x d  97. 

434. Most of my work is done with a computer. 
435. Job responsibiiities require access to outlook, calendar, and internethttanet. 

436. i work as a lead worker sometimes and help write procedure and work packages 
437. work is done using progmns on the pc such as autocad, wordperfect. 
438. Alternate communications would be harder. Document creation, reproduction, transmittal, rcvinu, ~cccs9. ctc. 

439. I create/edit drawings using Autocad Master Alarm Sheet using Excel Research using IinsightlRMIsMDCS 

440. Because all my tasks in one way or another involve the use of my computer. 
441. I rely heavily on my email for communicating with my clients and fcllow workers. I often send documents for 

review and information as attachments to emails. Saves a day or two easily. I also use Excel and Word quite a 
bit in my work. I use Hanford Pager and PopFon daily as wcll. Site forms from time to time and Netscape and 
IE almost every day. 

442. More time would be spent in communicating and tmveling to get the servicescs that I now have available at my 
desk. 

443. I use the computer for evclthing I do, MAXIM0 database administration, mining scheduling. property, ctc. 
444. I usc autocad and it depends on the network. It's doesn't IUII on stand alone. 
445. I suppot Peoplesoft Financials and the Indirect Planning System (IPS). Most of my time is spcnt on the 

- 

SuppORtomy customer. 

directory, etc. 

would become much more labor and real estate intensive. 

computer. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

446. We have to have access to the hanford pro's at all times. We work under continous use proadures that are 

447. All of my training course materials are developed, revised, and maintained using a computer. 
448. The tools for my position are computer based. I would need to return to drawing boards for the product needs 

449. Use computer to communicate with clients, customers and 

nvcrif~ed every day. All our forms are on the computer and we have to access to them at all times. 

of my position. 

infomation used for decision making, financial system, passport for contracts, ctc. All required to manage 
organization. 

where all of our procedures are kept. 

approve TIS. analyze, ITA for staff, access 

450. I mite and edit procedures. Also I am the file server custcdian for ShT Project shared area network drive 

451. I correspond with people. schedule meetings, prepare proposals and write ups wely day. 
452. much of my communication is with LM Corporate via e-mail; no phone numbers available apart from Pop Fon; 

scheduling meetings manually is extremely time consuming (and impossible without Pop Fon); I receive letters 
to format and print on letterhead-they would have to be retyped; I review my manager's e-mail and distribute 
as ncccsary; I use PC to cut and paste presentations for my p u p ;  

453. The computers drive everything we do here, especially communications which is vital due to the size of the site 
and the n u m b  ofpeople located in Merent areas. 

454.100% of all work that I do is performed on the computer. 
455. could not preparc Excel worksheets or use Quickbooks financials 
456. Because I write work packages every day and use previous work packages on the same equipment for the the 

prerequisites, precautions, referenas, tagouts, ctc: and to rebuild a new work package for every job would takc 
a lot oftimc, that this feature saves. Previous to the mmputor, a work package would be wrincn by band, then 
sult to the secretary for typing. then back to the engineer for review. then back to the sccreta~~ to make 
correaions and so forth. I believe the computor has saved the hanford projcct a lot of money in the preparation 
of paper work eliminating the wait for secretarial work and the several mum times to get it right. The use of 
the computor for internet access has been a great help also in locating vendors ofcquipment, to enable direct 
contact with the vendors. 

457. I use my computer to create drawings and documents regularly. I also use e-mail for work once in a while. I 
also need to do research on the internet sometimes. 

458. Software Engineer 
459. All my activities are performed via computer to construct work plan documents and related documents to 

460. I am a technical writer/editor and all of our procedures are done electronically. 
461. I am an analyst that conducts risk analysis projects; the projeaS culminate in a lengthy report which I gather 

information from the computer by communicating with sources all over W o r d ,  and write the report on the 
computer. I also store data for all projects 

462. Reduced communication options, elimination of engineering tools used to perform work, ie, autocad, Mathcad, 
Excel, Various PLC vendor software packages for PLC programming, Operator interface program (HMl) 
development. 

463. Problems with aces and performing required tasks that include forms on Site forms. Also missed meetings and 
Classes. 

464. I do all the Indirect accounting efforts for NHC. There is no way I could do this without my computer and 
printer. First, I would have to find a way to get the npuired data, then I would have to take the data back to my 
desk and prepare spread sheets by band. Nexted the prepared data would have to be sent via the Hanford mail 
to get it distributed. Need I say more. 

the input to my products is computer-based, such as. internet research, e-mail and training. 

support field activity at Tank farms. 

465. Nearly all of my products are produced on my computer: reports, presentations, e-mail. etc. Moreover, much of 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

466. nearly all my work involves the use of my computer 
467. all references for my work are now only availible on the computer all repom are done on the computer 

468. All of my logic scheduled cost repom, budget inputs, spreadsheets. etc. are only acccsSible via computer 

469. all my selling and rcaving are done in the computer 

470. Communications, word proassing, time management, all would be greatly hinded.  

471. Couldn't perfom my job functions without a pc. email is very important, PeopleSof?, PopFon, Internet, WORD. 

472. Need to access data bases, need to contact pcople using Email, perform estimates, write and review documents 

473. Much my work is in the design and development of training materials that use a variety of computor p r o p n u  

474. I w e  my computer system to pnpare asscssmcnts. surveillances. miscellaneous repom, approve work 

475. almost svnything we do on our jobs have something to do with Ilu computor 

476. I handle all t h e m  and materials for our department, i.e. Insight, pophone update, ordering, etc. As buidling 
Administrator for 2 buildings, I use OmniLock, and the Corrective Action programs, DTS - etc. I design and 
maintain the Operations Org Chart Web page for LMHC using MS office, write articles for the 0nL.ine 
newspaper. schedule safely meetings and FEPs, use outlook to manage Actions, design and publish powerpoint 
presentations for LMHC Operations Managers and Director, use access to track actions and compliance issues, 
and support Fran DcLozier in the presidents office several times per month. There are many more items that I 
utilize the computer to aacomplish - these are just a few. 

notifications/assignments often done on the computer due to split up office space. 

ctc. 

to acamplish. 

documents, changes and prosunmcnts 

- 

477. Most of my work involves using a wotkstation 

478. I use my computer in just about every aspM of my job. 

479. Systcm Administrator for sitewide software system. Troubleshoots user problems concerning soibwuc 

480. I am a tech writer/editor. Electronic documents are what I do. 

481. I work in a laboratory, container files are routinely submitted electronically, downloaded updatcd/modified and 

applications. 

then logged into a computer tracking system. Calculations for each of these containers are done via several 
soflware programs that interact and the process can be time consuming. Some days may only need the 
computer for an hour other days may use the computer for 8 hours. 

482. I need access to ACES, JCS. Excel, etc. on a daily basis. 

483. Documents would take more time to preparc and edit. Communication would be less dfenivc. more confusing, 
and more time consuming without E-mail. Collecting and evaluating data would take much longer and be 
more prone to error. Decisions made based on the data would be less reliable because less data would be 
available on which to make decisions. The Internet and Intranet provide access to infmmation would 
otherwise be unavilable or difficult and time consuming to obtain, potentially resulting in wrong or poor 
decisons. 

prcductivity is almost non-existent if1 rely on the phone. 
484. Rely heavily on e-mail, calendar, and other desk top tools. Havc to use the phone if PC is down and 

485. I use the computer constantly for writing and obtaining information, e.g.. phone numbers. proceduns, etc. 
486. Don't know schedule. couldn't make calls. couldn't correspond. couldn't schedule, couldn't. . . 
487. My Position is Deputy Fire Chief - W o r d  Fire Department and I use my system daily to communicate with 

our site wide customers and fire department personnel and to provide directions to our Fire Department sraff 
personnel located site wide in five Merent fire stations and facilities. 

forms and associated maps, hand writing them makes my job go much slower. 

- 

488. Some days I work ACES for more than 8 hours. All of my routine surveys are on the computer. With the 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

489. important information sharing related to my job. all procedures arc on pc's. being a shift workcr it is very 
difficult to reach people not on my shift for follow up on projects.training materials,quenions and spsific (like 
cog engineer) needs. 

490. I use my computer: to track samples coming into the counting mom, to do ace forms on samples, enter worklist 
into Labcore, enter OT for union people. calc. st&. daily. do my TIS entry, look up procedures since we do not 
have gOldeNCd copies of LO anymore, read WMH3 10 upgrades, look up phone numbers since we can not 
PAX anymore, Cts. 

pmcdlue access. 
491. Loose ability to communicate with reso-. TIS completion. report generation, meeting schedules and 

492. I'm a Scheduler which requires me to use a scheduling software and without a PC I am unable to pmvide the 

493. F'mjca management and cost information would be calculated by "hand". 

494. I use the computer to communicate. Without it I would be on the road continuously. 
495. It is how you communicate with the rest of the world. All tasks are directly tied to the pc. 
496. I'd spend much more time on the phone rather than being able to cc several people at a time with the samc 

services I was hired to do. 

message. I would have to hand write messagedspread sheetdenen. Forms would have to be hand written 
rather than making quick changes on top of the last form used on my computer (construction permits, DCNs. 
Transmittals, Deviations) 

Find Phone numbers ind building locations and administrators. 

management. A reduction in computer access would definitly effect the productivity. 

weather planning info. interface to site'syskm for pcramcter changes and intemgation. 

497. No access1 to notify customers of upcoming work. work status, or work completion. Obtain MSDS sheets, 

498. My work is depend on accessing data bases and electronic documentation in support of corrective action 

499. e-mail access. internet and in- research of company and vendor info ( such as equipment updates ). 

500. help 
501. I use email to transact a lot ofbusiness that would have to be acarmplished by meeting. etc. travcl time and 

502. I'm responsible for thc DBA of the AJHA tool, JCS d l .  Management nclfansessment tracking and 

503. The majority of my work is preparing or rnodfing paperwork and designs which I currently do via computer. 

504. I would have to find an alternate way to: write documents, correspondence and presentations; communicate 

meeting time would cause the decrease in productivity. 

administrative procedures 

Not having one would require mouc more time to collect and modify the documentation. 

with peopJe who aren't always available by telephone; receive documents, spreadsheets. prrsentations, 
correspondence. etc. quickly; do training without having to leave my office. 

505. Most all of my work involves using a computer: writing documents. procedures, analyzing data, developing 
spreadsheet tools. etc. 

506. I use my computer for creation and revision of procedures, spreadsheets, etc. 
507. M y  group is in the document production business. In addition, ow job q u i r e s  that wc access document files 

508. I do reviews and comments on procedures using the computer. The computer is also necessBly for my SME 

509. The complex mathmatics involved in chromagraphic analysis of environmental samples are performed by Pc's. 
510. My job as an Engineer at FFIF. involved heavily in conduct of equipment repair and preventative maintenance 

and pnparaton of work documents, requires frequent access to: JCS, e-Mail, a word processor for document 
and report preparation, the Intranet for access to procedures, policies, forms. etc.,the Internet for material and 
vendor information, AutoCAD for design work, phone list and h k u p  (or it's replacement program) to track 
down support people, a photographic program to proc+ss digital photos. There's more, r m  sure. 

locad on servers. We cannot do our job effectively with computers to support this work. 

indvement with ATHA and ISMS. 
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- Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

511. AU ofthe projects schedules, performance indicators and information arc derived from computer based 
programs. To generate this information with paper & pencil would require additional resources. 

512. 1. Depend on email for majority of correspondence. 2. Draft all documents and corresponsence on computer. 3. 
Depend on Outlook Calander for scheduling meeting and tasks. 4. Intra and Internet are valuable resources for 
information. 

513.80% of my work needs to be done on a computer. Web site work. web based training development, etc 

514. Reading hard copies of all messages is a pain. I would not be able to look up needed information on JCS or 
check current revisions of Procedures being used. Checking proadures for current copies is mandatoq~ each 
shift. 

515. My computer is used for writing training modules and presentations. It is much easier to manipulate materials 
electronically than to use hard copy. This also helps during the review process (Microsoft Word feature: 
"Versions" or "redline" for example). Most of the due dates are now figured with the assumption that 
electronic communication will be used rather than using hardcopy. markup, typing and mailing. It is not that 
we can't do it with hardcopy, but the electronic medium is as easy to use. if not easier. It is easy to fonuard a 
document quickly so the boss can answer a question, or get comments back within a day or two rather than a 
week or two. 

516. I assumed the question meant that I did not have access to a PC but others continued to have assess. My whole 
schedule is planned using outlook calendar. Notices regarding procedure updates are distributed using e:mail. 
Most all employee communication is handled via e:mail. Much communication among pcople working on the 
same task but geographically separate is handled via e:mail. Much reference information needed for my job is 
accessible only throught the computer (eg FSAR IP-0842 RPP Admin procedures, etc.). It would be nearly 
impossible to keep up with commitments and the information needed to do my job if1 did not have dina 
access to a computer with its information infrastructure that is so embedded in our work processes. 

517. My computer is my primary means of comnununication including document and data transfer. 
518. I would have to use a typxwiter $1 could find one, then a dictionary to make sure I spelled everything 

519. I am required to enter my procurement files elcctronically via PASSPORT. Entry into PASSPORT is 
W-Y 

impossible without a computcr. A written record of many of my communications are maintained via e-mail. 
Word processing and spread sheas are used extensively in planning. evaluating and communicating with 
PHMC and outside contractors. All activities that would be greatly impacted without a computer. 

520. My work intails keeping computer file up to date. In addition, I use the computer to validate, compare 
inpuudata from multiple sources and contractors. 

521. All of our maintenance tracking, history, etc is done in the computer. It would take a lot of man hours to 
manually do what the computer does. 

522.80% of my work is done on the PC 

523. We write surveys on the computer. Get messages from customer and management on cc mail. Use calender for 

524. no access to procedures, no ~f fc8s  to site forms. most of our forms "have" to be done on the computer per 
training classes and meetings. Use the ACES sytem for work. 

procedure, our calculations "have" to be done on the computer per procedure, I ACE personnel in at Least twice 
a day to get into radiological areas. we need to TIS daily. 

on the computer. 
525. AECW to procedures. codes. standards. Also no clerks or soxetan 'e8 anymore must perform your own work 

526. no access to on-line procedures. etc. 
527. I would be unable to acccss my areas of responsibility, procedwes, tasks. &ages that I receive and send 

would be more time consuming. 

528. Almost everything Id0 requires the use. o f a  computer. It could be done manually. but it would take much 
longer. 

529. everything that I do requim my computer. 

". 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

530. I have job responsibilities for several HNF-PROS. which are under constant q u e s t  for review. Also, I am a 
site technical authority for the ISMS integrating tool (the AJHA). and without access to a computer, it would 
be very ditficult to complete my job responsibilities. I also have ALARA sitewide program and radiological 
work planning job responsibilities. 

531. 1. to schedule meetings and not over lap with other employee’s schedules, 2. send documentation for review 
without hand canying. 3. creating documentation and responding to surveys (such as this -without a computer 
this whole survey would be a pain for you to administer). 4. to do self training on and thus save the company 
money from sending me off to class, 5. provides more cfliciency in reaching out Web) to remieve information 
and lessons learned from other entities. Surely the CIOs office understands the imporiance of computers to 
this site”77 

another way to do and would impact the amount of time that I do it. 

exposure monitoring reports. TIS, use it to communicate with others who are not available for direct contact. 

532. I use my computer for communications. calculations, and other administrative work that I would have to find 

533. I leceive exposure monitoring data. access AJHAs. WAS. RMIS (MSDS’s). procedures & policies; generate 

534. I prefer using the PC to compose rather than composing by hand. plus e-mail is vital for communications 
535. My job as an administrative person requires the use of the computer for almost everydung I do. 

Comspondence (using Word), Commitment Control (using Access), Jet Forms, looking up info on personnel, 

keep trackkhedule meetings for the Director) e-mail (Outlook). presentations CPowerPoint). There are 
numerous other activities that I do that q u i r e  the usc of a computer. 

critical path on a 40-yurr program schedule with 1000’s of tasks would be impossible by hand. 

faster to communicate with multiple people. Presentations help others understand our goals. 

unfortunately passport a~)esg, all q u i r e  a computer. 

regualtions, permits. etc. I aooed~ databases on a daily basis. I receive critical information and communcatc with 
our customers on a daily basis. 

540. Use of e:mail, r e v i d  of documents. and ability to search (elecvOnically) for relevant information are key to 
productivity and would be lost. 

541. As a budget analyst I need access to HLAN. email. insight, passport, peoplesofi financial and other systuns to 
do my job. All of my files, worksheets. etc on the computer 

542. It is difficult to a- the internet for vendor information without the availability of a computer. Meeting 
notices are usually sent by E-Mail, so the lack of attendance at a meeting can cause a great deal of 
miscommunication of information. 

and to perform calculations. 

Autocad has made drawing interface and potential interferences more accurate and easier to do. Since we are 
now tasked with essentially doing OUT own “secretarial work”, this would not be possible other or at least very 
difficult and more inconvenient 

545. Many of my communications are electronic (yes, they are all work-related) and a number ofdatabascs and 
applications apply specifically to technical or managerial aspects of my position, such as Passport, TIS for 
timecard approval, calculations programs. inventory databases. Also. word processing is nCCCSSary for the 
large number of fonnal communications and technical papers I write-for me, typing on a m t e r  is much 
slower. due to the time required to correct errors. 

546. I use the computer to communicate my expeaations and keep track of work of my subordinates in addition to 
receiving many actions from others. I also use it as a valuable source of information about the project. 

procedures, etc. (requires use of internetlintranet). calendar (REQUIRED, cannot function w/o it, need to 

536. Writing technical reports by hand, then giving them to someone for typing is extremely inctticient. Finding the 

537. Most of the products I generate are greatly facilitated using the Desktop98 sofhvare. E-mail makes it easier and 

538. All my work flows through the computer. Access to the work control pmass, production of documents, and, 

539. I prepare comspondcnce on a daily basis. I review ecvOnic documents on a daily basis, including laws, 

543. My computer is needed to perform word proassing, set up meetings. send out information to project members. 

544. The computer has made accebs to information and many files much easier. In the design hct ion the use of 
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- 
Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

547. I consult several electronic version of documents and prints as well as mite changes so with out a PC I d d  

548. Most of my workscope is conducted on the computer. 
549. Rcports and logs typed using Micmsofl office can be corrected without erasing or using other type correction 

bavc to go to different locati~ns to gct needcd info. 

methods. Aaess to Site Forms, Site Pager and Lwk Up, is a valuable asset The ability to transmit 
information via Outlook is a time saving tcml. 

Phone. Site Pager, Tis, and Site Forms are integral to production. 
550. Corrections to text are easily made using MicrosofI of f i ce .  Availability OfLook Up, Hanfnrd Information, Pop 

551. need pc for communication. document writing, calculations, information, ctc. 

552. Communications, scheduling. reporting, and deliverable generation are main focus of my work and need to be 
accomplished with my computer. 

553. Almost everything I do is related to using the computer becausc I schedule Mechanical crafts using JCS for 
planning, updating, and printing out J-3's. I also rsently started scheduling AJHA's. 

554. The site has a RIDS Database and RHAMlS database which track the active and inactive (rcspcdvcly) records 
for the PHMC. Without the use of my PC. my ability to retrieve records, process requests, schedule records 
would not be available. 

555. I do design work, specifications and procedures 
556. Pmxs of information manually versus electronically. Requests for info on same day basis from others and 

others from me. Loose access to electronic q m t s  currently available. 

557. The. computer is intregal to almost all aspects of my job to communicate with my custonur. to update 
informatinn in databases or to reference information. 

558. My end produns are engineering drawings produced with Autocad softwan. Without my computer I could not 
produce any drawings. 

559. I work a lot in electronic dstabascs. Email t r sac  is also high. I also depend on Outlook Calendar functioning 
as I do not print hardcopy. 

560. My job is in the environmental field, miting various permit applications and other related documents. Word 
processing. e-mail and researcb of environmental regulations on thc internet occupy mast of my working hours 

561. I scan and index documents using Viewstar and Isearch. I run reports from Iscarch to check my scanncd work. 
I input WBrER information for my group. I use Outlook constantly. I usc WORD97 and Excel for basic 
ofiicc activitie related to my job duties. 

562. All my work is done on the computer. e.g. Timecards. Conspondcna T d .  Pspa, PopFon, Site Forms. 
563. Not able to submit work requests, perform TIS, access E-mail, access work documnes, scocgl procedures and 

564. I am Solution Center ( C T S )  consultant and need my computer to p d d e  consulting support to Nstomus while 

565. I Write operating procedures and I am responsible for typing them. I also use my computer to maintain the 

566. Almost all of the work I am currently performing requires a PC to access the applications (e.g mathcad. 

567. I work a lot with computer based training development, computer graphics, training manuals, examination, 

-. 

perfom field changes, etc.. 

working with them on the phones. My whole job revolves around using my computer. 

Operating Procedures Online for usc by the operators. 

autocad, etc ... ) 

qualification guides, and other documents. All I do is completed on thc computer so if I didn't have one I 
would get nothing done at all. .- 

568. My analyucal work rely on word processing math and finite clement program softwans 
569. Time spent driving h t e r i a l s  which could be emailed, revising documents. e&. 

570. I prepare work packages on the computer, with M access I would not be able to work. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

571. Creation of work documents and engineering documents without a computer would require going back to hand 
wrinen docununts that would then need to be typcd. Rcvim and incorporation of comments would then 
r e q k  retyping most or all of those documents. Also referencing large data bases and internet access to catalog 
and vendor information without computers would require maintaining a collection of catalogs and "paper" 
print outs of data base information. 

oreder to help me achieve my goals and objectins. 

proadures would have to be in hardcopy... 

572. A significant amount of my work requires a computer. I require the use of several computer applications in 

573. No Data Base access, Drawing files would have to be printed, Loss of Internet acoess for material search, 

574. This job quim communication with a large number of people and axccs~ to people soft 
575. Could not enter Work package, reports and Email. 
576. I use the mmputex as a communications and analysis tool - key elements of my job. Members of the SI" 

project arc located all over the Hanford site, other firms and DOE sites; E-mail and other Outlook features help 
to maintain effeaive (sometimes near-paperless) communication. This requires that others be computer Wed 
and "connected". Those that are not typically are not current on key aspects of day-to-day work. If1 am 
unable to develop documentation. track messages, etc. during the workday, I do it after normal working hours. 

577. Computers are the future.... Being able to access pretty much eve-ng necesary to do my job, at my finger 
tips, hasbeen great! 

578. Responsible for reports. correspondence, e:mail, presentations. etc. Having no computer would ... let's put it this 
way, when I have my computer, I'm in business! 

579. I rely heavily on e-mail for my day-to-day correspondence. I use word processor and spreadsheets on a daily 
basis also, which would be impacted if my computer was unavailable. I rely on JCS for reviewing and 
approving work ptckagts on a wwkly basis. Also without my computer I couldn't even submit or approve TIS, 
approve items in Parsport or page someone. 

580. I perform planning and scheduling activities for my facility the usc ofthe computer is a prerequisite for 
performing my job. If1 had to do it long hand, itd would take days instead of minutes to perfom some 
activities. 

as filing, mail, answering the phone. 
581. As a secretary. most of my work is done 011 the mmputer. Tbm is only about 10.h of my work that is not, such 

582. I write and maintain plant operating and administmtive pmcedures. 

583. My Job in PC intensive to prepare Word documents; communicate in Outlook; prepare, review, and approve 

584. We take much of our equipment mveillance by use of a PC. To Uy to assimilate the continuous condition of 

585. Communication (transfer of data files. e-mail. etc.); development of reports. letters. special projects, etc. 

586. Access to work planning documents (JCS. ATHA), prOcuRment and contracting (F-rt), internet 

requisition in Passport; and associated work. 

all our m t i n g  equipment would require constantly moving between equipment. 

(engineering des imendor  equipment), word processing (no secretarial support), spreadsheets, time card, 
communication with co-workers and offsite vendors (e-mail), etc. 

587. Loss in oppormnities for effective communication, report writing. research. etc. 

588. I am the database administrator on the SNF project for Schedule integration and Baseline Change Control. If 
any BCR's get approved I am the one to implement the BCR in the Schedule. There is one backup person and 
a Manager that has access to the file and can do the input if1 was not able to do the work. I also do daily 
backups of our current P3 schedule and Baseline files. If1 do not have access to a computer to do the backups 
we would have to rely on the previous day's file to be restored in the case of a system crash. 

site and beyond - a i y  "workshop" type day, have lo catch up after my shift on email, etc 

management of information. 

589. work with large spreadsheets which cannot be manipulated easily by hand. lots of communication acmss the 

590. Information exchange is critical to my duties. The many applications available on the PC allow for my efficient 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

591. 1. Communications via e-mail. 2. Dmfl and develop Wdocuments. 3. Develop simple graphics. 
592. I could not perform aj'job - I  require the use of technical software. access to onsite and offsite file servers, 

ability to wmmunicate elemunically with people inside and outside Hanford, and write endless reports, 
memos. etc. 

593. Work is focused around the use of the computer and the time to complete tasks is reduced substancially by their 

594. Exchange of information via e-mail, ability to develop reports, etc. would greatly be impacted. 
595. As an Engineering Designer I use the computer to produce drawings and ECNs. This site and industry have 

use. 

moved to Computer Aided Draftingldesign (CAD) and away from manual drawing. We do maintain the many 
manual drawings as needed but any new work is with CAD. All ECNs arc now computer generated. I use the 
computer (network) data bases and reports for finding seference information. 

596. All the forms and data I need to complete my job arc off the computer. 
597. Internet acxss has been very slow. This has negatively impacted my productivity a great deal 
598. Communication would q u i r e  hand writtcn messages (many copies sometimes). Assess to information 

(spreadsheets, documents, etc) would be much more difEicult and time consuming. *tin@ would be much 
more difticult to crack. 

599. Perform a lot of electronic paperwork; I-l'sN-3's: Procedure lookups; Drill rewrites 
600. No access to procedure, documents, timecards, email, schedules, work conuol, etc. 
601. Hand writing and editing IeIIers, memos, reporls, comments, etc. is slower than electmnic p-ing 

-. 

Unavailability of c-mail would consume more time in telephone contacts (telephone tag, polite conversatinn, 
etc.) Scheduling of meetings. etc. would be more cumbersome & time consuming Hard copies and filing would 
be more time consuming than filing electrunic copies in virmal filing system Access to information (ie, 
webhnternet) would require trips to library, scarches for documents, orders. standards, etc. 

602.1. Greater access to information. including e-mail, web sites, performance data, etc. 2. Use of 
ofiice-automation tools, including Word, PmrpoinL Excel. etc. that allow me to design near-final products. 3. 
Ability to communicate with others on-site and off- quickly and efficiently. 

my productivity would be significantly affczted. 

get work done properly and cfiiciently. I manage a department of upwards of 50 permanent and contract 
employees, I need a way to quickly and uniformly keep them informed of issues and work instructions. My 
management uses the computer to give me direction. 1 have a high volume of official correspondence and 
musI have access to RMIS. I have many circumstances where I have to prepare and prcsent information 
quickly. my computer is essential for that purpose. 

605. Access to JCS and a Word processor is mandatory to perform my job. I would be unable to perform my job 
without a pc (much less TIS) 

606. Would have to write by hand Iurnovers and messages (which I would have to mailldeliver). Would have to do 
manual searches for work packageddocuments. Would have to run around with original copies of documents 
for people to sign rather then them being able to review and sign from whakver location they are at 

603. I use my computer mostly for receiving and sending e-mail but without that means of exchanging information 

604. I recicve upwards of 100 messages a day. If1 fall behind in my responses, I miss meetings and opportuntU ' 'est0 

607. information and communication 
608. Creating and updating repom requires word processing accessibility. Email communications behveen my 

supervisor (off-site) would be drastically restricted. Calculations using spreadsheets for validation of other 
software would be impeded. Not including. inaccessibility to site fomuJpop phone and other genedly 
important user tools. 

609. Everything I do is tied to a computer--research costing issues. input costing information. establish charging 
codes, invoice Corporate entities. All financial systems and reporling arc accessed via computer. I could do 
very little-update procedures by hand-if1 didn't have access to my computer. 

- 

610. Communications, information access and document prepamtion functions arc critical to my job W o n .  
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

61 1. I need a computer to enter/cl&status legal cases into a database, type letters, log outgoing letters. typ legal 

612. most all my work is done in jcs 
613. As a secretary, I use my computer constantly. 
614. My job entails inputing and formatting information on the computer only 
615. Because I spend about 80% of my time querying databases. using E-mail, writing memos, etc. 

616. Would have to manually perform many data recording and documenting eom. I also would have much 

617. I would not be effecient in engineering calculations; would not have access to data especially via TwINS;not 

618. I need information "from" the use of the computer at a moments notice. I need acccsa "to" the computer to 

619. Most work and references involve and/or require use of HLAN, internet and/or intranet. This includes various 

620. Would not have access to the necessary data to do required work 
621. All scheduling, documentation preparation and nxovery, RMIS documents, Legal Research via Internet and 

documents. schedule meetings. printkcad e-mail messages, etc. 

difkulty in distributing and reviewing information quickly and effciently. 

comunicat as easily. 

prarssmywork. 

site-spenfic programs. 

LEXIS, telephone contacts, pager service, document preparation for exhibits, responses to Interrogatories and 
muests for Production, Index lists via ACCESS, to name a few. would create a complete work stoppage for 
my oflicc. The majority of my work is time sensitive and could impede our ability to comply with directions 
given via arbitrator's and corn orders. 

622. Support LABCORE database. LOTS mining system, RLPS, and all procedures are going to electronic format. 
623. Principle responsiblity is putting Industrial Hygiene data into the "2 database. I rcaive data from all 

Industrial Hygiene and M Technicians that have doxu monitoring. for cxample, asbestos. beryllium etc on site 
on individuals or area monitoring. This data is kept on thc computer to assist contractors in doing their work. 
Without a computer I would have to pull all ofthe hard cow files and generate requested reports. This would 
result in a Severe decrease in productivity to say the least. 

accomplish my assigned work 

also interact with team members that are remotely located from me using e-mail. Furthermore, most electronic 
information and data exchange tasks both directly (data files) and indirectly (TIS, General Employee 
announcements, etc) related to my work cannot be efficiently or &cctively performed without a computer. 

interaction, keeping a calendar of accepted meetings to letter preparation, spreadsheet calculations and even 
S W e y S .  

624. My work involves develop drawings, standards, charts. graphs, s p d  sheets. letters and electronic mail to 

625. My work requires me to perform complex modeling and calculations that cannot be performed by hand. I must 

626. Our jobs are centered around the use of computers. We utilize them for obtsining telephone #s. email 

627. Most everything permining to my job is building charts, files, letters, scheduling etc. 
628. My position requires the preparation of documents without a computer 1 would be hand writing them and then 

someone else would be performing the word processing. 
629. My daily usage is Autocad 
630. all my work is done on the computer except for photo copying 
63 1. Everything I do is done on computer and would othemise have to be typed up by a clerk. Calculations would 

632. For engineering design (using AutoCAD), calculations and other dam I need a PC. 
633. All my work is do& on the computer. I use BATS for job tickets for the whole group. and I coordinate html 

634. I use my computer to communicate either by email or pop-up phone. to develop documents, update databases. 

take forever without the use of a computer. Graphs, charts and presentations would also take a long time.. 

work for word pmcessing. I also convert and format documents for html. 
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- Survey Question: (cont) 

5 .  If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

use the internet, ctc. About the only timc I don’t usc my computer is when I’m away from my office at 
meetings. 

635. All the work I do daily arc mainly on the computer. 

636. Everything I do is done on computer and would otherwise have to be t y p d  up by a clerk. Calculations would 

637. k u s e  ofthe fact that all of work requires myself to use the PC for Status/Tracking of work padrages and 

638. Most of my work iuvolvcs analyzing data, writing reports. writing procedures. writing and responding to email; 

639. I use the. computer for most of my work, e.g. communication, meetings. document reviews. etc. 
640. One of my primary tasks is updating and checking on a database system. Without a computer I am unable to do 

ANYTHING at all. Occasionally I am able to print said database repons and review them without computer 
access but this is not something that I typically do or could do for more than perhaps one to two hours daily. 

take forever without the use of a computer. Graphs, chans and presentations would also take a long time. 

building schedules on P3 my work would come to a stop. 

all of this is done these days on PC. 

641. My job involves databases. tracking. corrective action management, etc. 
642. As a Facility Representative the basis for communication is the PC. The* arc requests and responses needed 

on mal time. In addition to the telecon method there is a need to ensure RL. Management is kept ab- ofthe 
Facility conditions. 

643. As an administrative support assistant almost 100% of my job is done on the computer. 
644. My present work invovles the use of a computer (i.e., report writing. e-mail comspondence. procedure review 

645. Most of my work requires computer use. 
646. I do a lot of proccdurc writing and the extra time nceded to do this by hand or typewriter would dcmae 

647. Just about everything I do, except for going to meetings, requires the usc of a computer. 
648. The need to communicate with off sight personnel work in the paperless systcm that the computer industry has 

649.90% of our work requests come in via email and our UPLIX ticketing systcm. Wc update and manage our 

-~ 
via intram& etc. etc. ac.). 

productivity 

driven us too makes it impossible to work now without a computer. 

work this way. We also use the internet regularly to contact vendors for new products or gather maintenance 
information on old products. We also monitor HLAN and paging infrasuucturc via the computer/HLAN. The 
majority of the technicians in this group also have laptop that are used as test equipment in the field. 
Anymore. all electronic systems are software programmed via a serial connection or troubleshooting is hosted 
this way. 

working hours an spent on the computer writing and answering e-mail. 
650. Most of my communication is by e-mail. I also spend my working hours in d g s  and so my pftu normal 

651. Everything I do is internet, databasc, spreadsheet and e-mail related. 
652. Being able to storc information on the computer and readily have. ~ccess to the information when it is d e d  

s a n s  time and is a convcnicnce. Having to stand in line to use a computer would be an incf6cient way for 
employees to spend thcir time and tax payers to spend their money. Technology waits for no one. 

653. Would have to go find individual people to convey messages instead of contacting several people at once. the 
same for schedueling meetings. also have to find some one to type documents. It would be ditfrcult to create 
good docuemnts using the old typewriter systems. 

databases, documentation and software becoming PC based. Also must of my interaction with DOE 
Headquarters is conducted via email / network interface. I also conduct most of my technical documentation 
via the Internet (in one fashion or another). 

and evaluated using ACCESS database and EXCEL spreadsheet. 

654. My productivity would decrease because nearly every one of my overnight / management functions has b u g h  
_I 

655. My workscope is tracking and trending PHMC, Facility, and Project radiological performance. Dam is gathered 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

5. If you noted a decrease in productivity on the previous question, please explain why: 

656. computer is needed to work on engineering drawings field walkdowns and layouts can be done without 
computers, but the final product can not be. 

657. ALL THE TRAINING AND PROCEDURES ARE ON THE COMPUTER My job is to coordinate procedw 
changes and sehedule mining. 

658. Many requests are received via e-mail. many pieces of information are most easily available ria shared drives 
or Nehvork Programs (ex " D I ,  Motiva. TIS), and it is more efficient for me to drait letters, reports. ... 
electronically than by hand. 

659. I need my computer for fast information exchange (popup. e:mail). to communicate with my customers 
(multiple addresses), for review of eleamnic files, for preparation of regulatory meetingdpresentation for that 
require facilityfi approval). sorting and archiving incoming information, searches in RMIS, internet 
regulatoly systems... 

660. npotts and more repow 
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13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

1. I would love a wmputer with more memory. Especially a new printer. I print alot of long documents and I can't 
tie-up a shared printer with my stuff. It'd be rude. Also, sometime people send me stuff that takes like five 
minutes just to load. 

loading times of datawindows, windows, and Powerbuilder itself. 

gets bogged down and it takes awhile to regen or refresh the screen. 

2. A faster wmpter would decrease the wmpile time ofPowerbuilder applications. It would also increase the 

3. Being an Autocad user, it would be grcat if we wuld upgrade the machines we usc on a daily basis. My machine 

4. Larger monitor (more workspace) 

5. Faster. larger hard drive and a good monitor. I N I ~  several applications and need the response, not the slowness! 

6. 5 

7. A 17" monitor and a newer PC with more memory and disk space. 

8. A laptop with a docking station would greatly increase productivity and time. I have to go to the field and work 
on wntrol systems and being able to bring the wmputer I wrote the prgrams on would be a big help, instead of 
ttying to transfer progams back and forth andlor hying to find a laptop to take to the field. Also my present 
desktop only has 32 ME of RAM, and a 3GB HD. both are under powered to run the applications that I do (or 
any windows 9x OS). 

9. Update to Windows 98 and some others. 

10. As a designer using AutoCAD as my major tool. I sometimes have multiple sosseions Nnning at one time and 

- 

my wmputer does not have enough RAM (64M). Tbc CPU spad is 350- which is OK but fasler would be 
better. Also. the network time used for license check is lengthy at times (up to 1.9 minutes). 

larger monitor would be helpful with word proccssinglnnis applications. and a faster computer would speed 
productivity. 

11. with the number of applications utili* more memory would be helpful (cspccdly when running ajha), a 

12. Questiomaire does not address discipline specific computer codes such as ANSYS and ABAQUS 

13. Being in Operations at the FFlT I don't have my own computer so we share them. The range ofcpu's is 
anywhere from a PlOO-P350. For ACAD type stuff1 need more power than most of our paluy Ploo's can 
provide. Speed cures all :-). A slow machine is wasted productivity I can't think of a single computer out at the 
FETF that has sufficient memory for all the resource hungry applications that we're forced to run on our 
computers. Hard drivcs are adequate since I utilize my "U drive" for all my storage nceds. 

14. Because of the number of programs required to do my job through out the day, my computer is vcry slow to 
respond many times. 

15. Not Applicable 

16. I ut i lk  several sitewide databases that require multi-tasking and several dedicated file servers. ERS, ABCASH, 

17. I have a pentium ZOO, 32 mg RAM - however, I reboot several times daily - expanded RAM and increased MIIZ 

18. A larger hard drive would help in storing personal backups of AutoCAD files. 

19. Since I pmcess a number of pictures taken with the digital camera. I need a faster CPU to aid in the p-. The 

etc. 

would help me with my work requirements 

one I have takcs time I wuld use to better advantage. 

20. Information used to p;ocesses security cleanurces, clearana verifhtions, and database updates is performed at 
this workstation requiring it be current with technology. We unfortunately have gotten some older hand me 
downs for wmputers in this ofice. and although the programs work, we have to wait for the system to boot up 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

ortranractl 'om to be paformsd. 

21. My computer is vuy slow. I have 2 stations so I really can see how good the one works and how bad the othcr 

22. I just a computer upgrade ... to utilize some ofthe on-site pro grams... YEA 
23. pmsentatiou graphics require mors memory (ram need 256). a Better scanner With WR, and a reed mite W 

24. More speed; I have a Pentium III 5OOmz at home and it is sianificantly faster. 
25. It is adequate, but I would like a bigger monitor and my computer is always freezing up causing me to re-boot 

26. Necd larger monitor. and faster CPU I have an old Dell pentium 

27. a larger monitor 
28. I think I a m  okay. I am moving into more graphic use and have a zip drive to help with this. 
29. Double the RAM size for faster processing; larger monitor to case eye strain; eliminate unnecessary network 

30. nla 
31. Actually, computer seems fast enough; it's the network that is oflen too slow. 
32. I've had to work with CTS a lot because it keeps locking up. I do not however, believe this is because of 

33. Our machines arc as10 uhsd as test beds for repair in our work. 
34. could use a larger monitor (or multiple monitors). so I can work off scveral documents at once. 
35. I'm using an older version Micron Millcnia - could use some more zip 
36. Poor quality machine. Undependable. Locks up frequently. If this machinc was on my desk in m y  home 

37. For the amount of data that I process and analyze and the number of calculations required for the database and 

one is. Some of the programs work vcly slowly and other times. won? wen work. 

mm. 

of tcn inawaks  time. 

mquirsmenta which make this 4OOMHz bystem run more slowly than my 2OOMHz system at home. 

inadequate processor speed. RAM, etc ... 

oflice, I would throw it out the window and run over it with my pickup. 

Excel work I do a faster machine with twice my current memory would be more appropriate and would inueasc 
my productivity. 

memoq. 
38. Experience lags. As data is being buffered to hard drive I think. Could help to have mors than 32 MB of 

39. Need a larger monitor for AutoCAD 
40. the monitor just started fading colors, from pink to gray and back again 
41. During my work 1 often do "multitasking". During "multitasking" my computer slows down and somctimk does 

not respond or m n  crushes. T h i s  is c a d  by inadcquatc RAM. I suspect that incrrasing RAM from 32MB to 
64- or even 128- would correct the pmblem. 

42. d a  
43. faster than a p90 
44. Monitor is poor quality for the type of work I do. Strain my eyes everyday. 
45. Budget Baseline files are very intensive and will need faster machine with larger disks and Ram for the entire 

46. Spend a lot of time waiting on the computer to exccutc commands. Could be more efficient with a fancr 

47. To be able to print proadurcs to complete my work. To simplify the qmen to make it user Wendy for non 

group. 

computer. 

computer users. To eliminate the confusion and chaos that accompanied switching over to computer contml of 
all jobs, and not training pcople and staf€adequately to use thc programs! 
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-- Survey Question: (cont) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

48. Faster compute1 
49. Actually, it’s not too bad, but it would be nice to have an ergonomic kqhard, and a bigger monitor would also 

be helpful. 
50. Too slow for multi-tasking opc~%tiohs that I use. I need to bc in Excel and Passpon and Handi, etc ... to pull 

information together. My PC gets boggcd down and sometimes fraezes while working in several programs at 
once. 

51. I would like a larger hard drive or something a little faster 
52. A remitable cd drives 
53. I would need a new computer. mine is one ofthe first Pentiums that were ordered around 4 years ago. I have 

had it looked at and worked on by many tahnicans and upgraded. but it still has many problems including 
locking up. 

54. more power 
55. n/a 
56. I need more speed and more memory on the printer 
57. When I’m in multi documents to do my writing, using and storing graphics is very difficult. Also when I‘m using 

multi documents (cutting, pasting. etc.) the computer is very slow in responding to retrieving and viewing the 
pages. It would be nice to have a large Hard Drive capacity and graphics memory and faster mega luz Spcea. -. 

58. Having a computer a Pentium 111 with at least 64 Meg Ram 

59. Need a faster system ... running a P166 
60. The computer is more than adequate. In fact I could probably do with a less powerful computer. However, a 

larger easier to read GcTcfn would be nia. I find myself printing documents to read instcad of reading them on 
the computer becaw the sixan is not large enough. 

because of the tinu out set up on the internet. This time out may or may not be a computer problem or the way 
the net is set up 

62. The small monitors issued (15 inch) cause people who are very near sighted like myself to sit vuy close to them 
in order to read documents and forms. This resulls in eye strain and frequent headaches and seems tobe a 
primary reason OUT vission declines with increased use of computers. The speed of our computers makes use of 
databases such as ATHA, RMIS, ACES (which are a daily part of our work) very slow. We have also had a lot 
of problems with Microsoft word crashing on our present computers and became it c o ~ p r s  rhe temp file the 
changes are lost. 

is slow and locks up frequently. I believe that it is 50/50 whether it is the network or the computer. 

bigger to avoid eye strain. 

My computer locks up fairly often. 

need off thc internet and/or site forms. At times. I have to ask someone else to pull up a form and print it for me 
(especially the Print Only forms). 

67. I regularly manipulate database files between 50 and 70 megabites in size. procespln ’ g times can range from 20 
minutes to an hour. A faster multi-tasking machine would be nice, but I don’t know if it would k worth thc 
expense. 

problem of getting kikked off the shared computer and having to r e h t .  

6 I. It is extremely slow when doing Autocad 3D renderings, Then are many seanhes on the net that I can not do 

63. I have a Dynacom Systems computer purcbased from a mnuacIor who pmiously worked hcrc. The computer 

64. Could stand to be a little quicker. For the number of hours my computer is uscd the Monitor could be a little 

65. My computer was purchase in 1996. A faster processor and more memory might help with some applications. 

66. A good printer would help a lot -currently using a LJ-III and it cannot keep up or print some of the things I 

- 
68. Could use a 20” monitor for spread sheets. A stand alone printer would increase producIivity by eliminating a 

69. Several times I have purged my hard disk to recover Mtcient space to continue working 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

70. Even though I have a new computer it is very slow in some applications and going between applications. 
71. Faster more reliable computer 
72. Was switched in last week from AST Bravo 5200 to Dell OptiF'ln due to inadequate speed/memory/processr to 

handle photo and other programs and causing multiple daily crashednodcups. Current sysfem appears to be 
working but current AST Vision7U monitor is too small for many applications. 

73. G4 with a decent software suite would save about 25% of my time 
74. The monitor is very small (14") and the amount of RAM is not enough to nm many applications smoothly. 
75. Additional memory (typically have open AND use many applications). The computer gives out of memory 

errors quite frequently necessitating shutdown of applications or frequently requires reboot to dear the memory. 
76. Has very hard time trying to do more than one task at a time. Memory problems and very poor n d w  card. ..not 

to mention very slow and poor quality. AST is very poor system for day lo  day use. 
77. na 
78. Monitor is small for the amount of time and size of documents edited 
79. The computer itself is fine, but would like a larger monitor. 
80. My picture on my monitor fades in and out. Real hard on the eyes. 
81. very slow. have to reboot at least once per day sometimes 3-4 daily, needs more memory so i can keep several 

programs up at once instead of wasting time brnging them up as i need them and ending them to bring up 
another. 

82. I Nmntly usc an AST pentium computer. I experience lockups almost daily with this system. I also recently 
started using AutoCad almost daily and a 17 inch monitor seems to be about the minimum needed. 

83. Need higher resolution monitor for some desktop publishinglgraphics work I do. 
84. Bigger HD. more RAM. 
85. Autodesk, parent company of AuloCAD, recommends computer memory requirements that exceed normal 

computer usage (clerical) in order to operate efficiently on drawings of "normal" si%. %idly. Hanford 
spatial maps are far more complicated than "normal" drawings or documents. The new release of Autodcsk 
products rec~mmends minimum memory requirements for computers equal to existing computers. Unless the 
computers used for mapping "abnormally large drawings" arc upgraded, the result will be vcry poor computer 
performance and low user ineaciency. 

be required to support. 
86. Today it is adequate for my job requirements. Tomorrow it may not be, depending on new sofhvare that we will 

87. Speakers and access thru the firmall for my RealPlaycr would be most appreciated! 
88. As a Software Engineer, I need a faster computer to keep up with the changing software, I would need a P/600 
89. Too slow (AST Pentium) Use Dell Pentium III at home with latest version of Windows office software. Our 

software at Hanford tends to be falling behind (what with "era of declining budgets" - believe this to be more a 
case 0f"dslining leadership!" 

90. NDXJ &er monitor. 
91. the s p e d  of the system is relatively slow for compiling applications dcveloped. 
92. I still have a 486, a little more speed would help. 
93. I belime for ergonomic reasons. because of the work that I do. I need a bigger screen. As a WordPmssor 

almost all of our work is done on the computer. 

Being able to sa the screen to the best of our ability would definitely help. As for the computer. anytime there 
is a upgrade that would make our computers run faster and more eficient would defnitely make our work more 
cost-efficiernt 

94. Need my own color printer. bigger hard drive. mcd a scanner 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

95. I think the printer should bc faster. 
96. faster cpu, stand alone printer 

97. I work in a multi-user that involves UNIX operating system and Windows 95 operating system on the same hard 

98. Need a larger hard drive and memory for risk analysis modeling; need a larger monitor. 

99. Seems to lodc up too much. Just had the mother board replaced. Seem slow to me. 
100. Faster pmccssor (too slow 100 m), More Ram (only 32 Mb), More disk (only IGb, always having to clean 

101. my -up uses the top end computers, database administra tors, p 3  schcdulers, passport users, i always order 

drive. A second harddrive or larger primary drive would be useful. 

UP. 

the top end units and trickle down their old units which are still high end units. this happens each time the site 
upgrades the site standard 

signiiicant time waiting. 

cvmputer and poor scrcen performance. 

102. as my applications are getting larger and the data being analyzed grows the computer is slow and I spend a 

103. A faner computer (l have a 166) and a larger monitor. AutoCad and AJHA arc especially affected by the slow 

104. Work scope is gmphic and web based, need faster machine and largcr hard drive. 
105. More memory. 

106. Faster procasing, bigger monitor. 
107.486 system cxtrcmly slow. Causes alot of wait time. Insuffiecent memery. Small hard disk. System cannot do I 

108. d a  
109. I answered yes, but it would be nice if it was faster. I often have to sit and wait for it to get into files 

110. Faster computer. 
111. To better sewe my needs, I need more aupdatcd PC. I havc an oldcrpC and it is not always able to do what I 

112. In using Passport, EITA, AJHA programs, the wait time is signifcanL for download and usc. 

113. More RAM, faster Microprocesor. more hard drive space, less metered sofhvare, more stand done safhvare, 

114. Computer processes in my database are slow - would be fastm with PC upgrade. (Have Bravo AST) 

115. As a computer support person, I med to move. update. or pmcess large amounts of data on a daily basis. 

-. 

or is exremlly slow at certain function funtions. 

Occasionally it will lock up on me. Overall though it is adequate for my job requirements. 

am required to do on a daily basis. 

bigger monitor 

Having a high end machine to do this would improve my productivity and job performance. The machines 
sold to the public is 600% faster than the machine I currently use. 

Access database work and this computer only has 16 Megs of RAM and a slow processor. 

Reason: Use Excel files to import P-3 data into Pivot 9tables. Current P-3 schcdule(s) translates into a single 
3 0 4 0  MI3 file. Creating pivot tables with a30-4OMB file causes that file to grow to over 9OMB. Hence, data 
so massive that need faster machines to use the information in a timely manner. 

116. I have a Premmia 4/33. It takes it about 5 minutes to allow me to log in when I need to. I also do a lot of 

117. Need a faster computer. Current system is a 200 Megahertz system. Need at least a 450 Megahertz system. 

118. I was just upgraded to a Dell pentium 11, but my monitor is still a NEC MutiSync 4FGe. 
119. More memory -I’ve been waiting 3 months for a requested upgrade. Faster CPU. Larger harddrive. DVD 

120. I am presently using a 486 AST Premmia. The computer is very slow and constantly locks-up and I have to 

- 

player. 

rebot. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

121. old pc needs to upgraded would reduce time on pc 
122. A computer that functions daily. 
123. Very slow. Need more memory or computer upgrade. Monitor is perfect. 
124. Need faster computer with larger hard drive to w o k  with large data base files such as TCD. Also could use 

individual printer so that I don't have to get up and walk acmss a large trailer to get printout that is mixed with 
production printouts. Presently working with C 2OOMbytc on a 1 Gig hard drive - waiting to crash. Long delay 
in bringing m n s  up. Internet access is slow and could be improved. 

125. nfa 
126. I have an AST Bravo MS 5200M with 32 meg of ram. It is relatively slow and crashes frequently. A faster 

computer that is more compatible with HLAN would d u c e  the number of crashes and help speed up 
applications. Additional ram may help this computer. 

127. We arc using the AJHA prouss which uses a lot of spacc and we arc supposedly going to be using the new 
PASSPORT process for making work pacakges. 

128. AST Bravo's would be bettersewed as a "boat anchor" it is not fast enough, frequently hangs up during start 
up, is a poor client for NT. etc.etc. (This causes me to have to make calls to CTS and a reliable system would 
free up CTS mff time to better serve its clients) 

129. I can do my job but I deal with large presentations that have multiple graphics and photos and my computer is 
extremely slow when working on these. Obviously. my time could be enhanced with a faster computer. 

130. A faster miwrprosser would be nice, I have only a 166 and a larger monior would help out. I have a 15 inch 
and know that I am older and have bifocal. it would be nice to be able to see what I'm typing without neck 
strain. 

13 1. A larger monitor would allow me to use a higher neolution when I am using web based network voublshooting 
software. 

132. more memory & larger monitor 
133. It is slow for many ofthe tasks I pcrfom. I have also b a n  having problems with the machine where it seemd 

to "loose" its place and locks up. I have worked with CTS to improve the situation somewhat, but it is still a 
nuisance. 

134. Larger monitor. 

135. While the existing system is adequate, a larger monitor would be beneficial. Displaying documents on a larger 

136. More memory and a faster processor 
137. With all the programs I have open at the same time and all the varied things I am doing, faster would be better. 
138. I have a digital camera and a color laser printer. The pictures take up a large portion ofthe memory in my 

monitor would ease eye strain. RMIS Viewprint is particularly hard on thc eyes. 

computer. When printing, the computer functions slow tremendously. A computer with a larger hard drive 
and a faster speed would help make me more eflicient for my customers. 

139. Faster would help job efficiency: however, with tight budgets. could go up to 1 year before upgrading. 
140. better monitor 
141. Additional DRAM. faster processor, larger monitor (15" now). and zip drive for moving files between home 

and work. 
142. Awmputer with more memory would be helpful and a larger monitor would make visability better. 
143. It seems like the faster our computers get the more they geI loaded up with programs such as the SMS 

144. Constantly having problems with recycled toner clogging printers and making hard copies unusuable. 
i45. Need bigger monitor. 
146. I answered "yes" to the above question, but fa1 that my computer would be much more effcient with twice as 

pmgiams etc so as we update they really don't get any faster. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

much memory. I currently have 64mb which is certainly adequate for AutoCAD. but is definitely the limiting 
factor (as far as system @ is concerned) when running graphics oriented programs (like AutoCAD), or when 
multitasking. 

the WORD system which is tcdays most used system. The JCS system needs to be phased out and a new job 
control program started. The monitor and printer are fine. 

deleting out unwanted codes (when working in reveal codes) when the procedures are co& h m  one 
program to another. I think it would help with my neck problems. 

147. The computer is too slow, the JCS system for work control uses WORDPERFECT and is not compatible with 

148. A larger monitor and more memory. Computer is always crashing and a larger monitor would help with 

149. Not fast enough and not enough computers for 8 people to share. 

150. additional ram up to 64 meg (currently have 32 meg) would help considerably in accessing P3, TIMS. etc. 
151. Computer is not fast enough and crashes too often 
152. My computer seems to be so slow. 
153. dot  of times the computor gets locked up and then i cannot finish my duties on the computor. 
154. My currcnt computer locks up and crashes regularly with large graphics programs. However, a new one is on 

155. A computer with more hard drive, something that would support all the different programs on my computer, 
oredr for me and should be delivered soon that will accomplish the tasks at hand. 

Dell would not be my first choicc for a pc. Need bigger monitor and a better printer. We need to upgrade all 
hanford computers to the latest technologies. 

graphics, large indexes of files. improved find functions. 

mghz speed and 32 megs ram 

of upgrading my computer to increase p-ing sped. 

156. Larger Screen, allowing multi-page display while still being readable. High sped CPU to allow document level 

157. too sl ow.... working spreadsheets needbigger faster stronger ..... actually a newer model with fastcr than 166 

158. I am a heavy uscr and am Nmntly limping along with o m  of the earlier Micron 486's. We are in the pmcsss 

159. A bcnerhiggcr monitor would be helpful. 
160. Could usc a larger monitor. 
161. We always get the latest hand-medowns. R C h  arc at the bottom ofthe list for modem computers. Earlier this 

year, OUT "486" aced in people at the dazeling speed oftwo minutes per pcrsoq (this is on the par with "how 
many gallons per mile"). It took long lines for us to finally get noticed and wc were given a 'new" computer. 
Something on the order of50 mega - hurts. (pun intended). Six months ago a 2 Gig, 222 mega - speed 
pentium was selling for $400 without monitor or keyboard. This is of EOUTSC. old tcchnologv but what an 
upgrade from where we were (486) and where we arc now. There arc groups that just usc the computer for 
their time cards. that got Hand-me-down pentiums before we did. Our prscnt  pentium in the RCT oilice has a 
problem with the power switch. It is hard to get it to turn back on if you ever power it down. The computer 
repair people told me that "if it failed the only replacement that we can get is a "486,'" so baby it." 

162. Hard Drive not large enough memory. 
163. Currently using a 486/33. All new sofhvare for OUI field equipment requires a Pentium class system and a 

CD-Rom. Our computer docs not have a cd-rom, so we cannot usc the new software to download data 6um 
our field equipment. 

164. I have a Bravo AST 5200 with 200 MHZ CPU processor. 64 ME3 PAM, and run Windows 98. This was one of 
the original ASTs that came with 32 ME3 RAM. I maintain. develop word documents some of which arc 
primarily tables, and are in excess of 1 ME3 file size. With 32 MF3 RAh% Word crashed a lot. With 64 MF3. 
Word crashes once in a while or locks up the PC and must do Ctrl-Alt-Del or power down. Biggest problem is 
now with Autocad, which often locks up the application or locks up the PC. To solve my reboot frequency, 
CTS has tried the KAM upgrade to 64 ME, has upgraded mc to Windows 98. but I still have problems with 
CAD and Word crashing. I believe part of my computers problem is memory related (not enough RAM) and 
partly speed (too slow). I am a systems engineer who suppons 200 Area Liquid Waste Processing Facilities 
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Survey Question: (cant) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

(242-A evaporator and ZOOE Effluent Treatement Facility) daily operations. I am often required to generate 
facility design changes (ECNs) on the drop of a hat to resolve operational crisis to keep the facilities I support 
running. Many of these ECNs have required less than a 2 to 4 hour turnaround time. I cannot adequately 
support facility operations when I have to deal with a PC that locks up or crashes frequently. This has 
happened to me on about 6 -ions since I got my PC. I have spent up to one or two hours at a time 
recovering from such catastrophes. The month of September 1999 I lost about one days wonh ofwork time 
due to these problems. My hard drive is large enough. My monitor is too small (15") to do a lot of CAD work. 
A 17" monitor at minimum would be better. Monitor resolution is fine. I also do a lot of vendor searches on 
the internet to identifiy products for use on site, or help solve an engineering problem. 

netscape. also, the startup should be improved. why do we need to answer several OKs before the working area 
comes up. each of the questions. except the warning about wrongful use of government computers and your 
pass word should not stop the start up process. fix the problem!!! 

computer. I have much more problems since the site shifted to this standard to supposedly enhance the ability 
to use the computer. Word is not a real word processor. Excell works OK but is nothing great. Its limitations 
m flustrateing at times. 

165. for the most part the computer is ok, but the internet conneaion should be improved. a lot of failures using 

166. The microsoft standard of applications really stinks. They are prone to crashing lots and locking up the 

167. d a  
168. d a  
169. An enhancement would be to have a mouse with a thumbwheel. I have at home but not at work. Minor. yes 

170. At this time my computer is just meeting the requirements for what I med it for. If more space is needed, it 

171. A modem would be nice for instrument control access without being in thc laboratory. 
172. I need a better video card. 

173. We have 8 - 12 people doing time cards and email from the same computer. It needs to be as fast as possible to 
acmmidate everyone. 

174. Since I'm in Video Production I would like a mmputcr that would have more video capability allowing fast 
video stnaming, etc. 

175. I have a Pentium 166mHz which is becoming very slow with every new application and update. Also it has an 
extremely vexing intennittent problem with hanging up on starting (bmnrp). I have acquired a Pentium 200 
(trickle down from other replacements) but I have been waiting for twu months to have my computers 
swapped. My hard drive and monitor are adequate for now. 

but since you are asking about hardware I need to mention it. 

probably will not be adequate. 

176. Although I answered ye+ a larger Screen would be nice. 
177. The system responds very slowly at times. Have meanrrcd time intervals as high as 2 minutes benveen mouse 

clicks (Am getting tired of staring at hour-glass). This is a constant condition while operating in PASSPORT. 
178. My computer is very slow, it would be more eflicient if it worked faster and I did not have to sit and wait for it. 
179. I have access to severval computers. Some are fast enough some are not. I use ACES and some computers that 

180. faster computer with more memory. a printer that actually works. training on bow to use systems 

181.Needfasfu-450mbzorbetIer! 

182. slow. small monitor, locks up more than i'd like 
183. A bigger monitor would be nice, the one I have is hard on my eyes. 
184. I have an old multisync 4fg monitor. we had a new person move into our trailer and he required a very large 

I use don't handle that program very well. If a computer is slow it slow up the job. 

monitor, which I hid, so I traded with him because it was to large for my computer station. (it was the dell very 
large monitor). I have notified my manager of what I have done and asked when a 17 dell monitor became 
available to be given it. this monitor that I have now flickers in and out at the sides alot. 
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-. Survey Question: (cont) 

13. If you answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

185. Larger Monitor (documented in work station sumy) 
186. Would like to use my laptop with a docking station so that had drive aorage is on the same unit 
187. bigger monitor 
188. audio capability 
189. I share I use multiple workstations with several other individuals. 
190. Even though I answered the previous question with a "yes", I'm going to comment anyway ... Plcasc fix the 

network to accomodate good or adequate work stations. 
191. I wish my monitor is bigger because I scan documents. When an image appears on my x r a n  as I'm p d n g  

my scanned work I have a real hard time to see... even the smallest big words. I need to make !arc that I 
scanntd every single page. 

I've ban having a lot of trouble using Site F o m .  I get a lot of error messages that says "Explorer c a d  an 
invalie page fault in module. KERNEL3Z.DLL. PLUGIN.0CX. USEREXE. etc. I've had the problem M 
o m  before. I guess I should call CTS again and see ifthey can fix it again. 

slowness ofthe computer is the HLAN interface. When AutoCAD or the Hanford Intranet is used the computer 
is the slowest. 

drive ifpouible. 

Additional memory would improve my productivity and speed. Also. a large monitor would makc the job 
easier ergonomically. In addition. the consultants in CTS (of which I am one) usually only have a few ofthe 
latest machines that arc available to users. This seem inappropriate for a gmup whose job it is to support the 
W o r d  site. 

192. The processor is slow (200 M l u )  and the hard drive is t w  small. However. part of the problem with the 

193. I we multiple computers throughout a work day, it would be nice to k able to save my user profile to my U 

194. As a CTS consultant, I spend large amounts of time with many large applications open supporting users. 

195. More memory is needed in general for all computers. 
196.5 
197. Neal a faster machine to nm finite el-t programs or Autocad. 6OOm co-processor and 128 mcg RAM 

would k perfected. 
198. It would be helpful to k able to axes my computer from home or remotely. at least to mail. Also it would bc 

very helpful to have a laptop. A Macintosh would scvcrly cut down on the leaning time. Much easier to lcarn 
new programs and not unwilling to use meren t  applications to improve the end product, lcss intimidating. 
more user friendly. 

199. Monitor size with windows is important. particularly the Microsoft product. Thes product have so many bunon 
ban  that there is little remaing user space. 

200. It is a very slow 33mhz that really shows up while on the inhanet. 
201. I need a Larger (21-inch) monitor. 
202. Faster computer with more memo ry..... One that didn't have to think so long before it would actcd on 

203. I nced to have my A drive replaced, it currently does not work. 
204. Monitor is difficult to read and printer connect to is a Laserkt III. 
205. n/a 

206. higher CPU speed plus more RAM (ticket is actually in the system) 
207. I always need to have the fasten processor currently available to run a chemical process simulator. and so it was 

COmMnds. 

-.. 
adequate only untirthc next wave of proasson became available. Caluclation times can be long and are 
directly proportional to processor speed. Monitor, memory. hard drive, etc. are fine. 

208. Bigger hard drive capacity and faster computer. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

13. Ifyou answered no to the question, above, about your computer adequacy, please specify what 
would help you with your work requirements: 

209. F m e r  Computer. Just this year got upgraded from a 486 to a pntium 100. It rum very slow somctimcs. 
210. I'm planning to order a lightweight, powerful, networkable portable so that I can plug in and go wherever I am 

211. Need morc memmory to do digital pictures. A faster processor and more memmory would be beneficial when 

212. W l y  could use more printer memory (some graphics-heavy documents overtlow the memory); also could use 

213. More memory, faster moving (programs take too long to access. as well as making changes or imponjng 

My job has me working at many locations, and this would make me more &cient. 

workingwithdigital video. 

a copy of Visio. 

graphics). 
214. Something that would handle the newer programs more adequately, and faster. We use pictures on a frequent 

basis. 
215. Frequent (3-5 times per week) lock up or othcr system crash due to poor (AST Bravo) product. A Dell 

Dimension in standard government wntigurstion would greatly improve productivity and rdiability. Monitor 
was damaged during a recent move with scratches now in the most inconvenient location. Low RAM is not 
consistent with cumnt times and usage. Apparent hardware-somvare conflicts with this model 

216. Need more speed, larger hard drive and larger monitor 
217. I need a sperate printer. Working with network printers slow down my productivity rate especially when I 

have to go halfa building in order to pick up my work. When others are printing frequently or voluminously 
my productive rate declines substantially. The computer and Monitor I have at the present time are adequate. 

218. To this point, it has been quite adequate. However, with a new task assignment, one that involves substantial 
computer modeling and calculation, it will be very slow. The pzformana will be sufficient for a while yet, 
because the modeling ef€ort is still very new and does not demand much. In time. with the growth in 
sophisrication and q u i d  computational demands ofthe model. it will not be enough. 

219. More RAM, 19 inch monitor, dedicated printer, docking station computer 

220. A zipdrive would be bandy to store my background drawings on. 
221. I work mostly with Passport and it is very slow, whether this is a hardware or wfhvarc problem I am not sure. 

222. A high speed processor will help on my AutoCAJJ work. 
223. It would be more helpful to install a CD Writer unit than the current Zip Drive. In this manner the individual 

224. Monitor is too small. 

225. I have an upgrades 486 66mhz unit. A tvtcr  and mom up to date unit would help. 

226. Storage capacity of the hard drive is not large enough. To much information causes the computtr to slow 

227. Faster CPU (the AST Bravos are getting pretty long in the tooth), larger hard drive (most of my spaa is used 

228. Sometimes it is very slow with applications such as Passport. 
229. Cannot gel a larger monitor [ >17" for work on spreadsheets 1 databases). My eyesight is continuing to 

My monitor is great and I believe my harddrive is ok. 

can store. more information on the CD and can then use this form more. flexibly. 

dowe 

UP). 

decrease. due in part (according to my optimetrist) to viewing a monitor too much. He also says that the only 
pieas  of portable glass larger than my glasses lenses are on the Hubble Space telescope. The LMSI I DOE 
support in this area has not been as good as I would have liked ... Also equipment selection options /technical 
evaluation from LMSI / W E  is extremely poor @aRicularly for Printers. 

230. When are we going to get a version of QVF' that reads files in Adobe-PS or .ps or PostScript format? 
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16. If you answered a "1" or "2" (dissatisfied) on the question above, please explain why: 

1. high speed connectivity fmm home 
2. Not Applicable. 
3. Since I am required to fill out TIS at the end of the day (which I do after 4:OO p.m.). it would be a lot easier for me 

ifTIS was "unavailable" some time after 4:30 p.m. I cannot remember the next day how much time to put down 
for which charge codes for the day before. 

4. About a month ago, we were notified that the HLAN would be down all day Friday and Saturday. The email was 
sent at about 3:OO pm on Thursday. I am a half-time hourly employee and had already I& for the day and did not 
~d out the HLAN would be down until I showed up for work. Since I am not able to accomplish anything 
without access to a shared drive, I had to take time off because I could not work. I could have adjusted my time 
so that I, and my projects, would not have lost time had I been given some warning as to the outage. For such a 
lengthy outage. users should have been notified much further ahead of the actual ocauance. 

5. d a  
6. d a  
7. Significant improvement has been demonstrated. 
8. There have been several instances of large blocks of time when the fileservers for 2420 S m  were down. It 

seems that Outlook is operating much slower these days. Switching from email to calendar sometimes taka as 
much as 90 seconds. Frustrating when you need to switch back and forth several times. 

9. No training, Total reliance upon a system that I cannot usc 
10. d a  
11. The Network seems to consistantly be slow and always seems to have problems restoring files 
12. The frequency of server breakdowns or lapses seems on the rise. I need a network system with improved 

.- 

reliability. This site needs to stop wasteing funding on the white elehpants and fully fund our network staff if 
the manage o f t h i s  place thinks itsgoing to se productivity gains in the new millenniuml 

13. h4icrosoR products are so quirkey. The computer locks up sevnal times a day. TIS takes a dive cwy time it is 
closed down. JCS frequently locks up on Windows. Performing a spell check in MS Word can trash a 
documents without being able to save it and then crash the computer that it is running on. 

14. d a  
15. The services provided in PassPolt havebeen unsatisfactory due to exctssive msponse timcs or causing the 

computer to have to re-booted in order to get any response. Suggestions to avoid using Outlook while using 
PassPOn are not acceptable. 

16. The HLAN systems are constantly generating error messages and requiring reboots. I spend a good deal oftime 
contacting CTS for help. Prior to the Windows environment, we had a stable, reliable system. 

17. TIS seems to be the worst for k ing  available. especially when you are trying to TIS late on a night shift. 
18. It seems when the LAN goes down when we are on backshift, nothing gets done. We arc here 7 days a week, 24 

hours a day and need to have OUT computers working. We have gone a whole weekend without any assistance 
Whatsoever. 

19. When the unplanned outages do m, they are longer than I would expect them to be. 
20. It takes too long to get the system back, 
21. I really hate when there is a download of sow typc of virus chcck especially over the weekend, because this 

usually means I have trouble logging into outlook or when I do get into outlook my mmputer locks up and I 
have to reboot at least twice. But, other than that I am happy with the services. Thank you! 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

16. If you answered a “ I ”  or “2” (dissatisfied) on the question above, please explain why: 

22. Some files such as Lookup and the HNF-PRO’S arc essential to my completing various tasks. When the internet 

23. d a  

24. d a  

25. Our database uses HLAN as a vehicle to our Pc‘s. Any interuption in this connection causes major grid. 

26. How sad an explanation is neuiedl It shouldbe obvious the network is down too much and has deteriorated 
from what it once was. Simple solution-fix it. 

27. It would bc nia to have some sort of “Break Through” message capabiliry so one could send a message or SM a 
quick chat with another peMn if needed. Many people don’t keep Outlook running or pick up their phone so 
that they know they have messages. A program that would pop to the top of the windows and prompt the user to 
communicate would be Nce. 

access or E-mail is down, I can not get my work done. 

28. d a  

29. The system is very reliable - I have memories of years past1 

30. d a  
31. When the network is down or has a “hickup” I am down. Software such as AutoCAD & WordF’erfect should be 

setup as standalone for me. This is not an option as curently AutoCAD is setup as nehvork only licensesmaking 
my job 100% dependent on the network. I access the network to print drawings and transfer data but this can be 
as little as once a day, therefore as stated before, set me up with standalone options. 

32. would like a faster computer 

33. TIS outage times arc not very compatable with my shii? schedule. 
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Survey Question: 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

1. Can't think ofany. 
2. I think that more access to the external Internet would be gwd. Because sometiom "we" need to be able to look 

at what other people arc doing to stay current. In some way. Hanford is "baclovards." We are a generation 
khind on Word, for example. We don't need chat rooms, but being able to go and just look for information or to 
stay ament would be a gwd thing. Hanford is very isolated. 

3. none 
4. don't know of any 
5. None 
6. I am a RAS account, along with my computer at work. With RAS I unable to use the paging system & TIS. 

7. A hard drive backup service. 
8. The current version of "lookup" is not nearly as good as the previous one to the point whem I rarely use it. 
9. None 
10. none 
11. Stand alone AutoCAD (I understand this is not cost efktive). 
12. none 
13. Not important at this time. 
14. At this time, I cannot thinkofany laviar tbat I needthat are not beingpmvidedby HLAN. 
15. None 
16. I don't know of any seMccs I need that arc not cumntlypmvidcd on the HLAN. 

17. nothing at this time 

18. none 
19. None 
20. none 
21. Capability to dim dial to exlemal sewers when the DOE-BN is down. Our accounting m a i d  is lmated in 

Oak Ridge, TN. When the HLAN or DOE-BN is down, we are unable to mmplete our wrk.  
22. Everything I need is currently available. I do experience some problems with the Access software as it relates to 

running computer programs retained on a PNNL file sewer. Execution of some computer submutines can takc 
an excessively long period of time and can lockup your computer for no apparent reason. Working with PNNL 
to identify and resolve the problem. 

When called at home I could use these applications. 

23. None 
24. M 

25. I work for LMSI and having an electronic time recording system would be a great improvement. 
26. Don't know ifthey are not available. 
27. Intemdvity between DOE sites. If1 want to send information to SRS I can't do it over the Net 
28. no improvement 
29. Video contcrencing I On-line Training 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

30. None 
31. none 
32. Mne 
33. Dogn't connect to a mlor printer. A mlor printer would be useful in showing dBerences in tables and such in 

reports. Some documents arc not rctrivable, such as Blue Prints and maps (detailed maps). 
34. cannot think of any. 
35. MRC 

36. A manager and team member locational tracking system Voice dictatiodrecognition systems web cameras to 
monitor the progress of major projects Abiltiy to email large files over 5 meg portable web access while on site 
ACESS TO WEB BASED "Push systems" that supply information based on prem criteria 

37. Netmeeting both with on site (Hanford) customrs and with offsite (commercial) customers 
38. none 
39. None that I can think of. 
40. quidrer internet seMcc would be nice but otherwise my system is adequate. 
41. None that I can think of. 
42. none 
43. can't think of any. 
44. Do not think of any right now 
45. None 
46. all's well 
47. none 
48. NO= 

49. UNIFORM methods for aacssing prsedurcs. etc. 
50. none at this time 
51. None at the present1 
52. None 
53. A dccent Word Processing choice. "LE forced transfer to Word had multiple lousy impacts on our work. We 

stopped using Word Perfect under duress and now continue to have issues. Word is a lousy program iffor no 
other reason, then because it has no reveal codes. When multiple people arc working on a document, you need 
rmal codes. When documents are being translated into other Word Processing systems, you need a reveal 
d S .  

I want Word Perfect 9.0. The 6.0 is fine, but we are still under the impression that upper management may omx 
again dictate that it will be shut down and to transfer f i l s  to Word. Word Perfect 9.0 also allows generating file 
as a pdf file for loading onto a +page. It would help in meeting the management dinction to seek out 
opprtunitis for web-based training. 

54. The senices I need are fairly specialized and not appropriate for HLAN. That's why we have specialized 
software in our work area. 

55. none 
56. none 
57. none mmc immediately to mind with the exception of changing from Microsoft offce to Lorn or Wordperfect. 
58. Can't think of anything at th is  moment 
59. Faster downloads, primarily from internet usc. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

60. I am not aware ofany that m not being provided. 
61. None 
62. Nothing. HLAN Meets my needs. 

63. None Noted 
64. software needs are not a problem. 
65. Telephony. I should be able to dial my phone by selecting a name on the Hanford popup or on a 

computer-based pmonal pbone directory. I should be able to access my voice mail via computer menu I 
should be able to tell when I have a telephone message by a popup message on my computer. 

66. diagnostic sofhuare 
67. None known 
68. don't know of any 
69. All that is Medcd is being provided. 
70. The ability to conduct vimral meetings. 
71. None to my knowledge. 
72. Can't think ofany. 

card/spca*ers. 
- 73. Site vi& contercncing from mgr or above offices across the site. This would also require appropriate sound 

74. None. 
75. none 
76. None at this time. 
77. Accss to m g m u p s .  
78. None 
79. none 
80. Largcr monitor, personal printer. 
81. None that I know of. 
82. Inter&- betwecn HLAN and other conbactor Local Area Naworlo Like FLAN 

83. None 
84. dont know 
85. None 
86. none 
87. I may be too ignorant of what is available. but I am quite happy with the HLAN applicatiok provided, and 

riathennore, with improvements over the last fwe years. The only disadvantage of HLAN is the snme as having 
an a)lzlatric home during a power outage - either everything works or nothing works. But thc convcnienczs of 
improved communication (potentially - understanding some individuals are still not "playing") outweigh a lot of 
things that might be considered mar@ benefits. 

88. None 
89. cant think of any 

91. d a  
92. None 
93. unlcnown 

- 90. none 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

94. High End Graphics program standardization such as decide if Con1 or Miuographics and go with it for the site. 
95. None 

96. None that I can think of at this time. 
97. Have all I need. 

98. All are OK. 
99. None. 
100. none at this time 
101. nothing 
102. None 
103. None that I how of 
104. Help documentation that is the form ( 

also be read by subject area. 
&s manual, by subject, that an be searched by key words but can 

105. An instant messenger service and tele-conferencing capability would would be useful 
106. None. 
107. The last time I uicd to load access it was not available; This is a problem ifpcople send you access files which 

108. none 

109. None at this time. 
110. None. I find HLAN to be very useful and wmpletc 
I1  1. It'd be great to check on ticket status for repairs and stupid to have one person( in COGEMA) to have all LMSI 

requests to go through. Also. it would be grcat to taalk to a repair technician directly mther than calling 
376-1234. 

is what was happening. 

112. cany think of any 
113. None. 
114. The ability to fax something directly from my computer. similar to Fax Works (or similar saftware) what the 

fax device is just another printer definition. This would sa- printing as docwnent and manually f d g  it on a 
separate machine. 

115. Mostly satisfied. 
116. Video conference 

117. WordPerfecl9.0 
118. I was using the paging system in outlook, I loved i t  it went away. I am now testing another paging system. and 

I love it, but the only problem with it is, you can't leave it open. If you wuld leave the system open, it would be 
g M t  

119. A good tutor progan to demonstrate what all is on the site. 
120. Can't thinkofany. 

121. none 

122. none 
123. None 
124. None 
125. None 
126. None 
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Survey Question: (cont) - -  

IS.  What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

127. Can't think of any. 
128. AM to national eods and standards 

129. M 
130. E-mail, calendar. Word, Pophon 
13 1. A shared area on the Internet where large files (>5Wkb) could k placed for downloadmg by other sites. Thcsc 

132. None 
133.Uptodatecompmerwaimngprograms. 
134. None 
135. A easier replacement for CDMS 
136. d a  
137. None 
138. None that I know of. 
139.1 What services do you have that m don't know about? 
140. Nom 
141.1. Easier cataloging and sharing/a&ng of working group files 2. Improved integration of RMlS data base 

142. I don't know of any additional seMces that I need. 
143. none 
144. None 
145. none 
146. Tough to answer. Ten year8 ago, I would have raid I didn't need any =AN services. 
147. None 
148. none 
149. New service support in a timely manner. This is r e W  to ins bum^ nation synrms in the ZOO Arcas, not 

150. Cannot think any at this time 
151. AU current nads are b c i i  met. 

152. Don't know ofany 
153. d a  

154. d a  
155. I have learned to use it as it exists and have no d input here. 
156. Computer property number linked to the user, is not available on the mt. which prevents &ly utilizing remote 

printers or sharing filed easily under network neighborhmd. If1 want to provide someone right now with a 
hard copy ofa large file (ix. a power point presantation with photos (easily 2-ZOMb). I m u  cithcr send it 
e-mail which is slow and blocks thier receiving other messages, or have chrm get on the floor and mad me their 
CPU property# and then walk them through sming up a shared folder ctc. If1 could look up the perrons CPU 
property#, I could then print to their local printer. Also we need a site standard available imaginging software 
with the rapidly increasing use of digital cameras and scanners to share photos, mryone would then have 
available the ability to crop/enhancdmcdify photos to meet their needs. 

157. MICROSOm NETMEETING -ABSOLuTuY A NECESSITY. WE NEED THE ABILlTY TU SHARE 
SKETCHES, QUESTIONS, WHITEBOARD AND FILES SEAMLESSLY. HAVE USED THIS WITH 

files would neai to available for more than 24 hours. 

-~ 
into mnventional scarch engines 3. Optical character reading and faxing capability from desktop 

workstations. 

I_ 
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Survey Question: (cant) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

OTHER COMPANIES. THIS CAN MAKE MANY MEETINGS AND TRANSPORTATION ISSUES GO ~~~~ ~~ 

AWAY FOR THE O U k R  AREAS .....AND WE DO HAVE THE BANDWIDTH, AT LEAST ON A 
LIMITED BASIS .... tHOUGH i WOULDNT WANT TO TRY STREAMING VIDEO OUT HERE. 

158. Elcc~onic (Payroll) Timekeeping for LMSI employees! However. that's still a "pipe dream" for us. and it's 

159 Updated (Weekly Minimum) organization chans for SNF. listing the managmcnt personnel. 
160. None 
161. None 
162. None 

163. A site standard full desktop, all-in-one. cunomizable freehand style graphics. prescnlauon. photo. and layout 

164  None. 
165. None 
166. None 
167. I have all of above and use them daily. I'm not sure what else I would nccd. I'm SUIC something. but I'm no 

computer literate enough to know what is out Lhere for my usc. 
168. Some of the pmgramr that arc available I mght usc &there was a nttonal available to wlf train on software 

programr. Also, I recently rcscarched a product called Folio wluch it or something as good as it (whch h e  
never seen yet) should be adopted io accomplish searching and elcnronic data management of infmite amounts 
of elenronic data quiddy. Currently the WAC codes arc on Folio software. 

doubtful Cherry Wll will provide us with it any time soon1 

program for PC environment that is currently available for the Macintosh environment on site. 

169. All the *Mas I require in my current position are being provided. 
170. i think s c M c e s  are pnny good wc just nccd ktter computers 
171. none 
172. There is no archive of past General Messages or All-Employee Mail masages 
173. It would be nice to see on-line training classes or good on-line tutorials for software upgrades Also. we need 

better customer input to new applications being provided. I the pan the customer hasn't Camed enough weight 
during Ihe study and requirement phases of software and computing procurements 

174. We necd to be able to access an updated version of Paradox for Windows. 
175. None 
176. none 
177. Latesi version of Windows 
178. Add acccss to the "FORD domain from the LANMAS doamin for printing and file BCQSS. 
179. n/a 

180. Not sure - preW satidid 
I8 I .  Conntnion to my home computer 
182 Can't Ihink of anything now and when 1 do think of somethmg. I'll have forgotten about this survcy!! 
183. lnstant Messaging, internal and maybe cncrnal 
184. None that I am aware of. 
185. Authoring software 
186. I have evcryUung I need. 

187. oone 
188. Word Perfen 7. F a r  bootup; stand-alone capability for Word, Excel. P m j q  Word Perfect Nccd more 
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- Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

storage in Outlook. 
189. None 

, 190. A DECENT spreadsheet (Microsoft does not havc a decent spreadshett) A DECENT database (Microsoft does 
not have a dean1 database) 

191. none 
192. d a  
193. Always my problem is with software. Site standard software in many cases is inadequate. Take graphics 

software as an example. I have standalone copies of so- Painlbwh 1V and Autosketch for windows that I 
could do my job without. A picture is sometime worth a thousand words in a pmcedure. I will look at site 
distribution again and see if Core1 Draw is truely available then I can return Paintbmh IV. As for Autosketch 
it takcs up so much less disk space and is so easy to use compared to Autocad. W h y  are power users forced to 
learn CAD or go without? 

194. HLAN provides everything that I need for now. 
195. The services I now have are adequate for my job. 
1%. none 
197. None 
198. None that I'm not aware of (i.e., ifwe don't know what else is out there: it's hard to know what you're 

199. none 
200. Site and facility training i.e. HGET, PFP Facility Orientation, Radation Worker Training 
201. None. 
202. Don't know. 

203. Simple Graphics Package 
204. None. The ~ M c e  is fast, friendly, and I am generally impressed by the tenacity of the technicians that come to 

205. The senices now offered on HLAN are more than ndcquate for my needs. 
206. none 
207. computer training 
208. passport work management or windows version of jcs, managements inability to move to a handi Zoo0 

I missing!). 

help. Keep up the good work! 

integrated solution and the division of doc (river protection) will cost the site millions in S and frustration. the 
work management module was the integrator for the passport items implemented in 1998 

209. none that I can think of 

210. ? 

211. none 
212. Can't think of any at this time. 

213. None that I can think of. 
214. BacMraclun ' g to find who is using my network printer and/or computer 

215. I have no opinion 
216. None 
217. none 
218. a way to identify ncw/revid proadurcs, MDs etc. and better cross rcferena and sou~a for requirements. 
219. None I can think of 

.- 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

220. N e d  additional software. Vim, web publishing tools 
221. None 
222. Satisfied 

223. can not think ofany at this time 
224. I need to be able to usc the Franklin Planner software, Ascend. It is not m t l y  supported by nor does it 

synchronize with Outlook. 
225. none 
226. None. 
227. not SUIC 

228. None that I can think of right now. 

229. none 
230.1 seem to have all the services I need on HLAN 
231. The services I need are being provided by HLAN. Howcver. there are times when the response times for mme 

232. Wordperfect 9.0 ; Faster internet (outside Hanford) 
233. d a  
234. None 

applications cause an impact to productivity. (See comment at # 17). 

235. Satisfied. 
236. none 
237. None 
238. None. 
239. none 
240. Can't think of any 
241. I have continued problems accessing the netwo*. Yet more and more of our key information @medurcs, etc) 

rely on access. I have at least a 50% lockup rate i f 1  try to read more than page 1 of a procedure, for example. 
The 'help' calls haven't helped (e.g. they just tell me to reboot). Also, we get information from other sites, and 
the acrobat adobe cannot always handle this (particularly printing items that come from HQ). 

242. Don't know of any. 
243. None that I am awan of. 
244. None 
245. unknown 
246. Need more Windows updating information. The operating system on my company computer is not current due 

to the lack of updates from FDH. So much information is available of the net that we need to get accss, or 
authorization, to update OUT soilware. Recognize that viruses can be a problem. but nccd to dcvclop the 
technology to overcome this pmblem (is working very good currently -vim control, that is). 

247. Video training on line. Especially new programs we get, but get no formal training on. 
248. None 
249. None at this time 
250. none 
251. None I can readily think of7 
252. None 
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18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

253. none 
254. I can not think of anything. 

255. None at this time 
256. Need to get the Seniority lists back on Insight when possible. 
257. n/a 

258. None. 

259. none 
260. none 
261. None 

262. n/a 
263. n/a 
264. A downloadable wpy of the Deficiency Tracking System for personal use (Le. creating reports, performing 

265. don't know 
266. None. 
267. none that i can think of 
268. None that I can think of 
269. I.)The availability ofthc conl Suite. The site daision to switch to Microsoft ofik was very bad. After 

traclring and mnding, statistin, and custom reports.) 

- 

using Microsol? othce for the last year and a half. I still perfer Corel. 2.) Allow the Hanford Site to use other 
support Service than LMSI. 3.) F'ruvide a number other than 376-1234 for emergencies. 

270. None 
271. A service like Netmind (netmindcom) would give users the option to set minders on procedures and other 

intranet pages to kccp up with changes. 
272. Need network access to a few more advanced engineering s o h a r e  packages: MathCAD 8.0. Solidworks 3D 

design sofhvare. and a PC-friendly fdte-clement stress analysis program such as ALGOR, ANSYS, or 
COSMOS. 

273. We now have M S  Word. Give us an updated version of Wordperfect (superior product) and Paradox. Tbtsc 
are the word processor and database programs that are prcfercd in ow dcpartmcnt 

274. TIS for FDNW, HLAN link with home computers 

275. none known 
276. Higher speed internet ~ ~ 0 ~ 8 8 .  I believe the way W o r d  configures its gateways and firewalls it negitively 

effects performance. It is fmtrating to have to wait just to connect to a site say nothing of down loading even a 
simple image. 

277. None at this time. 

278. None. 
279. Site forms in WIN/WORD format for spell check, save files etc 

280. none 

281. None that I need. 

282. Wordperfect Support 
283. None 

284. None 

.- 
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Survey Question: (cant) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

285. None 
286. I would like to 6cc a depository of native files of all authorization basis documents and suppor(ing documents. 

287. Nom 
288. Current services meet my needs. 
289. None 
290. Nons 
291. NO comments 
292. nfa 
293. access Io newer versions of wordperfect. not dropping ms project. 
294. I would like to see site software for an "Instant" screen saver.like they have at INEEL. This puts an icon on 

your desktop that you kick in the password protected screen saver whwnever you like (whenever you get up 
and leave) rather than waitining for the timer to kick in. 

295. At present. you have met all my required computer needs. 
296. Can't think ofany. 

297. Wordperfect 9. DOE Headquarters and DOE RL use it, why don't we have it to use as the site standard? 
Would someone please answer my question. The Hanford Site uscd Wordperfect before we were forced to 
change. This has cost the Hanford Site millions of dollars. I challenge LMSI to send out a survey to all ofthe 
end users asking them this question. "How much extra time and money has been spent since 1996 on 
Microsoft Word mnversions from Word Perfect?" It has cost the facility I work at a lot of unnecessary time to 
convert procedures to Microsoft Word. Also, the Quality issues that have also arose from Wordperfect to 
Microsoft Word have been of great concern and would not havc been an issue had we kept with Word Perfect. 
The sooner the W o r d  Site abandons Microsoft Word and uses Word Perfect as the site standard the better 
off we all will be. 

298. none 
299. I'm happy with the current seMces. 

300. Currently, the h lan system is adequate to fit our needs. as for the fum.....things change on a weekly basis. 

301. None 
302. Can't think of any additional network services that I currently need, unless you could set up some sort ofa food 

senice (proably not a realistic suggestion). The Current selection of services fits my needs pretty well. Thank 
you. 

Timdproductivity will tell. 

303.7 
304. none 
305. None 
306. None 
307. Since software distribution is an HLAN function, I will use this space to say that it should include a very good 

308. None that I can think of. 
309. A job control system that is generated in WORD 
310. EverytMng I need is being provided on =AND at this time. 
311. none 
312. No idea 
313. Calendar does not show meeting times on my E-Mail 

draw program. I do not have access to Visio or Core1 Draw through Software Distribution. 
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- Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

3 14. None 
3 15. Capability to Scan images into applications such as word and autocad 
316. None 
317. satislied 

3 18. access to the Fluor DanieI Network 
319. Nla 
320. Nom 
321. Cannotthinkofany. 
322. MllC 

323. None 
324. Outlook Email, TIS. Site Forms, Printer. Internet Word Perfect 
325. I currently do not have visio - but would like to do so. I use it at home. but did not relize the site had it until I 

326. Wordperfect' 
327. Outlook Express 
328. A light gmphics program such as Auto Sketch 

329. na 
330. None that I know of. 

3 3 1 , N o n e t h a t I c a n ~ ~ .  
332. None 
333. None 
334. none 
335. I wwld like to see th esite upgrade their so- f&r - i.e. Wcc 2000 - Outlook -OR 

336. i am a little computer illiterit, so i use what i have. 
337. n/a 
338. none 

339. None that I am aware of. 
340. wide band e:mail connection to FLAN 
341. None 
342. none 
343. None 
344. none 
345. I had some very old Wordperfect documents (version 5.1 or earlier) that required updating. I actually had to 

take some o f t h i s  stuff home and convelf to WF'8 with my home PC Corel package, then to Word (from Carel 
package conversion). then open the file with Word and finish the conversion to get best conversion results. It 
might be useful to others to have access to Corel suite 8 (WP 8) to do some of the conversions. 

took this nwey. 

346. none 
347. better hanford home page and better way to get to the hanford PROS. the index is really bad 

- 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

348. nla 
349. None that come dinxtly to mind. 

350. None that I know ofat this moment in time ... 
351. I can’t think ofany at the moment. Forthe most part. I think the % M a s  arc good. 
352. none 

353. can’tthinkofany. 
354. I can’t think of anything that is currently not available. It is obvious to me that there are programs available that 

355. PC based televidm conferencing PC based phone (future combination of computer and telephone (including 

356. A fa- pipe to the internet. 

357. Video strearmng . capability 
358. HLAN is Nlrnt ly  meeting my needs -and doing it very well in my opinion. 

359. On the whole HLAN is an excellent seMce. 

360. Can’t think ofany. 

361. none 

362. None. 
363. none 

364. None 

365. Not sure 

366. Computer Training for programs such as pprspOK 
367. nla 

368. None 

369. none that I can think of 
370. Srability in operating platforms, for compatibility and impact minimization on end users 
371. unsurc 
372. Electronic Time Gathering 
373. None that I am aware of at this time. 

374. Transparent access to Fluor‘s corporate WANILAN 

375. jet form is not user kindly. 
376. None 

377. Better and easier use of electronic fotms. An electronic document management system which is shared across 
the site, and which docs configuration management. Better processes for workgroups to support their own 
home pages on the I n m e t  (Finance does a good job at this). Implementing work flow into many of the 
administrative functions. 

378. None that I can think of. 

379. RMIS is an albatross. Get a more effecient system. 
380. Not aware of any significant need 
381. High speed Internet 
382. none 

may of benefit and I need to increase my knowledge and usage, specifically Microsoft Access. 

fax) in one unit) 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

383. Satitdied with N m n t  swviozs 

384. Not howledgeable enough of what is avail&Ie to br &le answer this. 

385. Though other capabilities might bc nice. I don't have the tinu to use anything else 

386. Not sure 
387. none come to mind at this time 
388. Evuything I need is currently on HLAN. 
389. Current services are adequate. 
390. don't know what's available 
391. global troubleshooting of all installations from Software Distribution and how they impact current applications 

392. na 
393. I'm satitdied 
394. none 

395. None that I am aware of at this time. 
3%. more reliability 
397. None 

398. None 
399. I don't use TIS because I work for LMSI, an enterprisee company. I have a lot of old HLAN icons that can be 

erased or deleted but there's no instruaions in HUH (Hanford Uscr Help) of how I can delete. This wil l  help 
the memoy spacc. 

on a panicular s y a m .  Ona you download some pmgrams. others don't function properly. 

. -  

400. none 

401. Ability to get training such as HGET via my computer in my office. 
402. Network Fax capability. Outgoing faxes should be sendable from our computers, and incoming faxes should bc 

403.1 

404. I would like to have an updated copy of Word Perfect; DOE Headquarters wes this. 
405. I cannot think of anythmg at this time. The services currently provided to me are su5cicnt 

406. none 
407. none 
408. none 

409. Better respow time to trouble call telephone service (on hold too long) and some idea as to who knows what; 
sometimes I explain (at length) my problem only to leam that I need to be handed off to someane else who 
knows about my specific problem. For example - 1 had a diEicult time setting up RAS at home. It took many 
telephone calls to get things sorted out and many trips bacl to work to print out more pages dRAS INFO from 
theinuann. 

delivered in image format to our e-mail message inbox. 

410. None. 
411. None that I know of 

412. None 
413. Nom 

414. Can't think of any. 
415. I used to enjoy Out ofOffia Assistant. I am a shift worker and am offfor 3-7 days in a row at times. I liked 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

being able to receive email at home, but for some reason, I have been denied that function. I'm w e  that 
decision was made by someone who DOES get theirs at home, and/or is here during the normal work week. The 
new 1ntrane.t pages are not nearly as user-friendly as the old. to wind through to find what you wanted. No, I 

For -pk, today I came to work to find that the Rattlesnake Barricade had been closed. I could have saved 
time, had I received the email at home that everyone on dayshift received on site. 

can't give any specifics. 

416. None at this time. 
417. none known 
418. Access to Core1 Draw or equivalent from Winserve (didn't realize it could be purchased, will try again), more 

appropriate use of forms filler which i n t e r f m  with office97 applications (JetForms is not terribly friendly for 
large files such as baseline change requests) 

419. Can't think of any 
420. Ability to occassionally send or recieve files over the internet that are larger than 2 MB without the 

421. On line Computer b a d  training ... ex. HGET 
422. None. 
423.717 
424. not aware. of any other needed services 

425. none that I am aware. of 
426. none 
427. Hypertext linked orders. Safety Analysis Documents, Laws, RCW. standards W E ,  ASME. etc.), procedures. 

Essentially a virmal controlled manuaVmanagement policies system. Other sites have such systems (e.g.. 
Savannah River) that provide all imponan1 documents on the web. The SRl' system can also be used for 
revising and commenting on Safety Analysis Repons (a comment management system). 

428.1. Efficient IUS that moves data quickly and doesn't 'drop out" 2. Wireless connections on site 3. More 
eificient document and records managcment tools. including electronic meetings capabilities. 4. Less 
customizing of sofmare, thus reducing intcroperability between tools. 

429. All computer-based training should be available at your PC in your offia. 
430. A simpler drawing program than AUTOCAD would be good as I have no use for 3D or other advanced features 

431. can't thinkofany 
432. none that i can currently come up with 

433. None 

434. None 
435. d a  
436. Faster response time to problems associated with the compter network 
437. Updatdcurrent programs and applications. This site appears to lag years being c m n t  applications. For 

inconvenience of FTPing. 

and it's cumbersome. 

example. just as we made the conversion to Outlook 97, Outlook 98 had been out for a few months and I have 
had Outlook 2000 at home for almost 6 months. 

taken, etc). Need site forms fixed so it doesn't crash as often as it does. Quicker access to shared files and 
programs - fix Insight to be more user friendly for the troops. test programs thoroughly prior to releasing them 
to the general employee pool. 

438. Access to more personnel information without having to go through HR (ie comp time accumulated, worked, 

439. n/a 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

18. What services do you need that are currently not being provided on the HLAN? 

440. I can’t think of any right IKnV 

441. None 

442. Unknown 
443. None 
444. Not m... 
445. none 
446. The ability to work from home. The ability to access my hard drive from downtown. 

447. I am satisfied with the current services 

448. Can’t think ofanything at the moment 

449. None. 
450. For thc time being, I don’t need other services, unless it is necessary to have 

45 1. The ability to work from home. The ability to access my bard drive fmm downtown. 

452. None that I am aware of. 
453. None. 

.- 454. None 
455. 1.- use ofthe CD writer. 2. The ability to have flexibility in the use of different word processors that can be 

456. There are none that I can think of. 

457. None 
458. Cant read managers calendar as to where he is. Sometimes need to track him down, but info not available to 

459. none 
460. none 
461. Local document scanning. 

462. None 
463. I think as employees, we need more information on how to uninstall or remove software that we are not using. 

This would free up some space on our wmputers. Employees have s o h  installed on their wmputers 5 yrs, 
back and since that timee has changed groups at least two times and with both times not having a need for 
certain s o h a r e .  

easily converted by others or myself. Familiarity with all word processors is NOT wst effective. 

anyone except the secretaries. 

464. none 

465. None that I cxan think of, that would k wst effective to have implemented. 

466. I soem to have to go back and forth between Netscape Navigator and Explorer when vying to access certain 
information and &n don’t know which one to use so I try both until I get there. This taka time and decreases 
productivity. 

467. no wmment 

468. None that I am aware of. 
- 
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Survey Question: 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

1. E-mail tends to be mliab le  - sytem goes down quite a bit. 
2. More 5mail space. 

3. ACES seems to lock up alot on Mondays when the usage is high. 
4. Integrate Lookup with Pop phone, so clicking on a name would bring up more detailed information. 

5. M 

6. When OUT plotter breaks down having someone there to fix it on a timely basis. 
I. no major complaints 
8. Increase number of drop lines in building - current configuration i s  at overload point. 
9. Make updates to RAS such as the discs for u p m n g  RAS available at OUT work locations i.e.; PFP, 222s so one 

10. be able to print e-mail messages without printing the distribution. this was an option in the last e-mail program 
we had. for instance to print out the insvUnions for this survey, the first two pages and a half pages where just 
the distribution list. 

doesn't have to travel to town to pick up the dixs for upgrades! 

11. Noneatthistime. 
12. For Popfon, i would rcplace the name of the supenisor or manager with the persons secretary or clerk. 
13. Quality ofknowledge of support personnel. Provide inantives to attract and Ir&p highly qualified &. 
14. less p r o p n u  . give the customer only what he needs to do his job. 

15. Remove all the up front routines (except licensing) for accessing a program (in my case AutoCAD) and have an 

16. Outlook - Conference Room Scheduling -This system is not sct up comxtly for xheduling/cancelling of 
area sewer address for the user to access the standard symbol drawings and lisp programs. 

conference moms for the Hanford Site. Good - CTS has been mns&anUy working on this problem with no 
solutions. 

17. i can't think of any right now. 
18. The. new OUTLOOK is much less capable than the prior version in looking at organizations. 
19. All the seMm on HLAN have worked very good for me. I can't think of any way to improve on the s u v i a s  

20. None 
21. very satisfied 
22. 7 
23. Being able to use the Outlook For on site corrcpondence with out pcnality 
24. Provide better (faster) EUC Services. It is difticult for many of us to spend 15 min on hold waiting for computer 

25. We seem to be experiencing some problems with the Aacss Software, particularly in the application of 

26. I used to be able to amss my HLAN account at home using U S ,  but am having difticulties due to 

27. faster 
28. As a writer of technical documents I prefer WP6.1 to MSWord. I have read several technical documnets that 

that arc available. 

help. 

databases (see question #18). 

compatibility problcrps with AOL. I would make RAS easier to use. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

also say the same thing. in that Word is difficult in adding equations, footnoting, tables, etc... Both Word and 
WP should be site standard. 

productsthat we use here on site. It used to be that we wuld just go and do that. Now wc have to log in when 
we do thet, TWICE!!!! I can understand having us log in once as a mcans of preventing people from using 
their computers for non-sanctioned activities, but twice....... come on! 

29. I use Yahoo and Altavists when I want to locate a wmpany to get information and customer scrvice on the 

30. no improvement 
3 1. PerEomLaoce 
32. AutoCAD neovork, 

ACAD. 
it tends to be down d o t  ThC improvement would be to give ACAD users their own copy of 

33. The current lookup is not as informative as the previous version. When trying to detumine reporting 

34. A better form filler program. Make it more flexible and faster responding. 
35. I don't knwo if this anHLAN senice. but there is a lot of information and programs on the computer that I am 

36. Spced of getting help at CTS. Having more personnel available on call. Need to have a more general 

37. D o  not takc TIS down until after 4:30 p.m. 
38. Search functions 
39.  he amount of time it ta~u to raievc a wmputer "upload" to wnncct a comduter is ndic~lous. understanding 

how the system works is fine however, when a computer is sitting on the floor waiting to bc connected for TWO 
MONTHS to perform a job more cffecient .... and to actually perform the task, it is just SAD. Which means tech 
support necds....more support. 

impressed with the change to "Microsoft" software. 

because of "impowement" in technology 

relationships, e., it is inadequate. 

unfamilair with. A mining wurse would be very helpful 

understanding of the softwan problems, or be quicker to hand you off to someone who does. 

__ 

40. Get rid of (replace) the user unhiendly programs such as pasport. and insight. In genral I have not been 

41. robustness of the sewers and connections; there arc many %Urns" that we didn't used to have that we do now 

42. Voice recognition ability to email 5+ meg file attachments 
43. file sewer access: can be cumbersome to track down who "owns" a share area and get them to gmnt permision 

etc. would l i e  to see an 'open' share process where file and directory aarss can be controlled at the user level 
by the users. shares can be created adhoc and permissions given d i d y  rather than work -ugh a ccnual 
choke point 

44. Junk passport and replace it with something much more user friendly. 
45. I do not l i  Microsoft programs. particularly Outlook Email and Calendar. I l i  the previous version of ccmail 

for Windows. TIS: it would be easier if we didn't have to enter our codes every week. Defaults would k 
quicker. 

46. throw the passport system in the garbage and bring back soft reporting and wims. 

41. see above 
48. That it would be more reliable. Some of our employees must sLui computers up for a second time in the 

49. rmis  

50. No comment. 
51. Do not think of any right now 
52. Customer Technical SeMce response times. On the few OcCaJsion that I have to use the service. the wait time to 

morning. They tend to lock up at times and the system is down loo often. 

_. 

talk to a person is wrasrivc. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

53. fewer unplanned outages by other companies within Hanford-Make people more aware on how Hlan works. 
Make it a part of HEGET training ... show people that by unplugging a cord or opening a circuit breaker may 
take down Hlan to Half the Site and impact other without known it. 

54. None to note since TIS has been vastly accelerated. I would like to be able to access my computer at work from 
home if possible. 

55. None 
56. see #18 

57. lcss time waiting on the phone to get technical help. some people who are very familiar with some of these 
programs may not nad help. but there are those ofus who nad tc&nical help on -ions. it is frustrating to 
have to wait when it usually only takes a few minutes to correct most problems that i have. the people at 
technical support are a very valuable tool to me. they are always very helpful and friendly. 

58. Since we are not making decisions squiring nanoaemnd response I consider this question non-applicable1 
59. Site Forms.-- Many of the forms are not expandible, to allow information to be input properly, ie. a given space 

will allow only 5 digits, but in sonu cases 7 digits must be entered, and the form will not allow this, or a 
nanative section needs to bc expanded to incorporate additional, required data, but the form will not allow it. 

60. lcss outages andlor delays I unknown on how to fix it. 
61. Like above-Word Perfect 9.0 as an available option. Not necessarily as a "must use" but as an option. 
62. Improve speed. One reason I don't use Outlook Calendar more often is the incredibly slow connection time. 

Customize network options to the customer. rather than overloading everyone with al l  the same protocols which 
most people probably don't n d .  

63. none 
64. none 
65. faster-r 
66. I would like to see an easier way to set up my email quickly at another workstation when I'm away from my 

oftice. It s&ms I never use the same computer twice when I'm away from my oftics and it's much harder to 
remember how to set this up than it used to be 

67. Fastc~. 
68. I have no complaints. 
69. Earlier notification of planned outages. 
70. Nothing.. 
71. Nom Noted 
72. Make Software changes and updates less often, Test before applying them SITE wide. 

73. Better soflwarc for collaborative authorship of documents (or training in how to use what we have). 
74. Replace baseband Medium, replace with data switches 
75. PassPo rt... system failures, locks up, data resieving time accosiated with Word. 
76. ~ccess to internet (pretty slow now - sometimes can't even gel on) 

77. OUTLOOK - it's reliability and user friendliness is questionable. 
78. P&on Make it more user friendly. faster, doesn't freeze up so much and not down so much 
79. Use of i n w e t s  for projsts to enhance Wcb-based collaboration. 
80. I would simplity BQXSS to HDTS with intuitive menus, context sensitive help, single password log-on. more 

search ~i~nctions, and; a Windows front end (Sit maintains application speed). 
81. Put more people on the job to routinely monitor programs and streamline wmputers 
82. Larger memory for email. I frogucntly have to deal with the 20 Mbyts limit... 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

83. Speed up BCOC~F to End User assistance. 

84. Web access needs to havo a major speed increase. 
85. Microsoft project server files do not seem to run well on some computers. Key server updates seem to be some 

ofthe problem and notification on these key server updates are not widely known or distributed. Fmblcm 
encountered when you try to run the program. 

86. Perfonnana. 

87. none 
88. Thc Inuanct. I feel it is very cumbersome to navigate in it's current layout M e  it more intuitive. Quit saving 

89. I'm quite satisfied 

90. I am happy with the network 
91. Being able to print out your own training status. To also easily look to scc if your up-to-date VIA the acccss 

92. Do not havc opinion 
93. Make site forms easier to find and user friendly. 
94. getting up to date systems and getting them working right 
95. More support technicians for both - 1) quicker phone question rMponsc time and 2) improved field support 

96. spccd 

97. By in large. I can't complain. My highest frustration is the very fact stated above. than when HLAN is dorm, 

documents such 8s procedures in Ad& PDF format. 

system. To save an error message and send it via email to the CTS people. 

- 
(rcpairs and installations) nsponsc time. The tahnicians are excellent, we just need more ofthem. 

there is veq linle that I can do. IfHLAN is having a bad week, which sometimes happens, thcn my work (and 
attitude) suffus dramatically. However, I know things b& down, so that's life. I don't know if there are 
features that provide back up service and to what level. so my gut tells me that we arc doing pretty well. I'd 
give much higher marks the last few months than I would have given the previous year. 

98. Not sure. 

99. better knowledge level of the C T S  staff people - I have the most problems with Outlook and am able to get help 

100. I am happy with the service 

101. n/a 
102. Calender. access other people's calendars 

103. initial start up time, nt start up is very sloy. 
104. Raz supportl 

105. d a  
106. E-mail -Faster and more rwm in inbox 
107. Internet access - qxcd it up & make it available more of the time ( w i v e  a significant number of time outs 

108. Faster Internet -. 
109. HNF proccdurcs - it seems so sluggish to get to the one procedure that you are looking for. You havc to go 

110. Actually I think the HLAN service is mt. 
11 1. none at this time 

. 

112. nothing 

from Renee who is very good and knowledgeable 

while waiting to be co~ected  to the Internet) 

I through many screens to get the place where the procedure is. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

113. I feel the services that are curently provided on the HLAN BIT adequate although I don't think each HLAN user 
is utilizing the HLAN to it's xidullest potential due to a lack of knowledge of the HLAN capabilities. I suggest 
providing HLAN orientation with New Employee Orientations or provide HLAN training online. 

114. Same comment8 as for qucstion IS above as specifically applied to Word Perfen 6.1 and Word. 
115. A pm- that could provide a 

116. I am satisfied with all the HLAN services that I use. 
117. I would reevaluate Microsoft Word as the site standard; Not sure of the economic issues involved but it is 

rudimentary to use for even the most basic material. 
118. Less outages, it seems everytime there is an outage my computer is effected in one way or another. The causes 

my productivity to go down, "If it's not broke don't fix it". 
119. fine as is 
120. The Inuanet home page is ditficult to use; the index should be inclusive of all other project home pages. It 

or graphic depiction of organization c b  with names. cost centers, cocs 
codes and HID numbers with find and solt capability would be useful. 

takcs too much time to find stu€f and a p o d  start would be a list of fifty resources instead of six! Check out 
the PNNL site as a good example. Also. is it really that bad ifwe use the internet to check the weather .... the 
government computer use montra in unrealistic. there is a difference between information and inappropriate 
sites. One last thought what about a few video conferencing computers around the site. 

of saving old messages and then retrieving them later, shared mail box areas. I would also i m p m  the case of 
doing things in Calendar -- such as being able to scheduldmove appointments in my personal calendar and 
also on a p u p  Calendar, and a way to access something about availability in everyone's calendars (for trying 
to schedule meetings). I would improvc the new Lookup (not sure if it's considered HLAN). so one actually 
sees all the info about an organization, pars. etc., b=causc whatever is "feeding" in the information is not 
always providing the peers or others in a work group comdy.  I would i m p m  Site Forms (or provide more 
education to usm!) to improve easc of saving information e n t e d  on a form so one can access it again lam to 
make minor changes and rc-usc on another applications, e. Also. I would spced up the ~occss to the Hanford 
Intranet and external Internet - sometimes it seems nNcmcly slow andor gives out a lot of error messages 
instead of connecting to wherever a pcmn was bying to get to! 

121. I would improve the things one can do with e-mail - like copying "folders" and attachment8 to disks, and ease 

122. Offsite Access 
123. None 
124. n/a 
125. The ncw internet is more confusing than the old Imk. It necds to be more user friendly to the ones that don't 

use it very often. 
126. The Outlook limit on file size is very restrictive to me. I got rid of all of the funnions such as journal, I use 

personal file to store inactive items etc. When it is overlimit on sizc I can not send mail without spending a lot 
of time reviewing my files when I don't want to do that at that time. It would be nice to have at least a 50% 
increase in size or may be some kind of warning to remind me to review my system and organize it. 

127. The new menu is veT hard to use to find Ihings. 
128. The redesigned Hanford Intranet Page is not vely intuitive; it's not clear where to go for what kind of 

129. none 
130. access to documents 

131. Upating Popphone more regurarly 
132. S p x d i a  technical suppoR 
133. n/a 
134. Easier sharing of information among the mntractom @HI. PNNL.. PHMC4LMHC) 

information. I found the superseded page more user friendly. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

135. Incnascd bandwidth 
136. If you could make the boot up process faster that would be nice. And it is really aggravating to have to &t 

137. Fastcr internet (world wide web) access 

138. The timcout of the intranet. I am unable to scarch home data bases looking for information on my mining 

after a file update push from the system. It seems that these always come at the leasf opporhuu. tim. 

service, such as the national archives, some valve manufactures and other information because of a 1060 
timeout nmr. I do the searches on my home computer and find that these site can take UP to 2 - 3 minutes to 
find the information. The time out needs to be lengthened 

139. Farter 
140. None 
141. TIS program is very unstable-it needs to be redone 
142. see 18 

143. d a  
144. TlSl I don't plan my day around when TIS is available. It is dumb getting mining sessions on importance of 

TIS properly. then when the budget personnel need information before a holiday, weekend, or budget closing 
receiving message to brcak all the rules, then when back in the office after marathon meetings to not find TIS 
available, and then find a floor check the very same day1 Or, when returning to the office after hours after 
scycral mcaings to find that TIS is not availabel until 7:30 @m). I find TIS administration vcry unaEceptable. 

145. Frankly, I am satisfied with the services now provided and the level of support provided. 
146.7 

147. Fastcr response when calling "1234" for assistance 
148. 1. The integration ofRMIS into a easily (intuitive) searchable data base system and ability to puU the files 

149. I would like a bettcr table ofmntcnfs for PHMC procedures. 
150. Customer Technical Support - makc it more user friendly. 
151. The pager system could be integrated in a way that would make itfaster tow. 

152. no improvement 
153. It would include: 1) Desktop video teleconferencing 2)  Thin saxens, ergonomic remote 

down in el&.tronic format (ic. PDF). 

keyboaraslmousemead-set integrated with voice recognition and an eye guided curser, 3) Located at born 
(many employees will not occupy dedicate3 office space provided by the employer) 4) Pay-for-work rather 
than pay-for-time aanunting. 

154. Insight. Make it more user friendly 
155. keep as is 

156. Make Network Engineering responsive and realistic. On my last two HLAN extention requests, the work 
authorized ai the start of the calendar year was not started by the end of the fiscal year. Charges were made but 
no field work accomplished. The funding is no longer available. 

157. None 
158. Service currently meets all needs. 
159. No opinion 
160. d a  
161. Please cut dorm the waiting time for 376-1234 line. 
162. enable email forwarding 
163. This may be available -but a tie in at home would be helpful 

- 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

164. Have all software updates and revisions pushed by package manager so that everyone is using the sum version 
immediately. and send a all employee e-mail evelytime there is an update to sohare distribution so that 
people don't have to review whats available to scc what is new. 

165. SQL apps would all contain more intuitive interfaces to allow easier access for thc occasional user 
166. The telephone help needs to be improved. Usually the response given is, "We'll have to send a technican to fix 

167. JCS. This is an antiquated DOS based system that is in dire n e d  of an upgrade or replacement. 
168. I think it would be clearer (easier to understand) instructions (or roadmaps) to the various topics offered on the 

w o r d  and/or LMSI home pages. Sometimes, it's very hard to remember how to get from "point A" to "point 
B" through the maze of listsldirectio ns....An information booklet containing basic "how to" 
inshuctionslguidelines would be appreciated. 

the problem." 

169. Take Lookup back to what it used to be. 

170. None 
171. None 
172. Switch back to Word P403 from Microsoft Word. 
173. None 
174. Provide site support for the Macintosh computer environment. 
175. PassPort -NEEDS to be FASTER, RMlS - NEEDS to be FASTER - both programs am heavily used -- and 

176. I would make the HAND1 and EMS systems less complex. 
177. nfa 
178. A simpler way to search or surf the interlintm net also basic instruction on transpoming things from the 

179. be able to save a time card with pcrsonalizcd standardly used codes 

180. The JCS ADP System is an outdated W S  based system and n&ds to be upgraded to Windows. 
181. Have Nctscapc Navigator 4.0 available to users 
182. TIS -It is very time consuming and frustrating 
183. Popfon would be the one app that I would improve. I currently have more then one offia around the Hanford 

site and could use more then one listing on the Popfon so that people could rcach me if they nccdbd to. It 
would also be helpful if we could make changes to our Popfon listings rather then going through a 
representative. 

necds to have servers to accomidate the users 

intedintra net to Word. E-mail, etc. 

184. I would usc VIWN to search and usc file photos, but I have heard nothing but teniile mmmntr about it 
185. upgrade to outlook 2O00, and put biggcr H D s  on outlook servers. 
186. Overall, I think the scMrrs provided mcd or cxcud my rcquircments. 
187. I would like to see Insight impmved into a more user friendly and more versatile tool. It is very cumbersome in 

188. Insight -from my perspective it is unreliable and does not come close to offering the functionality that it 

189. faJter response when when upgrades are done in the field by technicians 

it*s present format. 

should, or that Soft Reporting did. It is difFicult to use and can't even output to a printer by page number. 

190. spad 
191. acoess to senice rep/tech -waiting on hold for up to 30 minutes is such a wastc of time 
192. h i e r  R4S proass 
193. Mandated site standards for so- applications. We have folks using WS.1. Word, WP6.1 and later 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

editions. Secondly updates to excel and powerpoint should uninstaI1 the older versions autmatically to avoid 
system errom. Add a net browser to avoid shufning through the DOE Home page. Tell DOE to get over it as 
concerns their paranoia with users abusing the web -controls already exist to monitor abuse. 

SitdPomu is also dii%cult but then it always haJ been difficult. 
194. The Intranet may be helpiirl but it currently is not 'user friendly' , nor does it contain very much information. 

195. nla 
1%. Internet -6 - times out to quickly 
197. The pagcr system thmugh DOS takes awhile and oftentimes I n d  to page quickly. 
198. Insight. not user friendly. Soflreporting was easier. faster and more reliable to use. 
199. Speed things up 
200. I d l y  apprcciate RAS. I'd like to be able to get to more than just my Outlook (e-mail and calendar) via RAS. 

201. Faster connection to other applications 
202. Improvement in navigation in the network. especially in the Inuanct. Too hard to find things. Interesting note: 

W S  was easier to navigate and easier to get a good overview than the current system. The recent change of 
the home screen for the Hanford Intranet went from "some info" to "virtuaIly 110 info". Options arc not namcd 
well and are not self-evident from their names. 

I'd like to be able to open €LAN to get to HNF PROS etc. 

203. I think all systems should be the same user friendly. none difference then the other. 
204. Nothing 
205. Trash Micmsotl &.convert the entire network to Unix or a suitible done (L.inux). 
206. n/a 
207. Word Processing. Word97 is still a step backward from the fiuuiionality of Word Perfect. 
208. We are evolving into a time where being able to operate some of our lab equipment from our &ice 

workstation(s) will be ILEC~MIU~. It will pmbably fax our existing system as we bring some o f t h i s  
softwarehardware online. If we start making thcse improvements before the need starts to tax our presmt 
system that would be a big improvement. 

209. nla 
210. - 
2 11. i am very satisifed with the current HLAN service, and see no improvements nsessary. 
212. In the multi-user environment it would be nice to not have update the 5 to 7 work stations I rotate be- 

evuy time we up date our password. Is it possible to store and access our profile at a remote location so that it 
gets done just once. 

213. Site forms is difficult to get into, save and email to another person so t h y  can opm it. Passport is difficult to 
navigate through for infrequent users. 

214. Because (I think) of our extensive firewall between the Inmanet and the Internet. sometimcs it taka a long time 
for external pages to "build" and be complete on screen. It would be great if the "capture" time for extemal 
pages could be reduced while still maintaining adequate security. 

pmgram so that when a user d o d o a d s  a new p r o m  they can print the manual to use as a training guide and 
save it for future reference. 

was HQ files sent to me which I couldn't open with Acrobat 3.01 and I had to install 4 to open them. I didn't 
know 4 was availabk until I was forced by this to look for it. Same with HAND1 last year when there were 

217. The placing of manuals and procedures on the intranet. While this is a valuable service for quick rrferencs. in 

215. I'd set up on line software training. Write a very simplistic training manual in Word format for each software 

2 16. Notify automatically of the latest versions of software available for downloading. One of m y  recent problem 

.- changes made. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

many cascs it is too difficult to read lenjghy manuals and procedures on a computer monitor (even more 60 on 
my monitor because of all the colored highliting marks on the surface of my computer screen). The piacticc of 
not issuing hard copy should be rccunsisted. 

k to sec if its 218. Scrvers (Email, Calendar, ctc.) going down unexpcctantly. and having to constantly retaot to c 
back on. Also, Word (and to a much lesser extent WordPerfect) crashes in the middle of d & ents and we 
loose information. 

219. Make every building the same so that laptop don't nad converters. 
220. I vastly preferred LAN- to Outlook calendar for many reasons. Example -Under LANCal, it was far easier 

to get into peoples' calendars (by typing in their last name as a pasmord) to see where their meetings were, so 
that I knew whether I needed to allow travel time to or h m  another meeting. Getting this much info about 
othcrs' calendars now quires that everyone take action to allow such access, which very few people have 
taken the time to learn to do (myself included). Also - Site Forms is not very user-friendly. 

221. Time on hold with CTS 
222. I like the Microsoft Oflice products and would only ask that as Microsoft comes out with improvements, that 

they k advertised via general delivery and available to us users on software disuibution. I do not know that 
upgrades or fixes are publ i s id  very well. I don't remember hearing about them, only i f1  have a problem. then 
CTS tells me about a patch. 

223. Improve my connection to the net. I have consistently had problems with proxy server. 
224. I wish Outlook were more user-friendly. In my history at Hanford (from pre-PC days) I have had to learn all 

the standard HLAN programs. Outlook is one program that has taken me the longest to catch on to. There are 
so many tools, senices. options, etc., that it's hard to remember how to update your system when needed, I 
realize it is a Ivlicrosofi program. but if they ever ask for our input on how to improve. please pass this along. 

225. I have no complaints with existing senice 
226. deal with the passporV work management - jcs issue 
227. somctimcs the turn-around time for repairs is 100 slow. 

228. ? 

229. can't think of anything atthis time. 
230.777?????'7 

23 1. Better and fast sewer connections. Outer area personnel always seem to k in crunches because ofthe poor 

232. I have no opinion 
233. TIS would be available everyday until at least 8:OO pm. 
234. procedure retrieval is difficult now. I would like to make that easier, but don't know how. 
235. Typing in WORD. locks up dot  and my files corrupt and can't seem to retrieve a good back up file h m  the 

236. Nccd a common way to access all procedures and requirements documents. All on the intranet perfembly. 
237. Internet spctdl 
238. satisified 
239. can not think of any at this time. service and help is great 
240. no suggestions - it's fine the way it is 
241. I do not have any suggestions. 
242. not as many down time intemptions for maintenance or server outages 
243. Not sure. 
244. none 

mnneciion for the network and +ally the web. 

Temp files, journal, etc. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

245. For my &. thcy are adequate. 
246. Do something to avoid system lockups when using Outlook or PassPon. 
247. Site Forms'mcds to be more user friendly. For example, sometimes I cannot change the font size when I need 

to rypc in more text. The cells are locked, not able to be expanded when the text fills more space than is 
alloncd. It is very di t r idt  to cut and paste text from another application into Site Forms. The font size from 
the s o m  document to Site Forms does not retain its formatting. It would be easier to m m  around the tom 
if1 could use the arrow keys to move directly down through the form i d  of having to tab my way through 
all the cells. 

248. l.Passport. Dif6cult to movc around in. 2 . m  Slow to load and use. 3. EJTA Just clunky 
249. TIS is not available to FDNW empl oyecs... needs to be available 
250. more connections. especially HLAN drops in individual laboratory room 
251. HELP Sometimes looking up HELP docsn't even help! 
252. Outlook -system reliability 
253. Satislied. 

254. none 
25s. speed 
256. Continued improvcments to Spced. 
257. Network printer. Some documents take a very long time to process. 
258. Hen at FDNW the required reading list and its electronic submittal is still hard to usc and has bugs in i t  This 

needs improvement immediately. 
259. It needs to be redly stable if wc are going to make it the repository for Icy information. I would pcrsonnally 

rather not see us go that way (to make it the repository for key data). since I have s e p ~  t m  m y  times power 
outages at times that I need to have access. Right now. if wc have a power outage. it is really hard to figurt out 
who to call (since popup phone does not work when you have no power - no a- to key procedures. ctc.). 

-,  

260. not permit Calendar to schedule over other meetings already scheduled 
261. Don't know. 
262. I would not allow a one way communication dcvicz (i.e., E-mail) to be utilized as a directive media 

263. JCS needs to be upgraded badly. You have to go through many SCICCIM to releasc. update, change. wrk 

264. Hanfonl intranet homepage. To hard and too many stcps to get to the HNF-PRO'S 
265. Us of site forms and the files to serve them on. Don't have a good handle on using Microsoft Word outlook, 

etc. I have muddled through the program changes and have yet to learn all the options and how to do things in 
these more recent programs. Not knowing of updates without going into,software distributing has been a 

Packages. 

problem. 
266. Improve speed at which can access HLAN over RAS. Also, need more servers to store in use data, Files are 

becoming so large that GB servcrs arc rapidly being filled With data, tspecially when one backup file is ow 
1ooMB. 

267. Internet access sometimes is very slow, makes getting information from outside frustrating. 
268. Look at E-mail and files from home without "RASing". 

269. d a  
270. re-mite the TIS logic to better PCEcpt shifI schedules 
271. Don't know 
272. M y  computer should boot faster - spends to much time upgrading things like V i m  scan mrytime I boot. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

273. I would decrease the response time that it rake to come out and Wrepair  computer hardware and sofhvarc. 
Provide more personnel for end user support 

274. Server outages - I work with the SWEA and SWITS data bases the most and it seem like we have a lot of 
m e r  outages - it would be nice to know if all who haw access to these are trucly using them or just tying 
them up at times 

275. None 
276. Maay site forms are poorly designed in that they have unrealistic limitations for the number of charscters for 

entry lines. 
277. The connection. Somehow make it quicker so there isn't a huge lag time trying to pull something &the 

network or downloading a new program. 
278. I'm pretty happy with the current seMce. I like the microsoft products that were chosen as the standard 

programs and I use the same pmgrams at home. 
279. not sure 

280. Lookup no longer includes job information. It would be useful to know who is the secretary in a group. and 

281. n/a 
the other job titles in the group. 

282. Outlook E-Mail 
283. The INSIGHT program is very inneffecthe. The reports that I haw pulled from the software are usually out of 

date, and very difficult to use. The soitware is not very user friendly in creating reports for specific 
information. 

284. navagability on the invanet i don't think it is very user Friendly. one example is the listing of open positions. 
285. Access during &-shift hours and weekends, Csptcially when having dimculties from home with U S .  It is 

difficult to know ifthe network is down or not when you arc trying to R A S  in. The 376-1234 number 
indicates that it only operates from 7:OO a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday. At least being able to determine if 
there is a network problem would be helphrl 

286. service is satisfactory 
287. No Comment. 
288. Improving service on the customer service line. Calling 376-1234 and being put on hold for five to ten minutes 

is annoying. 
289. It would be extremely handy to have an online instruction manual for the various computer applications. HUH 

rarely provides sutficient information on how to perform tasks or solve problems. T h i s  is especially true for 
Microsoft Word. The switch from Wordperfed to Word was very difficult and wasted a lot of time. Them are 
still tasks that I cannot figure out how to do. The Help screens in Microsoft Word and other MicmroA 
applications are also somewhat less then helpful. 

290.1. Availability of software mentioned in question 18 above. 

2. Let us listen to internet radio while we work. 

them into MS Word macros or template. tables. 
291. Site forms. The forms are very idexable and slow to access. The form system could be improved by turning 

292. word 
293. See # 18 

294. The memory size limitations'in Outlook actually hinder my work on a week?y basis rather than enhance it. 
There is just quite simply times where I can not take the time to do my e-mail and I am consistently re&ving 
messages on my memory and am not being able to send out messages due to this. While I make a significant 
effort to stay on top of this, and I understand that we can't abuse this system and let it go, the restrictions are too 
tight at this time. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

295. nom 
296. n/a 
297. None. 
298. Faster, more reliable ~cagg to the Internet 0. 
299. I am Satisfied 
300. M 
301. nla 
302. proxy to netscape for access to ORPS 
303. Not sure. 
304. More CTS personnel to address problems when they arise. 
305. Inrrcasc the speed of searches on RMIS. 
306. None come to mind 
307. Give people a mmmon set of permissions for needed shase ~ n a s  based on their job function I company instead 

308. €ant think ofanything 
309, I don't know ofany that I would improve on. EUC and tech. support have always ban efficient and on time. 
310. TIS is not available usually between 4:OO - 4:30. It would be nice if you could add panid times for the day and 

save it. When you open TIS in the morning and attempt to add a time throughout the day, if it isn't on line it 
will canal out what you entercd throughout the day. 

of having to get access to share arcas fmm all of the different owners of these areas. 

311. n/a 
3 12. the file sewers arc a little slow when alot of people are using the samc program 
313. No specific ~ g g 4 0 n ~  for now. 
314. RMIS -I &en have to re-boot when using RMIS 
315. No comment 
3 16. Site f o m  could be more  use^ friendly. 
317. Newspaper atriclea arc too small to read. Make larger. 
318. To require LMSI to obtain a vote of the computer end users on programs they are proposing to get rid of or 

obtain BEFORE any action is taken to remove or obtain them. After the votes have ban tallied, a 60% 
passage of the proposed change should be required and reported back to the end users also BEFORE any d o n  
is taken by LMSI. Following all of this. LMSI should then move forward bccause now they have consulted the 
end users before a change is made and obtained their endput not just someones input within LMSI conveying 
the "we know best mentallity" (A prime example where the outcome would have ban meren t  was when 
Microsoft Word was purchased in 1996 and the entire Hanford Site used Word Perfect. Word Perfect was also 
cheaper to obtain at the time LMSI purchased it. The comparison was performed by asking Micmsoft for a 
prim of 10000 users compared to the Wordperfcct off the shelf price. Core1 was not contacted by LMSI for a 
lump sum price for 10000 users because there were those that called them and asked them, the Word pwfcct 
price used was the off the shelf single purchase price. Also not factored into the equation was the time and 
money it would cost to convert to Word from Word Perfect being it had been the standard at the W o r d  Site 
since the use of computers began.) 

319. no comment 
320. Training - tips & techniques of t6e on line systems - ma- a shon weekly notice to increase awarcnchs ofthe 

321. Worlr%for me. 
322. The only s h a d  service that really causes a problem is TIS. To date TIS related problems have not proved to 

tools - I'm not interested in computer based training just some-small tips to make things easier. - 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

be fatal, only annoying. TIS seems to be off-line a lot. How would I improve this sihration? By making sure 
that TIS is always available in the late affernoon. ix.. near end of shift. 

323.7 
324. more scient server usage - I don't know if this is possible but it seems like servers go down often and 

325. So far I am pretty satisfied with the HLAN. as you are improwng the access tools it seems every year. 
326. A WORD pmgram for job packages that can be accessed by all areas ofHanford to eliminate duplication of 

unfonunaicly there is no backup system to complete our work 

&ort Many jobs are re-mitten daily that could be accessed and used site wide to save time and big SSSSSS. 
Pmple are out here typing words that exist in other computers but no n-k exists to link them togather. 

327. none 
328. No idea 
329. Same as #IS 
330. I would allow more storage for e:mail messages 
331.Respoll~ctimeonhardwarerepairs 
332. Easier to find "special forms and procedures" such as the "F-lP-1277 manual slufE 

333. ok 
334. allowing access w HLAN fmm borne as mosl of us have home computers and could be doing work from them 

during off hours when things are quieter. or if something precludes us from making it to work (Le. weather. 
etc.) we could still remain productive and minimize impacts of not being able to physically be at work. 

335. d a  
336. Site forms arc very cumkrsome to work with. 
337. Make a m s s  to the HLAN services FASTER 
338. none 
339. Upgrade the servers, and maybc even keep backup servers readily available to replace a down s e m r .  
340. Make passport quicker to use 
341. Convert all the site documents to the M S  Ofiia products. Allowing the wntinued use of WordPesect is only 

adding confusion. We should take the elfort needed to convert all the documents and then Mete WP. Then 
are those who will never change to the new M S  products unless they have no other option. 

342. Bettcr acce~ to local websites on the internet from the Bechtel Building 
343. Outlook Calendar -it is not as user friendly as LanCal was 

344. Hire more qualified computer tech to support hanford site. 
345. site forms toss it out go to Word Templates or F o m .  
346. get rid ofsms...slows the computer startup and aaxu times every day....takes over 7 minutes to lire up. 
347. The Hanford I n m e t  Home Page. I don't like the layout at all. Home page specifies contracton, then once 

selected it specifies services. Looking for a document is cumbersome. trying to find the right location. etc. 
(e.g. "F-PRO). 

348. Put an edit on calendar that will not allow multiple meetings to be set up that conflict with each other on a 
timing basis. No one seems to can if they arc double or Uiple booking personnel for the same time slot and it 
is counter productive. 

349. InWntemet  access speed. It sometimes secms very slow. 
350. Impove administrative controls 
351. Several systems are Wcult to use. e.g..Site F o m .  We could use some training tips when a new system 

comes on line. (Perhaps a noebook system where the training could be printed and saved, or an intranet site 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

with some tutorials, which would be available when the user encounters the system for the 6ust time. 
352. none 

353. RAS InFromHOh4E SPEED - I do alot ofmy work&r hours and wcckends at home andafartcr sp&dto 

354. combine pager numbers with the pager imn.i&p pager numbers 
355. nla 
356. no mmmcnt 

357. na 
358. I have no recommendations. It is the best I have ever experienced 
359. I am happy with the senice and tools provided 

360. I have no improvement suggestions. 
361. Better Notification of new or updated &are. There needs to be a what's new for computers and sofhvare so 

that users are aware planned or futhure updateslseMce pack. The what's new in sofhvare distrubition doesn't 
provide the detail of who needs it or what the improvements are and there effects. 

362. I fing that the multiple reboots needed when updates are required ( ex. Virusscan ) are a pain. The long boot I 
starl I logon time seems exassive and not very friendly ( multiple questions to answer on sfarmp ), probably a 
reason that many users seldom turn off their computers ( an energy waste and additional wear on equipment ). 

363. 1) TIS keeps wiping out my systray in Windows 98. which requires reboot. Could use a TIS patch. 2) autocad 
14 no longer supports drawing search for text items like version 12 did. It would be nice to have this fealurc, 
especially when you want to find a specific ilem but don't know all the drawings it is located on New cad 
version for this. 3) F%sqmn password - should be able to change this anylime I want in casc I feel my current 
one has betn compromiaedl! I A basic requirement per HGET. I should be able to change any of my passwords 
anytime. 

IUS on to - would grcatly help mc - 

- 

364. The ability to log on to thc nctwork on the first try (although this week it has worked fine). 
365. the calendar on outlook is very slow and ties up the mmputer waiting to tell me what meetings I have and 

366. faster remote access 
367. m e  wordperfect the standard word processor. It is so much more a real word processor. I have often 

accepting or rejecting meeting, please improve the preformance of the that feature. 

wondered how we could make word a standard when it does not support SGML as a standard and Wordpufcct 
does. The Federal system makes SGNL a requirement. 

would suggest that Word templates be. generated for forms. 
368. Passpon has drastically slowed down any procurement. Most jetfom forms are unusable the way thcy are. I 

369. Improve JetForms so that it doesn't hang upfcrash your computer every time you use it 
370. I have been ffustrated with the RMIS database with I use on an occasional basis. The warches @kc WAY too 

long and needs to be improved in order to become a really effective work tool. 

Also, I would like to see a large expansion ofthe HUH that would include greater than 90% of all call in 
questions along with resolutions that HLAN users have called in about. I know it would take some extra 
manpower but it may p m e  to be cost effenive in the longer run because I know I have to wait on hold (or 
wait my turn) in order to speak with an EUC representative. If there were a comprehensive database (or ana) 
where I muld go to look up my mmputer problem or computer related question, I wouldn't have to bother with 
taking up someone's time at the end ofthe line. And for the most part, those people are very good because 
they are able to diagnose most everything. So I would like to see an expansion of questions with their 
solutions for HLAN users posted on the Intranet. - 

371. none 
372. If TIS would allow me to save a partial days number of hours (less than 9 most days) so that I muld enter cost 

codes and hours worked on tasks throughout the day and save them as I go. my mmputing world would be 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

much tetter. 

to EUC. I have Spent the better part of day trying to get through. 
373. The one thing that comes to mind is the amount time Spent on hold when I do have a problem and make the call 

374. Making Pager soilware a windows driven program. 
375. Accrss to the internet is sometimes slow or nonexistent. 
376. The network meets my needs. I have no service improvement ideas. I appraiate the scheduling of outages 

during off-work hours (backshifts and weekends). It appears to me that the service provider is continually 
monitoring and correcting problems with the network. I think it speaks very well for those people. 

377. Service time for equipment (swapping out my computer for the new one. fixing a group resource drawing 
plotter) is too long (weeks). The SITE FORMS application is TERRIBLE. I have pcrsonnally wasted many 
hours trying to figure out why the form prints with a meren t  font and different spacing than what shows on 
the swcen resulting in text which doesn't print on the form even though s h o w  on the screen. My saxe* has 
wasted many more hours than I have. HUH and C T S  have been no help!!!! This has been a productivity 
DRAIN not an asset! 

378. Can't think Of any. 
379. don't know 
380. Impmve response time. 
381. none 
382. Web being more user friendly 
383. The speed at which things are access&. The faster the HLAN or computer is the better 
384. nla 
385. can't think of anything right now 
386. voice activated Cmr inkdace (mouse and Ircyboatd-leas intcrfacc) 

387. unsure 

388. Electronic Time Gathering 
389. I think the service is dependable so I have no recommendation for imrpovcments 
390. go back to wordp=Ifect 
391. I would implement electronic work flow pmcesses, integrated with forms and an electronic document 

management system, to improve the quality and effieiency of many ofthe routine Hanford work processes. 
392. My only comment is regarding shared printers. We have high volume printers on the HLAN which arc nice for 

large jobs. I dispute the calculations that has created a bias against personal printers. I am convinozd that if 
you consider MY Ome that personal computers are more economical. I have examined previous decision 
papers done for computer issues. I find they don't consider the USCI costs. DOE should not allow computer 
cost reduction by vansferring costs to the facilities. 

393. Greater shared drive space available 
394. Relatively satisfied.... no signiiicant improvements identified 
395. Internet response time. High speed access line. 
396. none 
397. No suggestions 
398. When services are added or expanded. the method of learning turns out to be trial and errorand th is  is not the 

399. Make virus updates less intrusive. sometimes it is necessary to boot 2 or 3 times in a mw which can be 
most efficient methcd 

incovenient. 
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19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

400. I have no suggestions 
401. during heavy p-ing times access to files &of the file llclv~r kcomes very slow and causes some 

pmblcms with open applications. If this processing (suspect payroll and finance) could be broken up into 
smaller chunks it would have less of an impact (my quess anyway). 

402. Plan now to upgrade Microsoft Office 97 to office 2000. 

403. Plan to upgrade Microsoft Office 97 to offce 2000. 

404. More avdahlility to C T S  sW. Phone wailting for assistance and field help are long waits. 

405. Cannot think of any. Only wish Passport were faster, sometimes takes too long. 

406. speed up 
407. Shorter wait time for response when calling 376-1234 

408. I'd ensure that suhstituten or replacements were readily available to switch over to in the event of an outage. 
409. None 
410. Perhaps a bit more aggressive approach towards keeping network drives cleaned up. Space is running short in 

411. Access to my work computer from my home computer 
412. Put Look-up icon on my screen so I don't have to go thru all that InIranet steps. even I've saved the foldcr. I usc 

it A LOT because I take phone messages and 1'11 want to type in the phone number of the caller to get the name 
right This is a necccsily for me because I'm hearing impaired. It's great to double check the names. spelling. 
location, etc. 

some locations. The custodians may need a little more prodding. 

. .- 

413. Speedup the HLAN sy&m for connection with available programs. 
414. Intraneubternet speed. 

415. Addressing the needs of the engineering community in that software such as MathCAD. be provided and kept 
current &e. MathCAJJ 2000 instead of MathCAD 6)  regardless of the fact that the engineering mmmunity 
does not fit the "typical" HLAN user. 

416. 1 

417. Site Farms is always diEicult to use and often crashes 
418. Allow to connect remotely. 
419. Access time to the intedintra net. 
420. Kcy access occasionally locks my computer up 

421. none 
422. none 
423. Evetything works well to complete my work. 

424. see #18 above 
425. I'll have to think about it ..... 
426. I am satisfied 

427. PassPort - menu structure is extremely confusing for navigating through screens. I also find Insight awkward to 

428. Internet speed I believe that work is in progress to fix this and that it is suppose to be finished this ycar. 

430. Laplink or some nh'cr way of connecting from home PC or laptop. 
43 1. No comments at this time. 

use. 

- 429. None 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

432. M SU@OnS 

433. Incrcarcd s h a d  area Space on the server. In the case of Primavera, it appears that the more people on a shared 
area. the performanee of the P3 program decreases. i.e. it takes loger for the file to open up. layouts to be built, 
&electing & sorting the file takes longer, calculating the schedule takes longer. If the SNF project, as we1 las 
the other major projects. could have a dedicated server for the P3 project schedule, I believe the program 
would operate a little faster. 

to do this, I can't make it do it and the DOS version is not compatible with my monitor, causes freezes from 
time to time) 

434. Update the WinPager to accept simple text files from Notepad for easy updating of pager lists (if it's s u p p a d  

435. Return the supenisor chain and organization information to look-up. 
436. DonY know. 
437. I can't really think of anything - y'all are doing pretty good! 
438. Outlook Calendar sometimes doesn't work for me. I probably need to takc more training in it. 
439. P r o m  such as Motiva (EDMS) which is via the network is way too SLOW. It is near impassable to use at 

the beginning or end of the day. Redesign and load program on each computer and only ~cccss data base via 
the network. 

440. Internet senice. I waste a lot of time waiting .__. waiting ... waiting _... 
441. C m t e  some way to always have Outlook Calendar reflect the latest revision to a previously scheduled anivily - 

sa that it could not be inadvertabtly eraxd if you do not respond to these revision noticcs in their temporal 
orderrcccjved 

Create a way of "tagging" messages in order to automatically send them to a personal file, if you M desire. 
442. none 
443.1) Larger Outlook Mailbox sizes. 2) Faster RAS BC~JS - although I have a 56.6k modem, I usually am 

m ~ e c t e d  a much slower spesd. 3) Fastcr RMIS scarching and document display. 4) Standardtzcd ' RMXS 
indexing protocols to aid in searching for documents (or at least a pracdurc for the initiator to provide CCC 
with index words for letters, memos, documents, etc.). It's pretty hit and miss to search for items by anything 
other than document number, originator. date, etc. 

444. Make PAS as effecient as on-site processing. RAS continues to be awful! Improvements over the past few 
yean are not good. 

445. TIS. The times it's down for backup or processing are inconvient, every time that I go to exit it tells me that I 
have had an error and the program will be shut down, it frequently locks up and q u i r e s  crashing and 
rebwting of the computer. 

446. W o r d  Intranet. I would i m p m  it by keeping it up to date. I have found lots of things that am out-of& 
or that are brand new that is not on it yet 

447. speed 
448.7 Not sure what the term "HLAN Service" mans. 
449. Update pop phone to be windows-bascd; integrate the Outlook address bwk. pop phone and pager functions. 
450. none 
451. Fastcr response to computer problems. hire more individuals for this purpose only 
452. Site forms -too many wmmonly used fonns a n  not available electronically. 
453. Insight - needs to be more understandable to the general employees - the reports nocd to be fixed and the 

process need not be so flaky. Why to m need to password on, when it's just our regular cpu password? Also - 
there needs to be a better p " s s  for instructing employas on the use of this and other services. 

to 6:00pm otherwise, my particular work would be inhibited 
454. Not so much improve. but any "4 down time should continue to be scheduled for hours other than 6:OOam 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

455. Insight - make more urn friendly 
456. I f a 1  the pcople nuvling HLAN are doing a great job. 

457. AUow access to OUT site computers from off site so we can do casual ovenimc at home on our own machines 

458. No mouncnL it works very well. 
459. Onc thing that could be useful is if there was an easy way to many the informalion in OutloOL (especially 

460. UnLnOwn 
461. Makc remote access (for my home computer) easier,as I attempted a couple of times over a ycar ago (using the 

instcad of having to stay after hours or drive 45 miles on the weekend to do a couple hours of work. 

meeting durations) with TIS. so that there could be more seamless accounting ofthat time. 

procedures and sofhvan: available at that time) and gave up in frustration.1 currently utilize my government 
furnished laptop which works well. 

appreciated if the virsus updates (requiring rebooting) could be installed prior to the machine booting. It never 
fails that I am under deadline and I nccd to reboot the computer. 

462. It would be nice if the user was not required to reboot the computer afler vim updates. It would be 

463. Cut the wait time in reaching someme on the help line 
464. Phone Directory. I would like to have the ability to scloctivcly copy and paste certain information into another 

465. Some time Insight is little slower in loading the data, if this can bc made faster. 
466. The tinu involved in getting help from CTS. You wait too long from the time you dial the phone to when you 

467. Actually. there is nothing at the moment. I am very confidence of the m n t  services I have today. I wouldn't 

468. Phone Directory, I would I i  to have the ability to pclcaively copy and paste certain information info anotha 

469. HAND1 and Passport are obtuse. In my opinioe this sofhvarc needs a vast inpmvcmcnt in user friendliness. 
470. Infrequently, m s s  to the interncf/intranct has not been available. I would like a more reliable access. but I'm 

not sure how that is achieved. 
471. The database that I work on is actually provided by PNL machines. Occasionally there is a problem with the 

interface between PNL and HLAN making it impossible to do my work. This requires numerous phone calls 
and usually about 4 hours of lost time. I would like to see some way of eliminating these interfaces and 
thereby eliminating potential for problems. 

application. 

"- 

get sotneane to help you. 

change or add anything. 

application. 

472. Flexibility in the use of available word processors 
473. l m i s  

474. I occasionally experience difficulty in loading program updates. I really don't know the mason. 
475. All in all, I a m  fhirly satisfied with the HLAN and its availability to mc during the working hours. 
476. none 
477. n/a 
478. Keeping the Phone directory updated and having more employee information about the cmployrr's on the 

diIeCt0~. 

479. More storage space on the filesuver for the user drive W:). 
480. The current Inlranet does not seem to have a logical path to links with external sites. such as DOE Orders. 
481. Working with a Site'Form is s i l l  a mystery to some pcople. I dread having to fill out a Site Form. I don't think 

site forms are user friendly. Mom instructions such as exit, printing a blank copy, expanding the fields to 
allow more written context to be entered, etc. should be available after you are a d l y  working in the 

~- 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

19. If you could improve one HLAN service, what would it be and how would you improve it? 

document I don't know if the software. will allow that 
482. none 
483. Improve data throughput / bandwidth, especially infkhmhual support. The current site network is slower 

than any other network I havevever seen. During peak useage periods. it is virtually impossible to download 
or exchange anything with anyone. Improve the criteria for selection and interoperability of softwan. There is 
a need for a data protecljon I encryption feature for transmining data over the HLAN I Net. The Panic induced 
Security modifications that have been added to the HLAN have not in my opinion increased security, but only 
made it harder to get work done. PGP or Paranoid could be g d  options. 

when I u9c the internet. Therefore, I avoid the exchange even though I know valuable information is available 
there. 

485. no comment 
486. Sofhvare system interactions will occassionally cause my local computer to lock up. necessitating rebooting. 

Software pieces most often "Not Responding" are IE Explorer when accessing procedures in PHMS or other 
databases (ex LHMC procedures) and Passport. 

487. IfRh4I.S is an HLAN seMce, an improvement would be linking the outgoing letters to incoming letters (that 
generated them). 

484. Basic internet training at my desktop would help increase my productivity. It seems to take a lot ufmy time 
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Survey Question: 

21. Please list other computing based items that you may need in the future: 

1. I'd like to see the site Mer a graphics package for usc 
2. 1 

3. Replace dcsktop with a laptop and docking station. 
4. none at this tine 
5. Confcrcncing would be handy, but would be difficult to implement over a broad range of contractors, say PHMC, 

6. At this time, I cannot think of any computing bawd items that I may need in the future. 

7. Not Applicable. 

8. I'd like to aarss my phone lines with my computer. 

9. cannot think ofany. 

10. work flow took to pars documents and assignments through the work process 

11. I would like to see in standard programs ones that mom out better for the visually impaired and voice 

12. No comment. 

13. access to SCIETIFIC graphics program (e.g. Sigmaplot), as opposed to business graphics (e.g. Powerpoint) 

14. no more computer bawd training. 

15. The ability to connect to more than one LAN without swapping LAN cables (actually nced this nowl). 
16. none 

17. Software design planning tools, preferably Rational Suite, Enterprise Edition. This is expensive for individual 

18. Items that suppolt interactive uscs. Keeping up with what is going on in the industry is going to play a big part 

19. none noted 
20. Telephony 

2 1. TechTips form Microsoft 
22. 7 
23. n/a 

24. Digital signature 

25. Raster to vector or ASCII conversion saftwarr. 

26. Newer version of Paradox. Which OUT group uses and is in my opinion a much better product than Access. 

27. Specialty s0ftW;ue such as ATJTOPIPE and MATHCAD. 
28. I'm not good at imaginin& but I've been impressed with some things that haw been ma& available to us here. 
29. not sure what I am going to need - sometimes we do not get much notice 

the designing of web pages. 

BHI and others. Conference telephone calls work pretty well as a work around. 

recognition programs for those with problems including keyboarding scnsativity. 

groups but could be purchaxd for a site liccnsc. 

with retaining and attracting the right RSOWCC... 

Aocw to newsgroups. 

30. 7 
- 31. HgetTrainingfromMyDesk 

32. n/a 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

2 1. Please list other computing based items that you may need in the future: 

33. Note: Future position is not current one. 
34. naining (like HGET) at own terminal instead of traveling 

35. rnuritcable cd drives 
36. How about all building procedures available fmm the intranet? P " L  has it, 
37. Normal upgrades in hardware, software, and response time to pace technology advanrs. 
38. n/a 
39. Audio input might be a good way to go, but I don't speak in sentences and paragraphs. 
40. n/a 
41. Can'tthinkofany. 

42. None 
43. Tough to answer. Ten years ago, I would have said I did not need any at all. 

44. None 
45. none known 

46. Portable instnuntn tation links (2.4 Gig. radio) to HLAN from the 200 Areas Tank Farms 
47. ras 
48. n/a 
49. Plant conliguration management software. 
50. NET hEETING kuRzwEIL VOICE RECOGNITION NETWORK SCANNFiRfPmRS WORKSTATION 

51. The i n m e t  should provick CBTs for all of the software we have available, any time somvare is changed the 

52. A site standard full desktop. all-inone. customimble freehand style graphics, presentation, photo, and layout 

53. None 
54. photo library systems that is user friendly (see comment in number 19) 
55. Would like to see more Vainng on various software provided via computer work station since it is very difficult 

to obtain approval from the company to pay for computer sofiwan courses at Protrain, CBC, WSU. etc. We 
also don't get any instruction books on the different sofhvare, and although the HELP menus arc better than they 
used to be, they still lack many of the answers I've needed. 

indusuy is too dynamic to list future needs at this time. 

BETTERKEYBOARDS 

CBTs should parallel. 

program for the PC environment that is currently available for the Macintosh environment on site. 

56. At th is  time its hard to tell. Our processes are always evolving as technology progresses. The computing 

57. Can't think of anytlung eke. 
58. You folks have more imagine than I do -just bring em on! We'll adapt. 
59. I'm sure all of the above will be needed someday, but for now, nothinglf 

60. Not aware of what is available 
61. I am not told what will be in the future. 
62. Color printers that do not smear. 
63. Read/wn 'table CD for data backup. Cheaper media for data backup and, in spite of the fact that the disks arc not 

reusable, more convienent. 

64. None 
65. ,I would like to have something like PC Crypt0 (a McAffe. M S  Office compatable product) to use in the 
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- Survey Question: (cont) 

21. Please list other computing based items that you may need in the future: 

multiuser environment I work in. The password protection of the screen saver is nof practical. It ju t  
antagonizes the other uscn. I guess chrs question is all ready answered because OUI work would not be visible 
to the computer usc police per question 27. 

does not have a d e w  in accounting. 
66. E l m n i c  signature and authentication. Financial data system that can be understood and used by someone who 

67. None. Covercd my nccds in question 20 above 
68. Need to conven old DBasc files 10 Acass. 
69. RAS--I havc beard n h n g  but nightmares bccoming reality with pcoplc accessing from offsitc using RAS. So I 

ban avoided that and jut access the file server using dialup. I only uy it for accessing email messages and 
chcdclng the calendar 

70. none 
71. audiowillbevayimportant 
72. can't ihink of any at this time. 

73. I want the computer tied into the phone so when 1 look up a number 1 can have the computer dial it. Not a big 

74. I have no opinion 
75. None 
76. unknown at this time 
77. Autocad conversion sofhvarc - convert hand drawngs lo cad drawings 
78. Done 
79. None 
80. Many of the above items would be a plus, however. for my work now. I don't think I would 'nccd' these 

8 1. I can't thmk of any more at t h i s  time 
82. Latest WordPerfect 
83. PX3 scheduling software, AutoCad, Photoshop 
84. 7 
85. Software & Web Site Testing SoAwarc 

86. elcaronic invoicing bctwccn FDH and subconlraclon elatroNc ordering direct between FDH and suppliers 

deal. 

-. 

SeMCw. 

elcnmnic payment berwccn FDH and suppliers i n c d  elatmnic communication tools b c M e n  FDH and the 
external supplier community faster transmission of data 

87. How to politely delete questionnaires Qust seeing if you're awake). Nonc that I know of. 

88. Rcmotc access to email without having to RAS in 
89. access to site-wide data base that would make available the hazards in a facility 10 emergency response 

pcrsonncl. 

90. No comment. 
91. none 
92. Can not Uunk of any lhat I need in lhe hrturc to perform my job. 
93. No more than above 
94. n/a 
95. n/a 
96. telecommuting capabilities 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

21. Please list other computing based items that you may need in the future: 

97. Training, training, and more training. 
98. None 

99. nJa 
100. Good Job 
101. Just a comment. I think that wc should wntrol access to web publishing tools for 2 reasons. 1) Standards 

should be enforced and 2) Web pages are like minuture applications and should be operated and inaintianed as 
such 

102. None 
103. None 
104. No wmments 
105. nJa 
106. Don't know at this time. 
107. small portable printer to down load sensitivity readings of the fire system smoke detectors and status of the fire 

108. Optical character recognition for scanning documents 
109. Validating Web Based Training 

11 1. I currently use a second hard drive for data back-up. This has proved to be a reliable and fast way to insure that 

alarnsystcms 

110. M 

my stuff doesn't get lost. As the quantity of stuff to be saved grows, I might need a larger back-up hard drive 
in the fuhlre. Is lost PC data much of a problem site wide? How do most folks back-up their data files? 

112. A good draw program paint doesn't cut it) and a basic desk top publishing padcage. 
113. none 

114. none 
115. Barcoding of instruments and dosimety into the ACES syrtrm 

116. nJa 
117. SunPro 
118. more mcmo#y 
119. Training on Acceso. 
120. Audio input sonware would be very' helpful for those of us who are handicapped or whose keyboarding ability 

121. none 

122. same as number 18 
123. d a  

124. PC card reader 
125. wrel suite 
126. RAS as it stands now messes up your home or portable computer- I don't use it now because ofthe problems 

is slow. 

friends have had. I am approved for use, and did use the old system, but will not put my home system into 
harms way. 

127. web tv 
128. Graphics program like CorelDraw; may need Microsoff Front Page if get an opportunity to put facility-spenfic 

proccdurrs on a web site on the Intranet; etc. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

2 1. 

.- 

Please list other computing based items that you may need in the future: 

129. Can't think ofany right now. 
130. I'm not surc if this is the right place to mention this or not, but here gocs: The RdX software doesn't seem to fit 

the windows platform very well. I think it may even be a DOS based program. It would be better is the 
program were windows based (rather than compatible). To be honest with you, I'm not convinced the SORware 
is as helpful as it should be, It doesn't seem to fit o w  needs. 

131. None known at this time. 
132. Not nm 
133. Electronic Time Gathering 
134. Full audidvidm recording to report financial information to management in a user-friendly d u m  (Le.. rather 

than merely providing tables and graphs of data pmviding integrated voice and video with animation such that 
it seems likc you are talking to the recipient of the information - TurtroTax UPLS this approach in their fax 
sothare and it is very eE'eave) 

135. access to national standards with case. 

136. Electronic document management system. knowledge management systems, electronic forms tied to databases. 
137. Two comments. Scanning and digital imaging. Our facility has invested in a digital camera and has an older 

HF' ScanJet. These implements have been a great asset in preparation of documents. To complement this. a 
site standard image editing software would be beneficial. I would recommend an incxpensive product such as 
Paint Shoppro. 

Seaond, WordPerfect. I am convinced the change over to Word has bcen a cost reduction nightmare. As a 
"power user" I am invited to solve many problems for my associates. Word has NOT resulted in productivity 
incnass. Quite the opposite. Legacy file conversion has been a nightmare. Word's functionality on long 
mmplicatcd files is poor. User learning w e s  have k e n  long. I understand that mistakes are made and accept 
them but I am disappointed that a review, as difficult as it may be, has not been done to confirm the predicted 
cost savings. As my facility i nwfaas  with DOE-HQ (which w WP) for EIS preparation we% found a need 
for WordPerfcct. I would c~~o~ulilpc the site to consider adding WordPerfcct as a site standard. 

- 

138. none 
139. Not sure 

140. Nom 
141. None 
142. electronic s i g n a m  
143. Large capacity archival. c.g.. CD-WRW or DM-R 
144. Rcwriteable CD-ROM availability for ow workgroup. 
145. 1 
146. I have a present need for some typc of Graphics Editor. (Photo Shop. Paint Shop Pro... ) and would like to have 

147. color printing 
148. d a  
149. CompUw bascd training for the site applications 
150. d a  
151. hkke Wordperfect site standard for word processing 
152. am a current but not very active RAS us4 (not active due to hardware problems, trying to work it through) 
153. Supr high spad wbrkstation (such as multiprocecsor DEC Alpha) for technical computing. 
154. FAST access to vendor catalogs (mechanical and piping components) with a speedy such  engine. Also be able 

to download drawings of the% vendor items along with the catalog page. We did have a CD seMce called 

it offered via software distribution. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

21. Please list other computing based items that you may need in the future: 

VHMS which was discontinued because of update mst There is a internet service called Whet ,  but it 
wtrcamly slow. 

155. none, 
156. Don't how. 
157. d a  
158. This whole survey is the typical Hanford solbare sham I have seen for years. The only.questions you ask 

about are business programs. Science should be driving wanford not database programs. The mmputign 
based item I need in the future are scientific programs. I need both the program and the Id suppart. Why 
can't I get good support on scientific programs. 

I need a equation solver - not a spreadsheet (those am designed for accountants not scientists. 1 use them 
because that is all that is supported.) I need Mathcad TKSolver Plus, Matlab, Mathamatica, etc. 

I need a chemical simulator program such 8s ESP. Hysim. Aspen, etc. 

I need access to scientific databases: DIPFX, NIST webbook, etc. 

I need a good statistical package(s): simple ones such as NW Statpak to top level ones such as St 

I need a good scientific plotting package: Jandel's, DADisP, ctc. 

If I have to do engineering with accounting tools (spreadsheets), at least get me some addins such as Crystal 
Ball. 

Get me ~ccess to color output. I dare you to put 6,000 points of 9 different variables on the same chad and try 
and make sense ofthem in black and white. 

Every senmary and beancounter has up-to-date software with excellent support. Every engineer here is trying 
to jury-rig up business software to do his science on. Why can't we have good science programs???? 

this data dumped into relational databm. Need rapid document scanning capabilities with optical recognition 
capabilities for retrieval. 

159. The ability to input data to the database(s) from hand-held instruments -from field inventories. Need to have 

160. Color Printer 
161. I could have selected all ofthc above item listed in question 20, since any of these computer enhancements 

would likely improve productivity - homer,  I selected only the top two to give them greater emhasis. Voice 
recognition, for example, has the potential for great enhancement of mmputerhser eficency. but I am not sure 
how far along it is, or what it costs. 

162. None 
163. none 
164. Scanning I OCR recognition. 3D graphics capable videoadapter with IR shutter glasses capability. Shared 

165. none 
application capability on Vide teleconferencing. DVD (both read and readkite). 
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Survey Question: 

24. 

I 

Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

1. DOE Direccivg - Los Alamor; DOE Technical Standards - Oak Ridge 
2. GPOAcass 
3. Fluor Benefits 
4. Weather, national & world news such as the nuclear accident in Japan. 
5. 3 
6. nrc homepage. washington job postings for recruiting 
7. Driver updates and new Control System Softwan Demo downloads. 
8. I have internet at home for other accesses. 
9. vehicle vender information on purchased fire equipment incoming weather data for our outside workers for proper 

10. Technical Library, DOE orders 
11. Acasc mainframe computer in Oak Ridge, TN. 
12. Not Applicable. 
13. weather info 
14. EF'A documents, ctc. 
15. asme, iso, sqig. epri 
16. Accessing govenmcnt regulations. State and Federal. 
17. other Ciov't agencies: NIOSH. OSHA, WISH& ctc. 
18. Business due diligence for leasing and business contracts 
19. Search engines. vendor pages, technical data 
20. Safety information 
21. No comment. 
22. None 
23. Sites that contain State and Federal regulations. 
24. i use yahoo.finance to convert Canadian dollars to us dollars for the prom on work on. 
25. merent sites that deal with my profession. 
26. Professional development information-such as registuing for classes 
27. none 
28. Occasionally I am requested to cornspond with corporate &ces for my boss. 
29. Other government agencies; professional organization web pages; research organizations. 
30. Micmsofl Knowledge Basc, Advisor Product information for A c c w  and Visual Basic. 
3 1. phone d i m t y  
32. Maintencnce information from vendors 
33. e-mails to HQ contacp have bookmarks to EPA and state reguIatory agencies. these help monitor regulatory 

34. n/a 

clothing 

._ 

developments -. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

24. Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

35. Federal Acquisition Regulations Department ofEnergy Acquisition Rcgulations Defence Contractors Audit 

36. GPO, AWWA, NSF, USCFCCCHR, WETRC, Thomas, Access Washington, Fed. Reg. 
37. Information and status of other DOE sites affecting projects (i.c. CAO home page, New Mexico Environment 

38. None 
39. None. 
40. HQ phone listings 
41. Links to other govemment/DOE sites, such as Washington Dcparunent ofEcology, etc. 

42. Company information. 
43. Procedure mearch ("F-PROS) 

44. None 
45. COGEMA HQ in France regarding PHMC work. 
46. Ideas for safety/CPI topics 
47. none 
48. MSDS Databases 
49. Database and d-ents 
50. none 
51. Technical Societies, Universities. Fluor Corporate information. 
52. DOE quirements post @ " Explorer". WAC quiremcnts posted with the Washington dcpartmcnt ofEcology, 

53. Codes and standards (interpcrtations, current standards, 

54. access to copies of standards. codcs, rcqulations. etc. 
55.  Societies and professional resource home pages. Such as the American Academy of Health Physics or Health 

56. safety topic bulletin boards 

57. Government regulations and notices 
58. C/Net, ZDNet TUCOWS. WinFiles, Microsol?, various other vendors and technical suppolt anas 
59. nla 
60. Reporting to DOE-HQ. This reporting is done 5 times per year and has closing dates. Depending on what day 

61. Hanford and FDNW procedures. Hanford weather and search engines 

62. nla 
63. F e d e ~ a l  (OSHA) information 
64. none 
65. None 
66. none 
67. Vendor equipment safety information, Upgrade information, Software revision information, FIP to other 

68. None 

e n c y  

Department. Oak Ridge, etc.). 

Code ofFederal Regulations, Fedcral register. all SRID information. 

Physics Society 

the Internet is unavailable may also affect the impact. 

locations. 
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- Survey Question: (cont) 

24. Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

69. National Instih~tc For The Certification OfEngineering Technitions Oklahoma State University 

70. None. 
71. Accessing Manufachucs web-dtes to obtain Material Safw Data Sheets 
71. None 
73. vendor technical sites, 
74. Email to other government sites or offsite companies. 
75. None 
76. Other Federal Agencies 
77. Technical trade journals. discipline (QA) net sites (ASQ) other GOCOs. universities. 

78. U.S. TradcmarLs manual search and Individual companylvendors homepages to find registered trademarks 

79. Weather patterns. and update's to plan work. 
80. I go into it for procedures information. Supporting Document information. 

81. n/a 
82. NASA and NOAA for information. 
83. technical colleagues and federal agencies 
84. Other DOE and contractor websites. Othcr government agency' sites. Tradc and professional d a t i o n  sites. 

85. M y  401Q benefits package 

86. None. 
87. Mainly for information gleaned from the DOE-HQ home pages. 
88. none 
89. The travel information is used for work related travel. 
90. none 
91. search engines 
92. I do not use this funclion 
93. None 
94. Use home computer for most internet usage - cven for business purposes 
95. Nom 
96. Look at sites to gage how the-y protray information to gain ideas and information hen. look at training 

97. n/a 

98. none 
99. None 
100. , W n g  up personnel at o h r  DOE sites for addresing info. 
101. osha wish niosh cdc. 
102. Weather forecasts 
103. Depanment of Energy Lessons Learned Federal Law 
104. none 
105. Medical Insurance sites, weather, road conditions 

This information is needed when releasing Supporting doeurnentation that is cleared to the public.. 

- 

opporhmities. sometimes for news bulitens. 

.- 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

24. Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

106. US NRC site to get lOCFR information 
107. Safety anicles (non-DOE) - like heat stress, hantaviw, commerical nuclear reactor safety data. 
108. Federal Acquisition Regulations DOE Acquisition Regulations Executive orders and other laws Other f&ral 

agency information Request For Proposal publications Communication/emails to other personnel at other DOE 
and other Federal Agency Sites Communications with vendodsuppliers Rmipt  of resumes from job 
candidates 

109. I'm not m if23 covered this. I access Federal, DOE, State, and other wdes and regulations via various 
homepages. 

110. Other fire departments and their ideas and equipment The weather. We live and die by what the weather does to 

111. Other fire departments. fire service agencies. weather information. 
112. None. Do not use the WWW from work. Too easy to end up in the wrong place. 
113. Safety information, lessons learned. 
114. Law E n f o m e n t  sites 
115. Look-up. Administrative documents, procudures, F'utnum Saving info., etc. 
116. d a  
117. d a  
118. DOE Orders and Directives; Web Sites for DynCorp training; Reasons Software Web Site; Chtoons, Graphics, 

us. 

Quotes, etc to liven up presentations; MicrosofI Web Site to resolve software problems. It would also be 
advantageow to more ficely usc FreeWare and Shareware programs such as r r a n  savers. and other utilities 
such as "HYPERSNAP" and other utilities that provide good tools for simple tasks. 

119. federal and state regulations 
120. Hanford site documents that arc not on thc intrane4 
121. ChUnical info, product info. 
122. None. 
123. None 
124. training purposes only 

125. None I use it at Home. 
126. Transmittal of examination data. 
127. AIChE website to keep abreast with the training that is available. 
128. None 
129. MSDS information and Safety related topics. If the internet is down, I use m y  wnndon at home to search for 

information.' 

*refers to question below. 
130. No wmments 
131. n/a 
132. Regulatory agency (e.g.. EPA) free informatiodrequiremenfs/guidance. 
133. Search engines, DOE Technical Information Services, DOE-HQ, DOE Rad Con, DOE ES&H. DOE Price 

134. wmv.psdi.com httpi/fva9n12.dynwrp.com/cbtwcb 
135. none 

Andemon Amendments Act OEce of Enfomment, etc. 
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Survey Question: (cont) ~- 

24. Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

136. Safety d a t e d  areas that would increase awareness for employees - American Heart kpsociation, Mothers 

137. M 

138. Local weather repom 
139. Wir.net, and Thomas Registry 
140. n/a 
141. none 

142. none 
143. Communicating with external contractors. suppliers. coworkers, job sites. 
144. None 
145. n/a 
146. US Government Travel Page for planning for managers training and travel. 
147. DOE ORDERS, CF'Rs. OSHA, WISHA. WAC Rules, NEC FINDINGS. MATERIAL SPECS. 
148. weather forcasts to establish outside working conditions for workers in area. 
149. MSDSs by manufacturer for products. New products for deconning. ALARA purposes, dnun handling 
150. Sites on information security and privacy 
I5 1. RegulatoIy information, local weather forecasts. 
152. M 

153. Just Hanford Home page. 
154. Pmccdurrp. Human Rcsoura Information, etc. 
155. None 
156. public libraries. national weather info. 
157. NRC info and national standard and codes 

158. ISMS info, DOE orders, OSHA 
159. Information from other DOE/ government sites 
160. Rad Con web sites that contain a multitude of links to rad-related sites 

161. none 
162. Weather forecasts (for planning of outside work activities). 
163. Benefits information and regisration (mod ofwhich is on the Intranet). 
164. Health Physics Home Page, Radionuclide information 
165. none now. 
166. Safety Sites 
167. sites to gather information regarding isotopes we dont know too much about, ctc. 
168. Phone, addresses at other DOE sites. 
169. Access professional society and other DOE contractor wcb sites for technical information. Access federal 

170. M 

171. Federal government sites, conference information 
172. StatelFederal Agencies' websites for guidance, rula. regs 

Again61 Drunk Drivers, National Nutrition Month, etc 

- 

sites (GAO/DCAArms/etc.) for regulatory/statutoIy requiremenWupdates 
I 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

24. Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

173. na 
174. none 
175. Most of my internet usc is oriented towards DOE requirements, which have over the past couple of years k e n  

madc available on the internet. I also access related requirements and other documents associated with other 
governmmt agencies. primarily the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

176. Code of federal regulations, and DOE documents and standards 

177. Weather information. 
178. Weather information 
179. Fcdcral Acquisiton Regulations, Other Praurcment arcas that nad to be acasscd per p d u r e  to obtain 

180. amla nara 
181. none 
182. Nom requirrd. 

183. I understand it's the computer security that we an not allowed to usc cxtcrnal WWW page at work only at 

needed info. Eg. Federal Travel Rqulation. SIC Codes, Verify vendors an not on the Debarred listing. ctc.. 

home. You can get an computer security infraction. I usc it at home connantly at my home computer. not at 
work. 1 don% want to get an infraction. 

ASCE. 
184. Federal (OSHA) and State (WAC) wdes and National recognized. technical organizations such as AISC, 

185. Engineering Software vendors. Ap access to software patches, software demo files 
186.3 
187. Doc D i d v e s  and -dads, Regulations, Technical Information and product starches. 
188. professional organization w+b sites in order to obtain a listing of confercnas. trdinings. ctc. 

189. d a  
190. None 
191. None 
192. Sometimes weather conditions. which could affect equipment or Van1 to and from worksitc. The 12 hour 

shifters are on the road about 4 3 0 m  and after dark in the pm. Snow, Fog and Ice have and will affect the 
ventilation systems we operate as well as rcsponsc times. 

193. d a  
194. Downloading the latest drivers from HP for plotters. P3 Homepage has FAQs on new versions ofP3. as a 

P-Card holder looking for the mosl cost effective price on an item that may not be available through local. 
small business, minority owend companies. 

195. Accessing HQ databases such as DOE Orders. 
1%. None 
197. Regulators web site. DOE and field offices web sites. etc. 
198. Sites that help me do my job, such as: grammer. math, explaining things in simple terms. I use the Web as a 

199. none 
200. Other government sites for Laws. Regulations. Standards. Guidance 
201. DNFSB Web Sites Other DOE Installations INCOSE Other F'rofessional Organizations 
202. Haven't ussd it for anyclung else. 
203. Profcssiod society and center of excellence information related to performance improvement 

library. 
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- Survey Question: (cont) 

24. Please list other areas accessed via the external Internet: 

204. Federal Express online scheduled pickups 
205. d a  
206. Softwan freebies, tips 
207. technical dictionaries, MSDS, safety sites, chemical finders, 
208, Contact with outside counseYanorncysludgdahitratoz's; use of Martindale-Hubble ... 
209. News Media accessing information on Security incidents. 
210. We convert WWRL documents to html. Any reference (links) to other sites are tested to make sure the 

211. None, intentionally 
212. Thrift Savings Plan (Federal Retirement) and Washington Slate University courses. 

213. National codes and standards, etc. 

214. None 
215. none 
216. Weather, DOL information (SIC Codes) 

217. None 
218. regulatory sites for legal research, EPA interpmations, past regulations as well as current versions 

intern addrcsscs arecorrect. 
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Survey Question: 

32. Please list other services you feel would be helpful if they were added to the Help Desk: 

1. Qucker msponce to problems. Hold time is excessive on phone calls. 
2. I have no suggestions for CTS. Their service has b a n  very good. 

3. None, the folks down at C T S  are good, very good! 

4. 1 

5. None 

6. None at this time. 
7. none 

8. Not Applicable. 
9. My problems arc never the type that can be answered by simple HUH Help. 

10. Get rid of that annoying voice menu. I would rather be put on hold right away than listen to that menu, first, and 

11. I would l i e  to see that others (and possibly myself if the time arises again) to beable to call C T S  and connect up 

12. trending analysis of problems, specifically maintenance history on individual machines to iden@ lemons and 

then be put on hold. 

a new computer ...to avoid having to wait 2 months. 

on types to identi& the reliable types that we want to buy more of. 

For those of us that are computer literate - how about an online triage that we can run down ourselves to track 
down our own problems. Usage and problem statistics would be automatically collected -course, if the 
computers broke we couldn't use this but worth thinking about for nonfatal problems. 

13. No comment. 

14. Do not know 

IS. none 

16. An e-mail confirmation of ticket and coniirmation number might be nice. but it is probably not wotth enough 

17. None 

18. none 

19. Support for WordPerfezt 9.0 since those on site who write procedures are now using WP 9.0 (refer Pat Terry, 

bang to justify the buck 

FDH CIO). 
20. cannot think of any. 

21. Get better qualified personnel on the phone service. Quit changing the personnel to lesser qualified personnel, 

22. Site located people that one can acoess for support and advice 
23. I have always had excellent service and have no complaints or suggestions at this time. 

24. don't know 

25. Not having to wait so long to get a perron to answer your call. 
26. Just Service the tickets that are in there now. 
27. I'm quite satisfied 

28. Being able to run a program to do a self check and possible repair via this program. An example would bc 

Private VS Hanford swapping. 
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- 
Survey Question: (cont) 

32. Please list other services you feel would be helpful if they were added to the Help Desk 

Norton for Windows. 
29. none. 
30. none 
31. I have hadgood serviceas is. 
32. Answers to bardwadsoftwarc problems arc answered in a timely manner. However. pmblems with printer 

33. provide recommendations for Hardware purchases and upgrades 
34. The only additional services would be to have more people available to answer questions at the help &e&. They 

arc very gmd at what they do but not enough to go around1 
35. No ne... 
36. Need people more knowledgeable of the day-to-day workings of the individual pmgmns. 
37. Direct access to technician working on my repair 
38. Can’t think ofanything at this time 
39. n/a 
40. none 
41. Subject area experts on softwarr applications. I have k c n  fortunate that when I have called for support 1 usually 

get a d l y  knowledgeable, helpful person. However, there it is dXlNlt to follow up with a person has helped 
on a previous problem (knows my situation through past experience) since the individuals manning the help 
desk change constantly. I would like to have an automated menu so I could key in which sohare application I 
am dealing with and get the person who knows that application besf. 

maintenance have been very slow in response time. 

42. Greater posing of help. HUH is very limited. 
43. Can’t think ofany. 
44. No additional scnices required. 

45. Provide software booWmanuals upon request (perhaps for checkout) Provide regular tips and tricks for software 

46. A d  Help. 
47. none 
48. I should not have to call C T S  to get status on trouble tickets. That information should be available on HLAN. It 

would be helpful to see that the help desk is occupied, service is being pmvided, and what my position in th 
queue is. 

usage (either in Reach, email, or brown bag lunches) 

49. quick response IS all that is needed 
50. Obtain status of trouble tickets via computer without having to call 376-1234. 

51. CTS representative takes care of the computer problem physically being here at computer 
52. Allow the input of non emergency questions that can be answered by e-mail in 2448 hours (i.e. How do I.....?) 
53. Cant think of any. 
54. Diagnosis SoRware that lets the user try to solve first 
55. None 
56. None 

- 57. An expert familiar with current program available indusuy-wide so he could make recommendations to the help 
caller regarding the acquisition of such programs to m e t  the caller‘s stated computer customer needs. 

58. N ~ ~ C  

59. None 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

32. Please list other services you feel would be helpful if they were added to the Help Desk: 

60. what's "Imput"? 
61. specific training for consultants 

62. ........__....... 
63. Help from home if you are on RAS and having problems 
64. I am one ofthe folks who have bad to wait well over 20 minutes on hold until a human being answered the 

phone. This has occumd many times over the last several yean. It is a waste of my time and causes a great 
deal of irritability by the time a human being finally -mer involved. This needs to be corrected. 

65. nla 
66. For site standard applications I would like to see direct link to vendor Web Site provided from Hanford User 

Help. The vendor is a wonderful resource and we pay top dollar for software, why arc we kept isolated'? 
67. downloadable diapostics besides scandisk and defrag could assist with troubleshooting before the call is made. 
68. I am completely satisiied with current services provided. 
69. Always vtsy responsive to me. Can't think of any additional suggestions. 
70. Telephones should be answered within a minute or less. Eliminate the computerized answering senice and 

replace with real, live people who can either route the call for assislance or complete a trouble ticket and pass it 
on promptly to a repair person. 

71. None. Help Desk is very good in my opinion. 
72. Access to updated drivers without having to call CTS. or go to venders web sites. 
73. 31. Input (not imput) 
14. none 
75. roaming tech in a building once a &to answer questions of thc moment 
76. Cant think of any at this time. 
77. Some knowledgeable people to talk to. People who M committed to helping you. Many times. they just want 

78. None 
79. Availability of training C D s  for Word, Excel. ACC+M. Powerpint, dc. I! would be gmat to access this training 

80. nla 
81. Not sure. 

82. On-line hclp with applications such as Word. Excel, Site Forms. Calendar. 
83. Service is always cordial and quite timely. 
84.7 

85. Be able to look up stam ofticket. Get a high priority put on ticket. 
86. More parts on band. Usually. you need to wait three weeks for a tech to show up only to have him say "You do 

need the part you put in the ticket. Now I will order it." Then it is three weeks longer. 
87. Would like a additional number choice be made available that would be "unpublished" but known only to SD&I 

personnel that moves us up to the top of the que. Either that or make a list of "private" phone numbers available 
to SD&l personnel 50 we may enlist Help Desk support directly. 1 fccl LMSI SD&I should get preferential 
treatment since we generally fix what's broke when it comes to systems on the HLAN that users are calling the 
Help Desk for in the first place. 

88. The wait time is getting quite unacceptable (often 10 min or more). Yet when 1 try to do an e-mail, they do not 
get answered always Q have several unanswered ones in the system now). HUH is useless if the network is the 
issue. Also, since you have went to the 2-tier system I rarely can be helped by the first person (they usually give 

you off the phone. 

thmugh the intrane. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

32. Please list other services you feel would be helpful if they were added to the Help Desk: 

me a ticket to go to the more skilled lcvcl (since the first person basically arks if you have tried to reboot). Can't 
you have a qui- rcsponsc time to email questions - or maybe have some focused spots like send to dit 
address if the issues arc web related. Or maybe different contacts for ditrerent software problems. 

89. None. Cumnt services am adequate. 
90. Reply that they received my request for maint. 

91. None. 
92. On line expert services, maybe a smart program to troubleshoot software problems. 

93. n/a 
94. No response 
95. A resident expert in a software package for quick amwels. 
96. nla 
97. Faster mpw time. 
98. not informed of any other services available 
99. I would like to be able to leave a telephone message and have the person call back rather than stay on the phone 

100. None. 
101. As a uscr ofthe trouble ticket system my main complaint is failure to verify cUnomer/cquipment location. 
102. Doing a Good Job 
103. None 
104. &quest spccitic people you know have s o l d  similar problems quickly. 
105. None 
106. No comments 
107. Whenever services are necessary on my computer. that they be addressed within a 48 hr. time frame 
108. C T S  does a fine job of solving those problems I quest  help for. Most of the time my computer problems are 

waiting. 

due to software conflicts, with Windows or with one another. TIS doesn't like Microsoh Internet Browser, 
M S  word doesn't get along with anybody, Wordperfect sometimes just gets ti14 of fighting with Windows. 
AutoCAD usually does just fine (since release 14). A typical sofhvarc crash is rcsolved by rebooting so I just 
try remember to "save" often. 

109. Computer set-up with a person instead of over the phone when new soft and hardware, is i d l e d  
110. Someone answering the phone within 4 rings and immediately obtaining support. My experience has been vcry 

poor at finding solutions in the Help menu's; everytime I tried. I could not find the problem I had in the menu, 
so I could not obtain a solution. 

11 1. They are very helpful and have always solved my problems 
112. Be able to work with Radio Maint. direct when we have a problem with a WAR box. 

113. Some sort of functionlprogram where y w  could enter you phone number and they would call you back, so that 

114. I have found that the most effective method to get help is to E-mail CTS Support. 
115. Help Desk usually does a good job (once you reach them!) Anything that can be done to oflload inquiry tasks 

116. not quite sun i know the answer 
117. d a  
118. I would like to see Norton's Windoctor more readily available, possibly through software distribution. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

32. Please list other services you feel would be helpful if they were added to the Help Desk: 

119. they do good work, but it does take too long to be able to talk to the person and it M y  takes a long time to get 

120. They are doing just fine. 
121. See previous response at question #19. 

122. none 
123. Did you mcan to spell "Input" with an "m". or is that computer talk? 
124. Help with PASSWRT. FDH is too slow in responding. 
125. Have the full-blown applications (e.g. Microsoft office) manuals accessible via the inIranet. I don't find the 

126. na 
127. Provide option to leave message and be called back when waiting time becomes excessive (>5 minutes) 

128. Current %Mas  are more than adequate. 

129. Current seMces are adequate. 
130. In field training visits for employees - explanation of solutions for software or application problems. 
13 1. none 

132.1 

133. I would be very helpful to be able to talk to the tech. on the problem, and if it re occures the get the same tech 

134. none 
135. none 
136. Feedback on problcm/ticket status. especially if not of an emergency nahm. which is typically handled well. 

Its the annoyance t y p  problems that when you seek help on sometimes it is days or weeks before you get a 
reply/status on progress of your problem repon 

a tech out to tix hardware problems. 

in-application Help menus to be either comprehensive or user friendly. 

again without having to go through the whole process again. 

137. None 
138. I wish we had Windows 98. which is less crash-prone and detects more things. intenprcts conditions belter. 

139. None, current services ok 
140. ability to 
141. I find it strange that the staffon the HELP line are cxpcctcd to answer questions on software they don't have 

142.7 

143. none 
144. More definite schedule for technician appointments to repair computer or software (when problwns involve 

more sophisticated fixes to my specific computer). Too often, since I keep my door locked and often take m y  
laptop in the field, too much time elapses between the problem and the successful visit of the technician 

145. You have a world class help desk. Unfortunately, it appears that your technical staff does not takc input from 
the help desk to solve problems. Recent examples are the problems regarding upgrading to Acrobat v.4 that 
c a d  me much difficulty (it's still not fixed) that should not have yielded many user problems at all. More 
importantly. get your technicians trained as troubleshooters who understand that a computer is hardware, 
sofhvare. and network. , . and have them able to fix all at once. 

146. The Help Desk is usually pretty good. The only Mom for improvement would be quicker response time by the 
technicians in the field There just aren't enough afthem to go around. Especially when some problems can 
take up their entire day. then they get backlogged. 

access to (like TIS). 

147. Immediate answer to phone calls 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

32. 

. .~ 

Please list other services you feel would be helpful if they were added to the Help Desk: 

148. I feel the help desk does a great job, when I have used them in the past. 
149. Thc problem with offering t h a  senices is that they (in most cascs) presume that the computer is functioning! 

Generally, I'm only calling the Help Desk if something is terribly wong. and the computer is not working 
properly-so it becomes a vicious circle. 

on phone calls does seem a bit long. 
150. I can not say what you could do to improve. I'm currently happy with the senices I reccivc, but the wait time 

151. n/a 
152. More people to answer the phones so there isn't such a long queue time. 
153. None. 
154. Ifthe PC is not working, how could a trouble ticket be input7 
155. Cn - Computer Telephone Integration, Unified Messaging, Screen-Pops. 
156. none 
157. I prefer talking to a real live person. I don't think the senice provided by CTS should change. 
158. Better customer senice hours and shorter wait times to speak with a consultant 
159. Sharing of general "Lessons Learned" fixes ifthey when they are known. That is how I learned about changes 

160. Software support for programs on my platform 
that were needed to keep Passport from crashing as frequently. 
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Survey Question: 

36. Please list other capabilities not listed above 

1. RMIS locator funaion is very hard to usc successfully. 
2. edm - place to store misc sketches and Various drawings -that are not H-2-. H-3-, etc drawings Shouldn't have to 

3. 2 

4. none at this time. 
5. Nothing comes immediately to mind. 
6. Not Applicable. 

have shared sefyus.to store this information 

7. printingofse1ectedpassages ... 
8. Access. 
9. HDCS should be able to be sent electronically. We should be able to copy HDCS. HDCS is a good program but 

needs some extra attention so it will have a lot more features. 
10. I have no need to use any ofth applications listed in qucstjon 34. 

11. training 
12. don't know 
13. too hard to find the dcaumnt in RMIS that I'm trying to track down - very unfriendly user interface 

14. seem nry difficult to gct around in most ofthose applications. 
15. No comment 
16. Enhanced viewing and print capabilities for RMIS. 
17. i would need to know what they are and how they could be used in my work environment. 
18. none 
19. RMIS is completely inadequate in terms of its mode of storage (graphic vs. text-based) and the search engine 

20. none 
21. d a  
22. d a  
23. HDCS and HDTS need to be stitched back together for a complete set of drawings for FFIT and other facilities, 

24. d a  
25. Use bardly any ofthem so not familiar enough to answcx 
26. Ileading RMIS on the screen is very cumbersome -print is to small, and it rcguires multiple enlargements with 

27. None. 
28. none 
29. RMIS is especially slow these days. 
30. The view print is at times just hoke to work with - it's not very user friendly. and sometimes it just gets all 

screwed up. 
31. I probably just need more trainingkssisUina with how to make the synem work better - I use the HRIS to look 

up training information, ooum completion data, etc.. and find it not too friendly to use - but I probably just 

(takes forever and completely monopolizes computer resources while it is active). 

with no loss of data. They werc somewhat arbitrarily separated when the Honeywell was being retired 

every page. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

36. Please list other capabilities not listed above. 

don't know how to use it right. 
32. n/a 

33. Our controlled documents arc in Adobe. I cannof copy a certain portion of text or pull out a form so I can fill it 

34. Auto update at signin. 
35. n/a 
36. Bring back CDMS 
37. The PHMS is not easy to scarch and does not have an adequate table ofcontents. 
38. I use an NT workstation. RIMIS viewer doesn't currently work on the NT. This is also true of some other Site 

applications (like HANDI) as 4. It is inconvenient to g&ew the needed information at someom clsc's 
workstation. 

documents. 

out on a word precessing program for instance. 

39. A public ineanet home page would be uscful. for sharing project photos, HTML documents, and hypertext 

40. none 
41. better reference print access from the rawing management system 
42. Systems like RMIS are very helpful. and necessary for the site, however when I try to print a file it is a graphic. 

Gmphics are very large files and impact the shared printer production. Scanning a document with OCR is not 
always the answer since the documents will not always transfer all data accuratly. I dont have a good answer 
for the f iq  but wc need faster printing spccds for the stored documents 

43. you just described FOLIO Software 
44. The RMIS forms arc just not laid out in a user friendly format for use with a mouse or by keyboard. Particularly 

when you are skiming lots of documents. Also the reuival speed is qute 10w.E is not practical to skim a 
document online. 

45. Making the search engines more user friendly. 
46. Fix RMIS so that when you turn to a new page. you do NOT have to adjust each and mry page for size. This 

makes eleamnic review of documents longer than 10 pages extremely tedious and annoying. The only 
alternative is to print out the document which negates the reason for being able to call it up on a screen. 

47. I've been in an information blackout ever since cuming to W o r d .  I have no d y  idea what in the world 
you're ralking about. Perhaps some uscable computcr education could be included that can help users 
understand what's out there and how to get it. 

information we need in EDMS and release it in the same system. 

incorporation) 

48. I would like to see RMIS be able to print faster. I would also like to be able to go into one system and get the 

49. Drawing essentiality. ESSENTIAL, NON-ESSENTIAL ECN age (time of completion until time of 

50. n/a 
5 1. None. 
52. The ability to multi-task during an Rh4IS search. 
53. none 
54. rmis  is great for my work control team, better search powers may help 
55. Scan more drawings into the system or update them to CAD files. Makc the scarch engine allow m t c r  

56. I have no opinion . 
57. RMIS is too slow and ac-xss is too restricted. 
58. training on why i nccd to use it. Ifyoiu built i t  I still wouldnt come if it does not mesh with my business need. 

flexibility for consecutive narrowing of the field. 
- 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

36. Please list other capabilities not listed above. 

59. would like to be a able to access RMIS and pull drawings. 
60. Not applicable. 
61. hone 
62. Easier copy & paste into other document formats. 
63. I have about a 70% failure rate trying to find something on RMIS. I don't know what 'functionality' it is, but it 

would be nice if the starch functions werc mare tolerant. 1 can have the document R and st i l l  fail. because with 
some you use the first 3 letters, and with others you don't. 

64. nla 

65. nla 
66. nla 
67. Thc RMIS system has limited access, and would be beneficial in my particular job if1 had ~ c c a s  to the data 

base with a search engine and full text search capability in order to m v e r  documents contained within the 
RMIS system. 

limitations bo don't have all the capabilities of rmis available to use. 
68. cannot read directly from my mailbox when the file is clicked. always have to saw and reuieve it. system has 

69. nla 
70. A Single user interfaa such as web based would be useful or implementation of the Product Data Manager 

71. Looking Good 
72. Don't know of any at this time but depends on type of work being performed. 
73. None 
74. No comments 

75. Faster. application is very plow. 

76. Bring back sofi reporting, it was much more user friendly. 
77. FWIS View has very poor image quality and requires multiple mom-in and scmll actions to read EACH PAGE 

mw. curator. 

of a document. After zoming in so I can read a page, I toggle to the next page and have to zoom three times and 
scroll I& once to read the next page, and so on through a document. Bcttcr if it had a view setting that filled 
the screen I& to right and thc user only has to scmll down with the down arrow key -just like in rcgularvim 
mode for Word. 

78. nla 
79. nla 
80. Most of my work is c l d e d .  Finished documents arc edited by an editor and figures arc DQllllcd in by a 

81. Online training on haw to access and use the systems. as well as information about what these syrtcms contain. 
82. na 
83. d a  

techniciau. I do not usc most ofthis and am not familiar with most of it. 

84. M 

85. RMIS VicwPrint requires that each page be enlarged to read one at a time when changing pages. It would help 

86. 1) Overall, functionality is fine with the exception of EDMS. Trying to find drawings can be difficult if you do 
if when the size is selected on one page it was held constant when changing pages. 

not know what vault the drawings arc located in. We have actually had some of our facility drawings 
mislocated in other contractor vaults. Finding them was not easy. They were found in the FDH vault. Thcn we 
had some of our WMH LEF drawings mislocated in T Plant sub-vault. Hard to find these. A global search 
including all vaults would be handy. 2) Many in our group don't check drawings out or need to put them back 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

36. Please list other capabilities not listed above. 

in a vault. We just use them to draft ECNs. In this case 1 have to copy them out as read only then Save-& in 
Autoold Jfwe were locked out of check out andlor put-back then we should be able to save drawings to our 
workspace or hard drive to do ECNs. It would save one extra file copy or Save-as step. 

87. speed, they arc really slow. I do anything to avoid using the RMIS and the view print features. they tie up the 
machine and then the printer. go back to hard copies if this is the best you can do 

88. For M S ,  nced to have the capability to stop a search at any time (otherwise. it can hang up your computer for 
long time periods), or have it run in the background 50 can usc other programs while RMIS is conducting a 
search. 

89. none 
90. NOTE: RMIS is difficult to search (for me anyway). I know what I want fmm a lay persons pcrspeaive. but I 

don't know all the document tracking codes that may k assigned. So, when I Uy to find a document I have to 
wade through many "hits" to find the document I need. Since I look for documents that I did not submit, I dont 
know all the document numbers that were assigned to the document. An example is using RMIS to revicvc 
completed technical work documents so I can review them for Issons learned. THis helps in preparing new 
(similar) work documents so I can incorporate worker feedback and make the job more efficient. 

91. Faster user-apparent senice 

92. Don't know what other capabiltiw would be applicable 

94. Better integratioduseability of electronic forms, better integration with records management functions. 
95. Bring me coffee. 

97. Question 34 was answered yes. but the way things get done is cumbersome- the intent behind the annotation is to 

98. The query capability of the EDMS program is cumbersome and does not let you easily input valuw. I am never 

93. M 

I 

96. M 

inform someone of the difficulties encountered and maybe make huppcstions. 

quite sure that I really got all the drawings in a category that I am searching for. It is not clear that there are any 
wild cards available. 

99. I do not usc the applications listed in question 33. 

100. None 
101. none 
102. RMIS: Make library more complete (i.e.. add W drawings and ECNs to database). 
103. Compatible with NT I 
104. For M S ,  the time to locate a document is very long and not all d-ents arc in this database. Nccds to be 

105. RMIS search capabilities needs improvement. 
106.2 

107. I would like to be able to get a native copy (WORD or Word Perfect) ofthe HNF-PROS and other docwnents 

108. RMIS and Viewprint are very unstable. If it lodks up our has a violation, I have to re star^ my computer (figurc 

109. none 
110. I can't get Viewprint to work off site (RAS) 

111. No Comment. 
112. not that there aren't search engines. they just don't seem to be functional - particularly attempting to look up 

updated, especially for drawings that arc older. 

from the PHMS. I find RMlS awkward to usc. 

about 5-10 minutes of lost time, assuming SMS is behaving) before it will work again. 

.- 

previously issued documents. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

36. Please list other capabilities not listed above. 

113. RMIS -case ofuse and viewing. Very inconvenient and cumbenome to view documents online 

114. See question 19 

115. none 
116. The above question assumes that I know what these functions do. I simply want a Product Data Manager like 

private industry uses, and/or the same kind of document generation, storage. and retrieval that I had IO years 
ago before I entered the DOE. 

117. d a  
118. Gening documents into RMIS faster following revisions and more comprehensively (i.e., all site documents and 

119. RMIS etc. does not play nice with other programs. It would be nice to k able to switch to another program 

120. Systems am slow - information not always updated to be fully accurate. Scanning and indexing for RMIS is 

121. Saving RMIS files and having access to deleted files. 
122. What are these functionsnn Perhaps knowledge of available programs and intial mining on these programs 

123. The ability to use RMIS as a data file docs not exist. Some form of security could be inserted in ordcr to makc 

124. I don't how. 
125. None 
126. Functions meet my needs, but improvements that could be made are: AU Insight Reports (not just HDCS): 

drawings) would be better. 

while RMIS is recovering a document became that can be minutes ofwasted time. 

backlogged too much - causes problems retrieving dam 

wouldbe beneficial. 

the file more user friendly. 

include a title to go with the report number; All HAND1 Reports: add the report number in addition to the 
title; RMIS searches are not always successful based on what SHOULD be reasonable key words (Search by 
portions oftitles are not always successful) 

127.1. As previously commented, it would be helpful to link-up correspondence within RMIS. OAen a company 
within the PHMC will generate a letter with a "ghost letter" for RL to use in sending information to Ecology. 
RL tweaks the ghost letter and issues it to Ecology. Ecology response to the RL letter. Keeping record ofall 
three letters linked-up would greatly assist in tracking the evolution of events as we sometims must rehlrn to 
an issue several years later. 2. In RMIS. it is often difficult to search for documents even when you have 
dam, partially subjects, parties involved. It would help if h i s  could broaden its key words. 3. Old versions 
of things l i e  drawings that have been revised are still on RMIS without anyUung in the file indicating that the 
drawing was revised. So if you are not careful, you may access old data and not how it. 4. Finally, is there 
some place where information on how RMIS is setup can be found? Stuff like what abbeviations are used for 
the Washington State, Department of Ecology (ECO, WOE.  ... 7) and what type of information in kept in the 
various files available on RMIS (e.g.. Records, Mi le .  ... ). Some of this information was provided in the 
RMIS class, but that has been sometime ago now and I have forgotten. 
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Survey Question: 

38. Please list other kinds of information not listed above that you would like to access from your 
computer. 

1. none 

2. Hanforcl refuencc documents & standards 

3. Documents, rc-tnivable RWPs that have becn archived. Sonuwhere there exists these files, I would appreciate 
accessing than for historical purposes here at PFF'. I would answer some questions as to the dangers of some 
areas here at PFP. 

4. None at this time 
5. none 

6. Can't think of any other information that I would like to access from my computer at this time. 

7. Not Applicable. 

8. M 

9. codes, standards. pif~cations.  JIT contract language 
10. Complete listing ofpager numbers. There are a lot of pagers on site and their numbers are not published. 
11. I believe that for the most part, OUT computers have everytlung we need on them; they just need to have some 

features added to diffrrent programs to make them more efficient. Programs like RMIS need to be faster. 
12. cannot think ofany. .- 
13. d a  

14. Eventually, I will need to access Al"s  and the JCS system. 
15. I am disappointed that the Training Matrix 0 was not somewhere in one of the survey lists. Especially 

since it is a program that was written here on thc Hanford Site, specifically for W o r d  Site use. It is not a 
COTS program. You listed everything but. I thinlr. if you investigate some, you'll find that TMX is more 
widely used on site than some you listed. Our current computer environment (windows 95/98/NT) is not very 
friendly to TMX, since it is a dos based program. And since TMX has been involved with P M P s  since 
Fluor took the contact, it would be helpful if the environment was more friendly in this last or next to lad year 
of &ng TMX. It is being replaced by the Integrated Training Electronic Matrix (ITEM). 

16. No ocmment 

17. None at this time 

18. supporting documents ( " F - X X C X )  

19. none 

20. Actually I would just like easier search capabilities. Full text search would help with this. I access WAC, RCW. 

21. Can't think of anything at this moment 

22. None 

23. none noted 
24. None 

25. Who is in the oliice? When will the others return? What is the boss thinking today? What will tonight's lottery 

26. Dialy actiwdstatus'of Hanforcl projects 
27. don't know 

and other regulatory documents. but sometimes it is extremely dil€tcult to find what I need. 

numbers be? 

.- 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

38. Please list other kinds of information not listed above that you would like to access from your 
computer. 

28. d a  
29. Can't think ofanything. 
30. I mostly access a SQL database using Paradox. I also access source code for programming purposes. 
31. Training info, Acces info. 

33. None. 
34. none 
35. Home Page Intrane2 Schedules 
36. tSaining C0-s 

37. None 
38. d a  
39. Detailed company organization charts for each of the PHMC contracton and subcontracton; directories ofthe 

32. Can't think of any. 

services being provided by each contractorlsubcontractor. 

40. canr think Of any. 

42. d a  
43. None 
44. none 
45. None 
46. none 
47. List of Performance Initiatives & Milestones Current Aerial Photos of each Tank Farm Current Maps 
48. none 
49. None 
50. micro shield, raddecay, 
51. Archived General Delivery or All-Employee messages 
52. Benefits information 
53. Authoring mfhmre. 
54. none 
55. na/ 
56. More organizations need daily online stalus information. The status information that is out there n a d s  to be in a 

57. None 
58. None. 
59. Links to appmved documents that other groups relcase but what our group references in our SARS, i.e. to SRIDs. 

etc. We arr constantly uying to find the latest electronic revision of documents to find out if they Still match the 
SARs. Sometimes they are in the system. sometimes not. 

Rather than create a new, mother-of-all computer systems. PNNL created a program that simply talks to all the 
emsting programs. Their central program is available on the internet and is very user friendly. It affords any 
PNNL employee easy access to data such as chemical and rad conditions in various moms in various buildings, 
lists of training requirements to enter and work in various moms, etc. It's tied into building maintenance. work 

41. None 

format that is consistant from site to site. 

60. When FDH implemented HAND1 to join together access to a variely of info, PNNL went another direction. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

38. Please list other kinds of information not listed above that you would like to access from your 
computer. 

planning, and budget programs. I wish we had gone that mute rather than HANDI. HANDI is really diffin 
usc well. 

61. none at this time 
62. computer training 
63. jcs is in dod move to windows 
64. Can't think of anything I haven't alrcady requested. 

65. I have no opinion 
66. HDCS needs to get fixed to allow the identification of individual design authorities. All ECNs and other 

67. n/a 
68. drawings and ecn's 

69. None 
70. Not interested at this time. 
71. none 
72. My cmployce's absence records 

supporting documents should be electronically available. ECN drawings should all be cad files. 

-. 73. Digital pictures. 
74. n/a 
75. None that I can think of. 
76. None 
77. n/a 
78. n/a 
79. DTS Data Base 
80. n/a 
81. More, more, more .... Especially lots of on-line engineering and hardware catalogs that have detailed 

specifications and CAD drawings of parts. Would also like to see all the A S T M  (American Society for Testi 
and Materials). ANSI (American National Standards), ASME (Amencan Society of Mechanical Engineers) 
specifications on line. 

82. Technical Training courses (not Hanford specific) provided on the computer would be very beneficial to me a 
professional. 

83. None 
84. You an Looking Good 
85. None 
86. None 
87. No comments 
88. n/a 
89. maximo 
90. For my m n t  responsibilities, I don't need anything else. 
91. Org. charts. - 

92. A program to read pIiotos from a digitial camera. 
93. none 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

38. Please list other kinds of information not listed above that you would like to access from your 
computer. 

94. na 
95. Real. useful, vendor on-line catalog information. What is it? What does it look like? How does it work? What 

96. A new JCS in WORD format. 
97. None 
98. Historical Radiological Information. 
99. None 
100. Non at thc moment 
101. A copy ofthe legal discription of the Medical Benifits Plan, not a summary. When a sumnary is made make the 

102. None that I can think of. 
103. skip 
104. nla 

105. None 
106. nla 
107. occasional need I uy: of the 'Insight' records for access to Spare Pam inventory, but find that it is cumbemme 

an the physical dimensions? How much does it cost? How long will it take to get it? 

entire document available, if1 agree with the summa~y I will be lcss wary of another sumnary. 

to locate info unless I already have most of the info at hand. The forma1 of these records are difficult to rcad 
and search. 

not sure.. 
108. camis so wt can find location ofbuildings (work related meetings, ctc). this may be on sofwarc distribution - 
109. National standards such as ISA. Current offerings arc limited. 
110. spreadsheets. databases. hunl files. etc. 

112. none 
113. I cannot think of other information that would bc hclpiul. 
114. None now. 
115. 1. Acccss to correspondence databases 2. Access to facility Radiological monitoring systems (Read-only) 3. 

Access to in-progress critiques, event reports 

116. Org charts (all Hanford Site contractors and DOE), travel rcrenationq my personal protile information on the 
Fluor LAN 

117. astm standards 

11 1. Can't think of any. 

118. cost m u n t  packages 
119. none 
120. The ability to complete tmining such as HGET via an employees own computer 
121. Again. I believe the senices provided are more than adequate. 
122. Current programs arc adequate. 
123. none 
124. gis 
125. It would be VERY nice if LMSI policy and procedures was on my computer becausc there EXC times I'll need to 

look up rules and regulations in words RATHER than call around and talk to someone. For instance, if there's 
a death in the family. where can I look for information of how many days I can have for out of town. How 
related do I have to be? I found out that I could have taken Breavement time off when my favorite cousin 
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38. Please list other kinds of information not listed above that you would like to access from your 
computer. 

uncxpeftedly passed away with my manager's approval. It was my understanding that only immediate family 
(like brother, sister, mom, dad, gmndparents) is counted towards bmvcment time. It's not fair for LMSI 
employee not to know it can be taken with manager's approval to go to a cousin's funeral. I was very upset. 
There was no way I could get ahold of my HR person that day. LMSI has only 2 full time HR representatives 
and they are very busy to take care all of 520 LMSI employee's needs. All LMSI employees should have 
policies and procedures made available on Intranet, just like FDH or the main PHMC benefits. employment, 
etc. page. 

126. Incoming Fax Messages 
127. An easy to access dictionary/thesaurus available immediately from my desktop would be nice. Although I use 

Windows 95, I still set up Icons for functions I use. I absolutely do not like to use the "Start" system and have 
to search for a function I want 

128. none 

129. d a  
130. I would like to be able to access my PTB usage and accrual informalion separate from TIS. I hate how 

narrowly TIS operates. When I was compelled to go on shift rotation. it tmk about a month to have pap11 
switch my timecard field to shift hours. (Mon-Sunday) instead of 8/9's(Fri-Friday). The week I changed over, 
(even though I have worked out here for 14 yean, I received 30 hours pay for that week and charged 2 extra 
hours of FIB.) I worked several shifts that I couldn't even check on. I submitted a timecard that said I worked 
s a w ,  my TIS format being Mom-Sun. and after going through payroll, I would get the "aftersheet" that is 
displayed, only it was from Fri. to Friday. I had to keep checking whether t h 9  would add my Saturdays and 
Sundays onto the next week's hours. It was NOT fun! 

131. No Comment. 
132. bettcr integration of the business data in Insight/Handi/Parsport/P3 

133. ~e question 21 

134. none 

135. d a  
136. can't think ofany right now 
137. d a  
138. Facility hazards baseline information 

139. Daily I access TWMS TCD info. or PCSACS 

140. Can't think ofanything right now. 

141. Although I rarely access drawings, photos, etc. listed in the previous question, that doesn't mean I wouldn't like 
to do so. In many cases, I don't know how at this time. An on-line 'teacher' for what is available and how to 
access it would be useful. Is there one already? 

established and monitored. 
142. I would like access to the internet for personal use, i.e. during the lunch time (In hour). A policy a d d  be 

143. Better Font Support in MicroSofi Outlook. 

144. Radiological Problem Reports, Deficiency Tracking System Reports, 
145. no comments 
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Survey Question: 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

1. Many ofthe questions seem to indicate that it might be "OK" to have a certain amount of downtime for the 
n*work and computers. This downtime is never acceptable and CTS should aim for 100% availability. 
Althought therc are always times when a s i w c a n t  amount of downtime would have no &ect, there are other 
times when even a few minutes is critical (right before a critical deadline, for example). 

2. That sure. seemed long .... 
3. Thankyoul 
4. None. 
5. The search feature of the Intranet is not very good in my opinion. 
6. why not update all PC stations with latest site used sofeware. 
7. none 
8. What's the charge wde. Cheusl 
9. It appears that this surve-y is for people with a dedicated machine and perhaps my answers will skew your data 

10. I think our mail program is too complex. There should be 2 levels. One if1 don't need bells and whistles and one 

11. Like most everyone I am sun, we want the system to be better. faster and easier to use. However, I have no real 

since I don't have a dedicated machine. 

i f 1  do. 

complaints. I can pa most ofthe information that I need and if not usually there is someone in our group who 
can help me get to there. 

12. No Comments. 
13. I am badged by Cogema (Question 1) but all my work is for Wastc Management. WML maintains my PC and 

workstation. 
14. I think the HLAN is an execellent tool for helping me do my job. I think every computer, or at the least, every 

office or cube should have its own printer. Network printers located outside of your work area are a distraction 
and would cut down tremendously on my productivity. And, if one network printer goes down it affects a large 
amount of people, as opposed to a local printer failure af€ecting only one or two people. Network printers 
should be available as a backup to employes in case the local printer is not working. Hardware cost savings of 
using network printers should be seriously balanced against lost productivity. Also, Hanford User Help 
falls woefully short in areas of network commands and resources. I only use HUH to be able to tdl C T S  that I 
tried it -it  has m e r  really helped me. 

15. Thank you. 
16. Should add the TMX setup to all site computers. CTS should have the directions (I've given them 4-5 times); if 

not, call me and I'll provide them. 
17. I think LMSI does a great job ofproviding Computer services to the Hanford Site and the C I O s  office ought to 

give them more recognition. 
18. Pleasc change my company name to Numatec Hanford Corporation - not Company on the S w .  I think the 

Customer senice. is excellent We would like to see better maintenance and for kaping the network up. You are 
doing a gwd job now and I think you will need to expand to include more programs and hopefully the system 
will be able to maintain them 

19. No Comment 

20. CTS has always found the way to fix my problems when they arise. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

21. Let's put an end to switching site standards (Word Perfect to Word, ctc.), but let's go back to Word 

22. Very interesting; however. would like to see f o d  Training' addrtssed. 
23. The present system ma t s  my job mpirements. But. I am &e that there is addtional sofhvare that is available to 

me that I could be using, but I am not aware of. The various types of existing soffware, and the capabilities of 
each needs to be conveyed us. There are several pieces of sofhvare that I am aware of, or have heard of. but I 
have never used, or lack the knowledge of it's applications and capabilities. Thank you. 

been dictated to usc of Word and Powerpoint. 

PerfdQumroPm before we do. 

24. Your survey is on what is used, but not what is desired. I would happily convert to systems other than I have 

25. none 
26. I feel o m  ofthe biggcst wdmsscs with C T S  is an apparently lack of knowledge with some ofthe softwarr 

programs wc usc today. For example. since Word came to the site, I have had almost no luck finding anyone 
within C T S  that was able to answer my questions. They generally did not h o w  the answer which lcads me to 
the conclusion they don't have much more experience than me. lherefore I generally do not call C T S  except as 
a last resort because I feel it is a waste of time, particularly for software issues. This is also why I lack patience 
waiting on hold with C T S  because my expectation of receiving adequate help is low. Also, due to funding or 
whatever. CTS does not support some of the programs we are using. I think, generally speaking, network 
outages appear to have diminished over the last couple of yean so this is positive. I have on occasion had 
difficulty accessing TIS. It would be a great benefit with TIS to be able to enter my time for the morning than 
enter my afternoon time at the end of the day. ,- 

27. Can't think ofanything at this moment ... 
28. Would like more (earlier) notification of HLAN outages. Would like a more sveamlined proccdurc to buy 

sofhvarc that is not currently available 
29. none noted 
30. Why Until March will this be Published for d e ?  S w e y s  arc uscd to fix praascs  and profedurcs. March 

31. Considering the government matrix you have to work in. LMHI has done a wonderful job at keeping the site 
will have a whole new set of problcmsl 

current in computer technology. Keep it up. Stability is a problem with individual work stations. If Windows 
NT would improve that, we should adopt it on work stations. 

32. Will this Survey result in another reorganization? 
33. it's nice to have pretty decent computers at work. it would be bad not to ham one - don't know how well I could 

do any job without one -it would be a difficult withdrawl process. 
34. This survey didn't a& many questions dealing with our groups work. 
35. Did not answer Question 29 because the question is miss leading. When I get a message that says call CTS - I  

do - 100% of the time. I use CTS for technical advice or programming questions. Sofhvarc questions, ctc. I usc 
other resources to answer my questions. 

Need to have a way to fix these problems quicker. Cumntly have programs that when open will cause other 
programs to lockup. Need to insure compatibility or ways to fix compatibility issues. 

line as a last raort after trying to solve the problem with the other helps available. The Microsoft hdp  screens 
and HUH always seems to generic to address the problem I am having. sa if I can't around the problem (ignore 
it), and nobody here knows what to do, I have no recourse but to call the phone line. Perhaps another question 
that might be useful for your survey would be, what do you uy yourself before you call CTS. The other option 
you don't list is the CTS c-mail screen. I have given up on that avenue, because none of my questions on that 
route have m r  been answered, other than to receive the automatic acknowledgement. The other issue is that if 
I'm all locked up. I cah't usc any ofthc on-line helps anyway. am having. 

36. Downtime can be a real show stopper if your system keeps crashing this greatly impacts your productivity. 

37. My only comment is for questions 29-32; you asked which resources I used -basically I used the C T S  phone 

- 

38. None. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

39. Service has been very helpful and friendly. 
40. Generally feel that the system is an well run and extremely useful tool. The help staff are always courtmus and 

41. Would like a push on the Replace JCS system to determine what s o w  will be used In support the Plan of the 
never laugh at my stupid mistdw. 

Day Plan of the Week (Scheduling Module) of the old JCS System. This question I development effort is 
critical to my needs to anticipate without developing something that is already being dcvelopcd. 

42. Desktop computing services arc adequate and meet my current necds. 
43. Despite employee grumbling about the HLAN, the external Internet. and thc computers that sit on our desks, the 

fact is that the system works pretty darned good! I'm certainly not a computer "ncrd" and no one has cver asks 
me for computer expertise, but I really like what the computer does for me and how it helps my workload. 
Hantord employees don? know how good we've got it ... 

44. We do not have individual mmputers. We have a b a d  of computers used to support the mtire staff. Most of 
the time they do not work correctly and are a nuisance to everyone that uscs them. With the exception of TIS 
and Pmc Info I sce no uscfull computer usage in my job. They (computed arc a major waste of time. They are 
used for game playing. stupid non work related email, and a multitude of tasks that are not work related in the 
le& bit. Gel rid of them all! You would save the mmpany millions of dollars! 

45. None 
46. I am satisfied with the senices that I use. I would have major difficulties with productivity if WordPerfM 6.1 

47. Customer SeMcc/Help has been EXCELLENT over the 8 yeas that I have used the network 
48. Gmudly, I have found the CTS s e r v i ~  to be prompt and c8cctive. 
49. d a  
50. ACCCJS to a programmed training c o w  on our softwarr. wrampler of applications efc. I may not use cxccll for 

some time and it would k nice to pull up a p r o m  that would refresh my munow (how to W e r  charts, 
tables text in and out of word for example 

and most of the HLAN services were taken away. 

51. RcMmp the JCS system and the pager system as scan as possible. 
52. I'm not sure how accurate this survey is because some of the applications I we, may not be used frequently, but 

when used the durations may extend for days. For example I may not use autocad for w r a l  months. hut then 
use it continuously for 3 to 5 days. 

53. Overall I am very satisfied with the job you are doing. 
54. The Passport Action Tracking system is extremely hard 
55 .  The ability to backup local hard drives is not well pmvidcd for. Guidance on proper approach (e.g. each group 

56. nla 

57. No 
58. Questions #I7 & 25 were poorly framed. The mount oftime the network could be down before it negatively 

impacts work is highly dependant upon what work is being pfomud at the time of network failure. Perhaps 
the questions could be reframed in terms of the probability of the network going down and the conscquencu. 

59. Currently. I am working with MS office 2000 and I have noticed a good improvement in the help functions and 
the logic-sequences of the programs. This should he even more helpful in the fiw. The more programs use 
common language and logic thc better (especially for me since I know next to nothing about the "program" side 
of the programs I use -I'm a keyboard jocky, give me a program and a good book. and 1 can do anything the 
program allows [and mayhe then some] -just don't ask me how it dws it. If EUC could understand that them 
arc a lot of people out here like me, we might ask them for help more often, rather we Uy to avoid them at all 
costs. "They" p J C ]  talk to me like I'm stupid, consequently. they arc the last place I go to for help and thcn I 
always use the e-mail so I don't have to actually talk to them. 

leam and retpin 

purchase ZIP drives, etc.) would k benetidal. 

60. wne 
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I Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

61. Rcgarding the sccurity questions. I manually activate a pasword protected keyboard lock when I leave my 

62. mffi 
63. none 
64. Cumnt &eM&scMces arc adequate and satisfactoy. I have been very satisfied with the aasistana 1% 

65. With all the reductions is ycms as though the response time on repair tickets has significantly increased and 

66. info is parochial ____.._..... better indexes of what wc have and do helps. even if it for reference only 
67. I would like to sa a change, since I have no need to access the WWW Internet I would prefer to have that as an 

option assigned by the individuals Manager. This way a large number of computers would be removed from the 
aarsr list and it would be more difticult for people to abuse the Internet. I t  would also nanow the required 
search populatioz~, as people without access should not be a factor. 

68. Mast training should be provided thru desktop computing services. 
69. I don't use my password protected screen saver because I have to turn it on daily. Thc system d a s n Y  s a m  to 

70. None 
71. I feel the entin site should be on Folio for clectmnic data management and search capabilities. 
72. thanks you for your seMce6. 

73. Writing technical reports in Word is very frustrating. It takes an uLocs*ve number of Lcyarolrcs to add 

74. Wish I could do minor work on my computer without having to wait three weeks to get sommffi to come do it! 
75. Gumally speaking, the system at Iianford is sxceptional -but I am growing conarncd that in an effort to 

reduce costs, Hanford will "cut e i t ' s  nose to spite it's faee" through reduction of computing cabilities. We 
have bccn nursed along with continuous upgradca in hardware and softwarc applications over the years and now 
seem to be entering a period of austerity. This is one ofthe last areas that should be targeted since it tends to 
"sacrifice the fuhlre on the altar of the immediate.' Similar cuts always seem to target training or pnsonncl. 
Computing is one of the best arcas for enhancing productivity and I fear that some of our 1- 'p which 
doesn't understand or use this medium is distracted from its possibilities. 

workstation. 

d v e d  from CTS.  

rcpairs BIF not accomplished in a timely manner. 

remember that it is supposed to be active 

,I 

subscripts and superscripts. 

76. Some of the questions are kind of confused me. 
77. I'd like to know what this survey is going to be used for - what benefits will the end users receive? 

78. Except for the long wait when call C T S  for help. everything else is good. 

79. I do not agree with DOE policy of forcing me to iay that I agree with their turning oyer everything I do on the 
computer to a FOREIGN power. I think that the government should treat computer usage in the same manner as 
a telephone. Your threats and overhearing rules are attempting to make criminals of evuy person who turns on 
a computer. By the way .._ the Government of the UNITED STATES o m s  NOTHING! We the TAXPAYERS 
own the equipment and thereby authorize the Government to expend OUR taxes for official business. 

80. n/a 
81. They do an excellent job considering the huge scope of work and the lack of CIOKJOE direction. 
82. I would like to sea paperless ~~Eccs. Let's keep heading in the right direction. Give us the right software took 

83. None 
84. for my uscagc i think4h.3 arc very goodllll I ! 
85. Better CTS repair support. When you necd someone from CTS to work on your system, t h 9  generally don't 

come for days (and you never know when they'll be here). this last time, they came and left my computer 

and let us do our jobs. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

printer completely unfunctional for a day. 

workstation. 
86. Need more field technicians. Often have to wait several days to get a rcal, live person to check Out my 

87. You didn't mention your ACTS mailbox. This mailbox has been very helpful for getting answers to questions. 
88. None. 
89. The system is much better than a couple of years ago. Some of us are getting physical disabilities as a result 

using computers. Need more awareness (the online training SNF Projects did this summer was great) or training. 
also need split keyboa&, touchpads instcad of a mouse, and chairs that fit and can be properly adjusted. 
Haven't heard anything negative about the scrans. Some of the CPUs are older (486) and arc slow in getting 
changed out. Overall computing services is able to respond in a short time and fix the problems. Also, most of 
us need to call the desk, because by the time we call, OUT systems arc totally on the blink and we eadt get into 
the help functions. 

90. The wait (hold time) is too long when calling CTS. Also the response time is slow. I was recently down 7:30m 
to 3:OOpm waiting for a new motherboard to be installed. That's too long to wait and be completely out of 
d c e  for me. But on the positive side, the people are vew knowledgeable and helpful once you get through 
to them. 

91. I guess ifyou type comments, the survey takes longer. It did take longer than I5 minutes. but I appreciate the 
survey. It is a good tool ifthe results are used to improve your productlrervice. 

92. I have worked at W o r d  since the early 1980's and have Seen many changes in the workplace. Hanford has 
done a great job in keeping up with the rest of the world in the mr-changing electronic age, and even leading 
the way for other DOE sites to follow. I know we managed before Pc's, but it would be ditficult to go back to 
those times. Thanks to BCSR and LMSI for serving us in an outstanding manner. 

93. see all comments above 
94. The survey was casy and dear. 
95. You arc wing to have to either lowcr your monthly assessment prices or start a d e s  campaign so that your usm 

(mostly the company managers that arc trying to save money) h o w  what they get for their money and 
a p p h t e  it. They do not know how to compare the value to the cost at this time at this time. 

96. I have found that in general, C T S  and Work Station Maintenance arc wholcy uncommitted to helping thc 
average person. They feel that they arc superior to everyone and arc unwilling to accept any suggestions or 
help. The Windows 95/98 support personnel in the field are uncoopcrdtive in helping s o h  problems. 

97. I have none 
98. Generally good. Don't use screen saver password baause it always locked my computer up wbencvcr thc 

screen saver activated and I got tired of re-booting everytime it activated. 
99. The survey List numerous types of sofhvarc applications and sources of information; however, I am not mrc how 

to accw the data sources, types of data in each data sources, or how to find specixie electronic and data or 
drawing. 

100. There were questions in this survey asking if network printers were available. No questions of the nced for 
individual printers. In the past, there was a push to minimizz printers and use network printers. This was a 
mess in o w  group. It did not accomodate large print jobs. caused gross inefficiencies. I hope we don? go that 
way again. just getting up and go to a network printer causes ineffiecicncies. 

101. werall satislied with hlan service and what it provides. 
102. In general, I have found computing senices to be as responsive and competent as I would expect in a business 

103. None 
104. I have a scmlliug mouse. and most time it won't work on the "e t .  There are a number of site progmns out 

105. In juggling numkrs to come up with 100% usage. it was neaSSaTy to delete estimates in order to enta 

sening. I have no complaints. 

there that do not allow the use of it. Slows things down. 
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Survey Question: (cont) .~ 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

numbers where the total was greater than 100%. This default should not be effective until you are ready to 
leave that question. 

106. none 
107. The survey is a little too long. 
108. Feel overall that the desktop computing serviced am very good. Only real concern is the speed of thc machines - tm slow. 

109. this computer is shared by 5 stationary operating engineers working shiitwork. 
110. Many questions not exactly applicable to me, but for the mod part, the swny was good. 

11 1. I think the SMCC here is superior. 
112. nolle 
113. n/a 
114. Many personal. including my&. can really use computer upgrades [more memory. etc.]. Many personal are 

also needing new printers (1 have an old LaJcrJet 3 that has been serviced manv times1 even if it is a shared 
network printer. Ibelieve managers and their secretaries should sharc printers: The& is no nced for them both 
to have their own printer. 

115. Too frequently our organization requests information relative to a particular computer problem and thcrc is no 
expertise available on the particular subject. The general knowledge base of specific lmublc shooting 
problems appears to have been reduced over the past couple of years. Specifics on software like MS Access. 
and Outlook have gone unanswered from the CTS organization. In one instance we were told to go to Banus 
and Noble and get a book on the subject to solve the problem. This is not keeping with the one stop shopping 
solution and scvcrely impacts productivity. 

I 

116. nla 
117. More. more. more ..... 
118. Question #1 did not have enough selections because contract personnel use these computers also and I didn't 

sa a selection for them to use. I also had a little bit oftrouble deciding which one to choose from the limited 
lelenion. Why not just ask what there job function is thcn you could figure what category thcy fit in. This 
would be more consistant. 

119. None 
120. We have a Windows NT sewer for our analytical data storage. C T S  support s a m s  a little weak for NT 

problems. 
121. Good Stuff 

122. Computers arc critical to cffecient work due to the many capabilities inherent is the system. In my opinion, 
work would be performed much less effeciently without this wonderful tool. To not keep up with this 
technology would be regressing. I look forward to use of a voice activated system and enhanced 
communications. Previously, transfer of data and information from testing have teen invaluable and a gmat 
time saver. 

If1 were sill doing the same type of work previously performed, transfer. verification and evaluation of 
electronic data and document my time of use per day would be much higher. 

123. None 
124. Generally very satisfied except for a few things. Customer support can be a long wait and the personnel. while 

helpful, are not as skilled in program ardor  system basics as one would hope for. Secondly. there seems to be 
on longer a "site standard" for contiguaration management. Very often there are incompatibilities due to the 
various software versions and settings. 

ergonomically correct for the user. Folks who sit ai a computer for 8 hours a day are at the greatest risk for 

I 

125. Greatest area for improvement on this Site is after the computer is installed. Most work stations are NOT 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

injury. 
126. No comments 
127. none 
128. Could someone get back to me to assist in getting my snaen saver to default on (vs. off and having to reset) 

129. our system is good system. i think we need to update some ofthe programs such mapping and building/people 
information more often for accuracy. we also need to keep a print file for buildings that have been turncd ovcr 
for dffommisioning until the facility has been totally removcd. 

130. the people who decide what programs to maintain on the network operate with a significant degree of arrogance 
and d i d n  for the users. the cramming of word down our tluoats and the recent decision to drop ms project 
are but two examples. 

evwy day when I log on 

131. I would like to have a library of hard copy insuuctions on use of programs I use i-uently. 
132. I would like to feel that the company in charge of the desktop computing services is a s e M a  oriented company 

toward the people who usc the computers. This survey is a good sfart but most of the people I have talked with 
across the site feel l k e  they are under a dictatorship when it comes to LMSI and their SERVICE for desktop 
computing senices to the Hanford Site personnel that use computers. I also would like to see all ofthae 
surveys published either over email to all of the wanford Site and in the Reach for those who do not have 
readily access to a computer. In addition, I challenge LMSI to send out a survey to all of the W o r d  Site 
personnel rating how their senice is and then reporting back to all ofthe Hanford Site including DOE-RL 
what the results are. At this time I don't believe they would be very good. 

133. none 
134. Along with these programs. we need to have some time to become familiar with them and make them a little 

135. Thanks for asking. To date I have generally been quite pleased with the sate of the art computer systems 
more user friendly. This would allow us more time to actually put them to better use. 

selected to help us do our jobs better and faster. The only w e n t  lapse was the poor soul who thought that 
64mb of FL%M was good enough for a 2OOmhz computer running Windows 95. Oops. W s  right, the original 
number was 32mb, upgraded to 64mb. Still not enough. Got to have at least 128mb of RAM on any 
reasonably fast PC running Windows 95. Thanks again for asking. 

136. The people I have spoken to in CTS have been very pmffpsional and helpful in their handling of my problwns. 
137. Wity the exception of RMIS Viewprint, I think CTS.  the HLAN sofhvare, and the desktop tools I have are 

excellent. C T S  senice has always k e n  excellent. I wuuld grzitly benefit from a reasonable draw/graphics 
program. maybe not as fancy as Corel. 

138. Upgrade LMSI's Computer Hardware mom often. 
139. Iwillbeinte~edin5&ingtheresultsinMarchZOOOllllll HowaboutputIingthemintheFSACH?? 
140. Overall, I fed what we have is prew good. While it takes too long to get service, when I get it, it is usually 

141. If you d y  want to help the ana€ysis. plcasc fix the following in Insight. First fix it so it docs not hang up in 
the middle of a report or just stops functioning at all. Scwnd, put titles next to the report numkrs. Right now 
we all keep a list of Insight reporis with the titles on our desk because they are not in the system. Everytime 
you need information you haven't used before you simply sfart at the top and go down through every report 
until you find the one you are looking for and then you take the time to add it to your list. 

ITood. 

142. None 
143. Most problems cncountcrcd arc caused by a l&ck of understanding of the sofhvare and are fairly easily takcn 

care of. I don't have any rcal problems with the system, and have only praise for the tcchniml support 
organization. They have always listened and pmvided me with help and very useful information. 

not near as current with technology. However. I have looked at the budget for m p u t e r  updates in 2000, and 
it looks like we arc planning to stagnate. Computers change daily and if we are to stay current, we need to 

144. W o r d  does quite well in maintaining this large site computer network. I have worked in other places that are 
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I. Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

look at the nenvorWcomputers as a utility, not a fixture. Otherwise we will fall behind the technology. 
145. Speech to text, with macros 
146. I find it annoying to dcal with constant changes in the systems. Just when I get comfortable using a particuh 

feam on the intranet, it mxns to change for no'appamnt reason. Microsoft Word may now be the industry 
standard, but it is a real "pain" to use without useful training. Also, Question 29. does not capture the process 
on how I look for help on desktop applications. About 100% of the time, I try to use office Assistant or ask a 
coworker. The help desk is a lasf mrt. It's actually a progression from one source to another. rather than an 
exclusive use ofa particular source. 

147. thank you 
148. nla 
149. Comments on CXS: I just wanted someone to h o w  how much I appnciate CTS. Sometimes the wait to speak 

to a rcppnsentative is never ending but once they do take your call they are there until the problem is rcsolved 
or a seMce ticket is placed. Thank You!!! 

150. I have found that as a site wide resource. the HLAN is not casy to access from a foreign terminal ( one that I 
have not used before ). Many times the system cannot connect to my Outlook or TIS such as when I need to 
check e-mail from HAMMER or an office that I am visiting. This may be lack of training I understanding on 
my part but it seems that it should be as simple as loging on and entering my passwords. 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate. 

151. the ~ ~ h a r e  in many areas need tobe improved- speed not nccssaryto add fcahlrcs 
152. I think that having some ofthe programs such as ACAD as a metered program is false economics in that when 

the server goes down, hundreds of people are losing productivity since the main users use those programs 
exclusiyely for 8 hours a day. HDCS and RMlS have drastically increased productivity and access to required 
documents. 

153. - It would sure bc nice to have CTS wme up with a solution to the problem of the McAfcc vim program 
causing 5-7 min boot-up time on my computer. I know others have the same problem. With the fa 
computers we have now, its frustrating to have such a long boot-up time, especially ifyou arr having problems 
and have to re-boot often during the day. If the McAffec scan is deactivated, the boot up time is lesr than 1 
min. No matter what changes have been Uied by CTS. none Seem to have worked. - Would like to see access 
time on the IntranetAntemet speed up. I've reen the messages about improvements in the harddsofhvam to 
speed things up, but I haven't been able to notics a change. In fact,time to access a PHMC procedure actually 
appears to have slowed down since recent changes have been made. - As mentioned abavc, need improvement 
in how JetForms works so it won't hang-upkrash your computer on about every use. 

- I do like the responses from C T S  when I call with a problem. The people working the help lines have always 
been nice, responsive to my needs. and helpful. If they don't have the answer, they go find someone who docs 
and gets back to me. And, I don't Seem to have to wait long times on hold. I would bc opposed to wst-cuning 
measures where computer help is concerned. For someme like me whose work is largely dependent on 
computer use, I need faster and a m t e  response to computer problems I encounter. 

154. I appreciate the opportunity to participate. Thank you. My function is training, so I usc the applications for 
reaearch and to make training more realistic (use real examples and understand what the student gocs through 
to get or use information). I do not use the applications for actual work in the field. 

screcn and printout to agree. 
155. The SITE FORMS application is TERRIBLE. Lou of trouble with simple changes of font and getting the 

156. Server response time is too long and is unsatisfactory. Especially when in PASSPORT. 
157. It would be nice to have more experienced staff manning the C T S  desk. Them have bcen times when I have 

1 called and my computer has ended up more messed up than what I started with when I called the problem in, 
That is why I avoidcalling C T S  for help. I generally can find someone in the area who can help me quicker 
and M e r .  

158. Each employee needs to have full access to the computer. Now that we have posted the procedures on the nct 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

not sure what changing the system now will change. I would sugguea that you limit access to the internet the 
same as you limit long distance calls. Each group should have one person available with their computer able to 
access the internet. 

Please stop changing the programs. We do not get any training in the new programs. lose productivity and the 
only one who makes money is the computer pcople. 

159. Desktop computing services on this site are excellent. I have worked with other commercial entities 0KPpS.S. 
City OfRichland) which have very inadequate seMces. I sincerely hope the FDH CIO's office mgnizes thc 
gooanCss they have on this site and is using the s w e y  as a means of improving and not just "Big Brothering" 
the site. 

160. I would like my Microsoft Outlook to be password protected as well as have thc screen saver password. 
161. overall. I think desktop scMas an very good 

162. na 
163. PassPorI is a disaster. I have n m r  Jccn such a mmpliated unintuitive application. Can something be done to 

make it casier to use? 
164. Since the recent upgrade 

operating system failures that were so common with the 486's. 

165. The managers and technicians should be complimented for keeping HLAN up to date and running smooth. 
166. My productivity at work will be crippled if desktop services are taken away. 
167. none 
168. Would appreciate looking into the option of deleting the addressees in printing out E mail if at all possible. 
169. Things I'd like to see: Provision for exchange of files in a universal format e& PDF, where aaxuacy is 

Pentium class computers. I have not experienced the annoying software or 

important. Electronic signature and muting of documents to reduce the amount of hardcopy and to sp&d the 
revimprocess. 

170. Keep on improving!!! 
171. None 
172. The scmnsaver/pmord function on my computer must be enabled every morning for it to be automatic 

during the day. Often I forget. Can something be done about that? 
173. There has to be a better product out there than Word. I have forced myself to usc this product. attended formal 

training (which I never did for Word Perf"). and still have trouble getting it to work. Then an so many 
automatic fuctions (I have turned off all I know how to.) that the thing acts like a vim. 

Insight reports are very difficult to usc in comparison to the prior product soft reporting. 

174. I want Word Perfect Supportedl !! ! Ibe Uied Word and it does not meet my needs and 1% wasted significant 
time trying to learn how to use it and reworking documents that mysteriously pet trashed by Word. SeMce 
(which is part of your name) implies giving customers what they want. WE WANT WORD PERFECT!! I 

175. lust a comment on WORD, I don't like it and still use Word Perfect 6.1 for all applications exapt  ones that 
require WORD. I would like to see the WP line offered via Software Distribution and the Site Standard 
changed. 

176. ME 

177. My service has been very good. I do not h o w  cumputem very well but Icaming. Thank you Phil. 
178. n/a 

179. I have b a n  using MS Word 97 for the pasf 1-1R years and I still am not as produnive with it now as I was 
with Wordperfect. 1 % ~  learn& to live with it and tolerate this word processor but I daily encounter problems 
with this application that I don't understand. My typical solution is to waste time trying to find a "work 
around." I would strongly recommend that Word Perfect be offered as a second option for word processing 
necds on site! 
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.- Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

180. Good Survey. I would like to see Netmeeting used to bring together management, engineering and operators 

181. No Comment. 
182. In General the Hanford System is very efficiect. 
183. the availability of s h a r d  data servers has helped project work tremendously 
184. Some ofthe information retrieval systems arc real memory hogs. Is there a way to not have to download so 

much saftwan to access the data? 
185. We the end user should be polled when "New and Better" software is planned, such as Word ( a c e  97). Word 

is a second rate word processing program. It may be great for making web pages but the general user does not 
make web pages. The "White paper" that selozcd this product was reversed engineered (select a product then 
justify the selection). On several occasions less functioning software. such as Word and AutoCAD. was 
forad upon me to replace better applications. Wordperfect 6.1 & H-P's ME-10 CAD. As the USER we should 
be high in the selection process. 

to resolve equipment or pr0Cedur;ll problems. 

186. Due to the complexity of hardware and software I believe an excellent job is being done. 
187. none 
188. Let's get more speed into the system. more interoperability 
189. Is there any thought to going back to a WordPe&c~ word processor? ThC continious conversion from wp5 or 

6.1 to word then correaing the editing errors is detrimential to my productivity and causing undue StMs. And 
yes I'm fairly conversant in word and use it at home but I think that the Wordperfect office would be a much 
better choice for what we do here on the site. 

_- 

190. n/a 
191. In regards to WORD. Atter using WORD for over a year and a half@ usc it daily), I still think this saftwan is 

impossible. For the most pan, the long documents I do are a nighmarc. By formatting paragraphs, instcad of 
the document, it is a constant battle to kccp things consistant from one page to another. I uuly believe 
LMSJ/FDH needs to investigate other word processing software, especially for those of us who use it daily and 
do long documents. I would be happy to test drive the newest vcrsion of Wordperfect. I have not used 
wordperfect in over a year, but doing long documents. even in  WordPerfect 5.1. was better than WORD. I 

money after bad. WORD is fine for letters. but it is very dficult  for procedures and long reports. Plcase 
consider using the newed version of Wordperfect as a second site standard. 

know the companies have spent a lot of money on WORD, but at some point we need to quit thromn . g g w a  

192. Please provide more scientific programs - science should run this site not business. 
193. Need faster seMce from LMSI on help desk plus mwes plus installation and repain. ctc. Would like to have 

Desktop 2000 disks available (as we did for desktop 97). Need quicker U S  access. Need more support from 
site on computer services and upgrades. 

Namely, Litigation Settlement Agreements. 
194. RMIS Databau/RMIS Viewing has some very sensitive documents that should not be available to vicwcrs. 

195. Considering the size ofHanford's computing programs. I'm very satisfied with the computing seMfcs I receive. 
1%. Keepupthegood work!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
197. Microsoft Word is very unfriendly to the user. The program takes oyer too often and there is 110 good 

documentation on how to get it to not do some of the things it docs automatically. I find Wordperfst to be 
much better in this regard, but have had to do the best I can with Word. 

198. No additional comments. 
199. Your estimate to complete this survey was was very optimistic. 
200. For the majority of the time my computer works just fine. Thank you! Sometimes it is slow, especially on - 

shared usage items, 'such as Passport, Word, Outlook, etc., but I attribute this to the HLAN capability to handle 
so much data. Although my home computer is signiticantly faster, my work computer is just fine. I seldom 
have problems, but when I do, I like to talk to someone about it. 
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Survey Question: (cont) 

39. This concludes the survey. Please list any general comments you have regarding desktop 
computing services. 

201. None at this time 

202. The system for looking up drawings that exist on this site and finding out information such as outstanding 
m a s ,  drawings for certain buildings, or other information is more cumbersome than before. We uscd to & abk 
to search for a drawing by building number or index number or some p i a  of information we knew. 

203. There are so many programs and the time to complete work is so limited, training on the use of my computer is 
almost non-existant. 

204. One thing I forgot. I don't think internet explorer was a good choice. Who decides on these things? WE have 
trouble with Word for out Technical documents also - who decides which programs are purchasedl 
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